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1. Background Motivation and Objectives

“Social capital is a capability that arises from the prevalence of trust
in a society or in certain parts of it.”
— Francis Fukuyama1
In this dissertation, I will make a case for a novel approach to
addressing problems in the distribution of wealth, by first reframing the
problem as a communal problem and then addressing the issue through the
development of social capital. I will show how the Confucian concept of li (禮)
can help to transform the social environment to become conducive for
fostering trust and long-term cooperation, so as to complement a free market
society to produce a more equal distribution of wealth. This might seem like a
very peculiar project, so it will be useful to begin with an overview of the
background motivation behind it before proceeding to state the objectives of
this dissertation and how I intend to accomplish them.

1.1 Background Motivation
Social capital refers to social “networks together with shared norms,
values and understanding that facilitate cooperation within or among

1

Francis Fukuyama. Trust. p. 26.
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groups.”2 Like other forms of capital, such as human and physical capital,
social capital is instrumental in enhancing an individual’s productivity, as well
as a society’s economy. The shared norms, values, and understanding are all
instrumental in the formation of trust between individuals.
Trust in this context is not confined merely to a trust in the people we
interact closely with. Beyond the trust of family and friends, is what Robert
Putnam describes as a “thin trust” that “extends the radius of trust beyond the
roster of people whom we can know personally.” 3 It is a generalised sense of
trust in the other that “rests implicitly on some background of shared social
networks and expectations of reciprocity.” 4 Here, reciprocity goes beyond the
mere returning of a favour that one owes, to a more generalised reciprocity:
“I’ll do this for you without expecting anything specific back from you, in the
confident expectation that someone else will do something for me down the
road.” 5 Such reciprocity facilitates cooperation for the sake of mutual benefit,
and it allows people to work well together toward a common goal.6
Not only does a high degree of social capital make people more
trusting and trustworthy towards one another, but they too will also be more

2

OECD. 2001. The Well-Being of Nations: The Role of Human and Social Capital, OECD,
Paris. p. 41
3

Robert Putnam. Bowling Alone. p. 144.

4

Ibid.

5

Ibid. p. 18.

6

Fukuyama. Trust. p. 10.
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“emphatic to the misfortunes of others.”7 Commenting on the works of
experimental psychologists, Putnam notes that those found to exhibit a thin
trust in others, “are themselves less likely to lie, cheat, or steal and are more
likely to respect the rights of others.”8 These “social norms and the networks
that enforce them provide” the very mechanisms to ensure “compliance with
the collectively desirable behaviour.”9 In such a social environment, the
“incentives for opportunism and malfeasance are reduced,”10 due to the social
costs of breaking that trust within the group, such as loss of reputation or
ostracisation by the community. This enables a society to effectively address
collective-action problems (including distributive problems), where “socially
desirable outcomes” can only be achieved through “high levels of trust and
citizen participation.”11
Yet, despite the importance of social capital, scholars such as Francis
Fukuyama and Robert Putnam, have observed a decline in social capital across
cultures and societies in recent decades. 12 This is in part due to a wide variety
of factors. Putnam, for example, observes several factors contributing to the
decline of social capital in the United States, such as changing family
structures, suburbanisation, increased pressures due to a lack of time and
7

Putnam. Bowling Alone. p. 312.

8

Ibid. p. 145.

9

Ibid. p. 312.

10

Ibid. pp. 18-19.

11

Ibid. p. 311.

12

Ibid. pp. 311-319; Fukuyama. Trust. pp. 1-12.
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money, the rise of electronic entertainment, and a generational change less
involved in in civic matters, to name a few.13
While there are many factors that contribute to the erosion of social
capital, one factor deserving of attention here is how the very efforts at
addressing distributive problems have a negative impact on social capital.
There are a variety of approaches to distributive problems. Most of them can
be classified on a spectrum. On one end of the spectrum, are those who argue
that government, with its vast power and resources, should take on the
responsibility and role to centrally coordinate the redistribution of wealth in a
society. On the other end, are those who argue for a laissez-faire approach,
that governments ought not interfere with the distribution of wealth in society
as interference affects the free market and its function to guide people’s actions
and decisions, thereby leading to a less than optimal distributional outcome.
Most societies tend to implement these two approaches as a hybrid in
varying degrees. Yet, these approaches are far from perfect. Despite the many
attempts to pursue either side of the spectrum by various societies across the
decades, these attempts seem to create more problems than they solve. There is
much dissatisfaction, and thus, time and time again, there are renewed calls to
either increase or decrease the role of government. Till today, there is no
intellectual consensus as to which approach is better.

13

Putnam. Bowling Alone. pp. 311-319.
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Fukuyama laments that these approaches “sidestep an important
issue,” as they fail to take into account the various cultural factors by which
“economic life is embedded in social life.”14 There is a tendency to regard the
economy “as a facet of life with its own laws, separate from the rest of
society.”15 But this is a huge mistake. Economic activity “cannot be divorced
from culture,” as it is “inextricably linked with social and political life.” 16
Almost every aspect of economic activity requires social collaboration with
other human beings. And that connectedness is more than a means to an
economic end. It is “an important end of human life itself.” 17
By framing the problems of distribution in purely economic terms, we
neglect the broader cultural issues by which economic activity is embedded
within. As a consequence, the attempts in our modern times to address
distributive problems have led to an erosion of social capital. Here, I will
briefly provide an overview as to how these approaches negatively impact a
society’s social capital.
Governments can unintentionally erode social capital by diminishing
public spiritedness through the expansion of their roles and responsibilities to
centrally coordinate the redistribution of wealth. As Hayek remarks, “nothing
can have a more deadening effect on real participation by the citizen than if

14

Fukuyama. Trust. p. 21, p. 26.

15

Ibid. p. 6.

16

Ibid. p. 6, p. 13.

17

Ibid. p. 6.
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government, instead of merely providing the essential framework for
spontaneous growth, becomes monolithic and takes charge of the provision for
all needs which can be provided for only by the common efforts of many.”18
Not too many decades ago, religious groups, charities, clan associations, and
many other private organisations and individuals across the globe were
responsible for providing education, medicine, housing, and other welfare and
infrastructural support for their communities. In areas where governments
have since taken over these roles and responsibilities and performed these tasks
sufficiently well, they have consequently rendered obsolete so many of these
niche services previously filled by individuals and private organisations, since
there is little incentive to replicate what governments do well. Hence, the more
government involves itself deeply in public matters, and the more effective it is
at handling them, the more public-spiritedness diminishes, leading to an
increase in civic disengagement.
All these, in turn, create a feedback loop. With little or no motivation
and incentive for private individuals or organisations to take matters into their
own hands, demands for governmental action will increase, and members of
society will become increasingly dependent on the government to resolve other
social issues that were previously not under the government’s responsibility.
This is attested to by Fukuyama, who in commenting on the decline of
social capital in the United States, notes that the very “expansion of state

18

Hayek. Law, Legislation and Liberty. p. 308.
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responsibilities to include social security, welfare, unemployment insurance,
training, and the like […] accelerated the decline of those very communal
institutions that it was designed to supplement.”19 While “the causal arrows
among civic involvement, reciprocity, honesty, and social trust are as tangled as
well-tossed spaghetti,” Putnam nonetheless observes that “honesty, civic
engagement, and social trust are mutually reinforcing.”20 On the other hand,
those who were civically disengaged believed that they were “surrounded by
miscreants and feel less constrained to be honest themselves.”21 A social
environment where its members are less civically engaged is one that is not
conducive for social capital, trust, and cooperation to thrive.
The laissez-faire approach does not fare any better either. In order to
perfect the workings of the markets so as to achieve a fairer distribution of
wealth, governments have to function as the umpire of society by maintaining
and improving that order through legislation aiming for procedural justice,
with the “removal of discriminations by law which had crept in because of the
greater influence that certain groups… had wielded on the formation of the
law.” 22 However, scholars like Samuel Bowles, argue that the very things that
“perfect the workings of markets may have collateral cultural effects that make
people less likely to learn or retain the exchange-supporting norms and other

19

Fukuyama. Trust. p. 313.

20

Putnam. Bowling Alone. p. 145.

21

Ibid.

22

Hayek. Law, Legislation and Liberty. p. 134.
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values essential to good governance.”23 The heavy reliance on the law shifts the
object of one’s trust away from individuals to a third-party enforcer, the rule of
law. It is important here to emphasise that “trust in government or other social
institutions” is not the same as trust in other individuals. 24 Trusting in the rule
of law is not a sufficient basis for “both the stability and prosperity of
postindustrial societies,”25 as such over-reliance on a third-party enforcer can
have a negative profound sociological impact, especially in the way in which
we interact and work with others.
Brown et al found that in the absence of a third-party enforcer,
individuals must rely on their identities and good reputation, behaving in ways
that would strengthen their reputation and earn the trust of others, such as
providing high quality work for modest profits.26 In stark contrast, the presence
of a third-party enforcer changes the nature of human interactions in very
fundamental ways.27 First, the identity and reputation of individuals are now
irrelevant,28 as reliance on a third-party to penalise defectors “lowers the bar
for how much you would have to know about your partner” before agreeing to
enter into business with him. 29 Second, “it reduces the expected duration of
23

Samuel Bowles. The Moral Economy. p. 210.

24

Putnam. Bowling Alone. p. 137.

25

Fukuyama. Trust. p. 11.

26

Brown et al. Relational Contracts and the Nature of Market Interactions. p. 774.

27

Ibid.

28

Ibid.

29

Bowles. The Moral Economy. p. 169.
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interactions,” as the relationship is only expected to last as long as the contract,
“so the value of avoiding retaliation is reduced, possibly by enough to make
overexploitation the more rewarding strategy.”30 Taken together, these
conditions allow for a certain market flexibility that improves the efficiency of
the markets. Economists generally consider as a good thing, as it allows
individuals to abandon existing agreements whenever a better deal comes
along, thereby creating a flexibility in the market that promotes greater
competition. 31 Yet, this is a double-edge sword as these conditions make it
conducive for people to adopt opportunist and self-regarding actions
detrimental to the overall community. This is attested to by Brown et al, who
found that the presence of third-party enforcers in agreements led to a vast
majority of short-term trade relationships, with many parties exploiting trade
opportunities solely to their advantage without regard for the other. 32
Moreover, greater reliance on a third-party enforcer, such as the rule of
law, creates a feedback loop of greater distrust in others. The sociologist, Peter
Kollock, found that in situations where contracts were detailed and complete,
the parties involved were much less trusting of each other.33 Contractual
incentives created a setting that triggered “moral disengagement” where

30

Ibid. p. 207.

31

Ibid.

32

Brown et al. Relational Contracts and the Nature of Market Interactions. pp. 774-775.

33

Kollock. The Emergence of Exchange Structures. p. 341.
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individuals could “switch their ethicality on and off.”34 On the contrary,
greater trust and moral engagement were forged in cases where contracts were
incomplete or failed to anticipate particular scenarios.35 Yet, it is precisely this
lack of trust that motivates individuals to design very detailed and complete
contracts. As Falk and Kosfield found, this had the negative effect of inducing
employees to minimally perform, reinforcing further distrust in employers.36

1.2 Objectives of this Dissertation
As I have briefly shown, these two approaches at addressing distributive
problems can have a corrosive effect on a society’s social capital, leading to
social environments conducive to much mistrust, opportunism, and selfregarding actions. It is in this way that efforts to improve the distribution of
wealth can unintentionally lead to a fracturing of the communities that they
were supposed to help. There are disagreements among scholars as to whether
measures to improve distributive outcomes erode social capital, or whether the
increase or decrease in social capital has any effect on the distribution of
wealth. 37 Nonetheless, it is not my intention to enter into such a debate here.

34

Bowles. The Moral Economy. p. 107.

35

Ibid. p. 50.

36

Falk & Kosfield. The Hidden Costs of Control. pp. 1611-1630.

37

Just to name a few, some scholars, like Westlund & Adam (2010), note that there are
divergent results from numerous studies on the relationship between levels of social capital and
economic performance. Others, like Navarro (2002) argue that it is not social capital but class
and power relations that have the greatest effect. Still others like Mogues & Carter (2005),
argue that social capital may instead “generate exclusion and deepen existing economic
cleavages.” (p. 193)
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What I am personally concerned about (and one shared by other
scholars) is whether there is a way to address distributive problems without
eroding social capital. Perhaps the problem might be better addressed from
another perspective: instead of attempting to address distributive problems
directly, could we attempt to build up social capital in a way that can lead to
better distributive outcomes? Or is there a way in which we can tap on the
social capital of a society to effect redistribution from within, without the need
for government intervention or dependence on the rule of law?
As Fukuyama notes, the process of building up social capital “is a
complicated and in many ways mysterious cultural process,” where even
governments struggle with building it up again.38 It would be too ambitious to
attempt to provide a direct answer to such great questions, nor am I able to
provide an adequate treatment of the matter within the constraints of this
dissertation. Instead, I wish to do something a little more modest, and in doing
so, make an indirect contribution in answer to these questions.
In this dissertation, I will explore how it might be possible to address
distributive problems without eroding social capital, or at the very least, how
we might be able to prevent further erosion of social capital while maintaining
the use of existing approaches. In particular, I want to explore and show how a
Confucian approach in harmonising communities through the communicative
process of li (禮) could help to develop social capital and in so doing

38

Fukuyama. Trust. p. 11.
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complement a free market society to produce better distributive outcomes. To
determine whether such an approach might even be plausible, I will take this
exploration a step further through a theoretical agent-based model, or
computer simulation, to investigate how an artificial society operating on li can
create resilient communities with high social capital despite the presence of
free riders, and as a by-product of high social capital, produce a more equal
distribution of wealth.
As a matter of inter-personal affairs, communities have a great
potential role to play in building up social capital. Communities provide
individuals with a wealth of shared experiences, values, and meanings with
other members (something that cannot be easily achieved on a societal level),
making it possible for one to effectively interact with other members and
groups within the community. This makes communities effective platforms
where “emotions and ideas are shared as well as joint undertakings
engaged.” 39 What creates and sustains communal bonds is not a superficial
identification of boundaries of commonalities, but rather, the quality of
communication. When individuals cooperate to fulfil a particular goal, they
will inevitably learn to give and take, to modify others and to be modified by
others in the communicative process, creating a shared experience that imbues
the individual with an “effective sense of being an individually distinct
member of a community,”40 one who exists in relation to others. By tapping on
39

Tan Sor-hoon. Confucian Democracy. p. 66.

40

Ibid.
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the community as the platform for resolving distributive problems, members of
the community are given the opportunity to interact with each other and to
develop a sense of belonging and identity from that interaction.
But how do we tap on the community for such a purpose? I will
explore such an answer from a “Confucian” perspective, by drawing insights
and inspiration from classical Confucian sources, such as the Analects, Mencius,
Xunzi, and the Liji. To be clear, I am not referring to a solution directly
advocated by Confucius or his disciples. That would be anachronistic. The
early Confucian thinkers did not face the exact same problems that we do, nor
did they experience and understand problems in the same manner as we do
today. Nonetheless, there is some overlap as they did encounter distributive
problems, and they perceived, understood, and attempted to resolve it on their
own terms.
I will explore this Confucian approach and proceed to reconstruct the
social mechanisms by which this is done. This will allow me to operationalise
the Confucian approach into a theoretical agent-based model, so as to run
computer simulations exploring just how effective the Confucian approach
might be in effecting redistribution in an artificial society, beginning with the
communities that emerge from a built up in social capital.
In Chapter 2, I will begin by turning to the early Confucian tradition
for inspiration and insight, particularly on their thoughts on harmony. To the
early thinkers, harmony is not just an ideal state, but a “dynamic process” of
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harmonising,41 through a management of diversity through self-regulation. It
provides the context and means for forging close bonds and meaningful
relations with others, and cultivating constructive dispositions in people to
behave in ways that further promote trust and strong communal bonds with
each other. This is useful in allowing me to understand and reconstruct the
mechanisms essential for building up social capital. I will demonstrate that
there are not one, but three distinct and inter-related models of harmony –
two musical models and one culinary model of harmony – that offer us
different perspectives of achieving harmony according to their respective logic
of operation.
Communication is a prerequisite of trust and the lifeblood of
communities. There can be no community without communication, no trust
without communication. Thus, in order to achieve harmony in a community
and to increase the social capital within in, efforts must be taken to improve
the communicative process. Thus, in Chapter 3, I will discuss the significance
of the Confucian notion of li (禮 rites, ritual, propriety) in communication,
and how it goes beyond its mere communicative role to transform the
individual and the social environment.
In both Chapters 3 and 4, I will revisit the three models of harmony
and discuss how each model offers a unique way of intensifying the quality of
the communicative process through li, to produce meaningful interpersonal

41

Li Chenyang. The Confucian Ideal of Harmony. p. 592.
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interactions that simultaneously transforms the social environment, making it
conducive to forge closer ties and deeper bonds of trust. These three models
provide the mechanisms for individuals to become agents of harmony, to effect
a positive change in their social environment through their communicative
actions, fostering trust in the process.
The first musical model of harmony (the harmony of the five tones)
seeks to eliminate dissonance and achieve harmony by tuning its members to
perform on the same musical key, as it were, through the cultivation and
mastery of a community’s cultural grammar that not only structures the
expression of one’s intentions in an appropriate manner but also educates one
on how to think, perceive, and feel in particular circumstances, so as to develop
a sense of benevolence and humanity. In this way, individuals learn not only
how to self-regulate but also how best to interact with others to have
meaningful interactions and relationships.
The culinary model of harmony builds on the first musical model of
harmony, yet it seeks to harmonise communities differently by creating a
shared context for individuals to relate and empathise with each other. And
that shared context forms the foundation for a kind of ritual role play that
challenges individuals to bring out their best qualities to repair the disorder of
the imperfect real world as they actualise certain ideals through the
performance of the role play.
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The second musical model (the harmony between melodies) seeks not
only to avoid tensions within a community from degrading into ugly disputes,
but also to transform such tensions into a beautiful musical performance. I will
demonstrate how the prevailing view of Confucian deference as an upward
submission is flawed and show how it is more egalitarian in nature. More
importantly, this more egalitarian Confucian deference is one that not only
induces attitude adjustments in the practitioners to become more gracious, but
it also reframes transactions into ethical gift exchanges. Once framed as a gift
exchange, the primary objective is not about the exchange of goods, but a
moral one that affirms the relationship between giver and recipient, which
fosters deeper bonds of trust. Moreover, gifts induce a sense of reciprocity, as
an act of maintaining one’s relational bond with the other. This can be further
developed to create a system of reciprocity that complements the laissez-faire
approach, as a secondary layer of distribution to cover especially those areas
that the market fails to reach.
Taken together, these three models of harmony provide mechanisms
that enable individuals, as agents of harmony, to produce meaningful
interactions that go beyond just a sharing of experiences, feelings, ideas. As
one interacts with the other, one learns to give and take, to modify and be
modified. These create experiences that shapes one’s identity and deepens
one’s sense of belonging to the community, thereby generating conditions
conducive for individuals in a community to deeply trust each other.
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In Chapter 5, I will set out to operationalise the Confucian approach
into a theoretical agent-based model, so as to explore how the practice of li
helps to develop social capital within the artificial society, and how an increase
in trust and long-term cooperation can lead to better distributive outcomes.
This will allow me to explore just how effective the Confucian approach might
be in answer to the big question motivating this dissertation.
Finally, in Chapter 6, I will conclude with a discussion as to how the
mechanisms of li can be implemented in this modern world through a twopronged approach. The first prong involves transforming the people by tuning
them to perform on the same “musical key” through the co-participative
process of identifying exemplary models for emulation. The second prong
involves institutions as key agents of change in societies, as institutions play an
important role in socialising its members with their values and norms through
their respective institutional li practices. The two are closely related in a
mutually influencing relationship, where the people have the power to
influence change in such institutions, as much as institutions can have a deep,
profound impact on people. Through these two approaches, the mechanisms
for fostering trust in li can be effectively promulgated to develop social capital
within a society. And from the development of social capital will such a society
achieve a more equal distribution of wealth.
I must emphasise that the aim of this dissertation is not to attempt a
purely historical reconstruction of the Confucian li. Rather, this is an attempt
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at developing new ideas and insights to address the contemporary distributive
problems of today, based on the wisdom and insights of the early thinkers as
they tried to address the problems of their era. Nonetheless, I will remain
faithful to the passages of the classical texts, insofar as they allow me to
challenge existing puzzles within our current understanding, in order to
construct a much richer understanding of li. I will use these passages as a
stepping stone to slowly build my case for a richer theory of li.
Last but not least, I must state clearly that I am not committed to the
idea that this Confucian perspective is uniquely Confucian. There may be an
overlap of ideas from other cultures and philosophies. My point is that the
approach I am exploring in this dissertation is strongly inspired by core
Confucian concepts, and defendable on the classical Confucian texts.
Furthermore, it is not my intention to show how the Confucian
alternative is better than the myriad proposals by so many scholars who have
attempted to address such distributive problems. Rather, my intention is to
simply bring an additional perspective to the academic table for further
discourse. Perhaps there is something of value within Confucian thought
deserving of serious consideration, one that might deepen our understanding
on the communal nature of distributive problems, and provide us new insights
on how we might resolve them effectively.
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2. Harmonising Fractured Communities
with Three Models of Harmony

“I’m a reflection of the community.”42
— Tupac Shakur
Here, I would like to turn to classical Confucian thought for inspiration
and insight on what is needed to effectively foster social capital in communities
while addressing the problems of distribution. While the early Confucian
thinkers did not experience or understand their problems in the exact same
manner as us, there is nonetheless some overlap as they did have to address
distributive problems in their own unique way. They did this by having to
manage a diversity of needs coming from various groups of people in society,
and they attempted to resolve it by galvanising communities to regulate
themselves through a network of social relations. This is clearly articulated in
the Confucian vision of grand harmony:
When the Grand course was pursued, a public and common spirit
ruled all under the sky; they chose men of talents, virtue, and ability;
their words were sincere, and what they cultivated was harmony. Thus
men did not love their parents only, nor treat as children only their own
sons. A competent provision was secured for the aged till their death,
employment for the able-bodied, and the means of growing up to the
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young. They showed kindness and compassion to widows, orphans,
childless men, and those who were disabled by disease, so that they
were all sufficiently maintained. Males had their proper work, and
females had their homes. (They accumulated) articles (of value),
disliking that they should be thrown away upon the ground, but not
wishing to keep them for their own gratification. (They laboured) with
their strength, disliking that it should not be exerted, but not exerting it
(only) with a view to their own advantage. In this way (selfish)
schemings were repressed and found no development. Robbers,
filchers, and rebellious traitors did not show themselves, and hence the
outer doors remained open, and were not shut. This was (the period of)
what we call the Grand Union. 43
This passage illustrates a society that is so intimate that even strangers are
treated like one’s family, where there are such high levels of trust that even
doors can be left unlocked and open throughout the day, where there are high
levels of cooperation that no one would defect to commit crime for their own
advantage, and where there are sufficient resources for all.
The solutions of these early thinkers were solutions to problems unique
and distinct from our own. It is not possible to present these ideas simply as
they are for immediate use in our modern times. Some amount of interfacing
is required. What I am interested in is the way in which the early thinkers
thought about harmony, not just as an ideal state of affairs, but more
importantly, the process of achieving it. This process of harmonising provides
the context and means for forging close bonds and meaningful relations with
others, for shaping attitudes and perceptions to be open and trusting, to see it
always advantageous not to behave in a self-regarding way, and cultivating
constructive dispositions in people to behave in ways that further promote trust
43
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and strong communal bonds with each other. These will provide us with
insights on the principles and mechanisms for developing social capital
amongst individuals, and expanding outwards to the broader community and
beyond.
In this chapter, I will begin my discussion of the Confucian approach
to fostering trust in communities with a discussion of the big picture, of the
Confucian framework of harmony. When talking about Confucian harmony, it
is often taken for granted that the early thinkers dealt with a homogeneous
conception of harmony throughout the classical period. That assumption,
however, is untrue. As I will demonstrate, there is not one, not two, but three
distinct models of harmony present in the early Confucian texts. While the
three models aim towards the one same goal of achieving socio-political
harmony in society, they each refer to a different sense of harmony, that is,
they each represent different visions of the ideal of harmony, and
consequently, their respective means to arrive at it. Though the means and
ends of each model differ from the other models, and though the three may at
times conflict with each other when implemented together in real life, it is
important to state here that the three models are not mutually exclusive. The
early thinkers describe these models operating in conjunction with each other,
in a complementary way. And as I will demonstrate, these models do not just
complement but build on each other. Nonetheless, I wish to maintain this
conceptual distinction of the three models of harmony, so as to demonstrate
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their unique logic of operation, and how they help to nurture trust and
develop social capital within and beyond communities. I will revolve my
discussions around these three models, using them as a framework for detailing
the Confucian approach in the following chapters.
Though the concept of harmony is important in Confucian thought,
scholarship on the matter is surprisingly sparse. Nonetheless, there are two
scholars, Alan Chan and Li Chenyang, who have written quite a fair bit about
harmony. I will provide an overview of their debate, and from there, proceed
to discuss the culinary and musical models of harmony. Due to the lack of
scholarship on harmony, I will need to digress a little to demonstrate why there
is not one but two models of musical harmony.
Li Chenyang argues that the Confucian notion of harmony arose from
ancient Chinese cooking and music to denote the action of mixing.44 Over
time, the two sources merged into a single model of harmony. As described in
the Analects, we are told that the moral exemplar (君⼦ junzi) seeks harmony
rather than uniformity (和⽽不同 he er butong).45 For as long as diversity exists,
tensions will arise. This was especially pertinent in early China where much
conflict arose due to diverse groups of people (the elites, in particular)
competing over the same limited goods. Thus, harmony is about managing
diversity through a process of “creative tension,” achieved through an
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unending process of “mutual and reciprocal adjustment,”46 seeking the right
balance and mix from that diversity. This means that constraints must be
placed on the parties involved, and some degree of coordination is required so
that the relevant parties are able to make allowances for each other. This
allows the relevant parties to avoid conflict and transform that tension into one
where those involved can grow and flourish.
By defining harmony in such broad terms, it is easy to mask the
differences between culinary and musical harmony. Alan Chan, who has no
disagreement with Li Chenyang’s broad definition of Confucian harmony,
argues that it is a mistake to think that the two sources, cooking and music,
merged into a single model of harmony.47 While there are significant overlaps,
the logic and operation of cooking and music are so radically different, they
could not have merged into a single account, but remain as two distinct models
in their development through time.

2.1 Bringing Out the Best in One and All: The Culinary Model of
Harmony
The culinary model of harmony seeks a balance from a “careful
blending of not only divergent but also possibly conflicting elements.”48 Some
flavours may initially seem to be opposed to each other, but in a well-balanced
46
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culinary mixture, they can produce a beautiful flavour. Chilli and chocolate
may seem like an abhorrent idea, yet when they are combined in the right
proportions, their flavours find balance, and they come together as a rather
exquisite and delightfully spicy dessert. Conflict is not resolved through
submission or compliance to a higher authority, but it is instead harmonised
through a “dynamic employment of diversity in such a way that each
individual element will contribute to the flourishing of the larger whole.”49 It is
not just about seeking a balance of flavours, but also ensuring that the
conditions are conducive for harmony to emerge.
Thus, what is crucial for this model of harmony is an understanding of
“the properties of the different elements and how they play their unique roles
in creating and sustaining a rich and balanced whole.”50 From this
understanding, one knows how to make full use of the strengths of each
individual ingredient to arrive at that harmony. This knowledge translates to
the preparation of ingredients (from the cutting, seasoning, and pre-cooking)
before adding it to the pot or pan. If a cook were to make a meat broth, he/
she would have to dice onions and sauté chunks of meat before adding them to
a boiling pot of water. The onions would complement the meaty flavours of
that meat broth. However, if a cook were to sauté onions, the cook needs to
slice the onions finely so that the onions can caramelise evenly in a pan. Yet,
the cook might refrain from adding sautéed onions to the same meat broth, as
49
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the caramelised onions would have a much intense and sweeter flavour that
could overwhelm the flavours of the meat. Such caramelised onions would do
better in a vegetable broth as an apt substitute in place of the meat’s strong
flavours.
The ideal culinary state of harmony admits no room for dissonance or
disharmonious flavours. But of course, reality often falls short from the ideal,
and we do encounter instances where certain flavours and ingredients just
seem impossible to harmonise despite our best efforts. One might be tempted
to think that such cases present falsifying evidence against the culinary model
of harmony. But it would actually be a mistake to think of the ideal state of
harmony in this way.
Instead, what is essential to our understanding of the culinary model is
that the ideal state of harmony functions more as an aspirational goal. This is
especially so in situations where new and unknown elements enter into the
picture, where it is close to impossible to discern what the ideal “taste” of that
outcome will be. The aspirational goal assumes that there is a harmonious
end-state that has yet to be discovered, and places a strong emphasis on the
process of harmonising, on the process of creative exploration, so as to
discover new ways and means to bring these ingredients into harmony with
each other. These new “ingredients” should not be regarded as a potential
liability that ought to be transformed into something else, “made to comply
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with established norms,”51 or simply thrown out of the mix. Instead, they are
to be regarded as an ingredient that has yet to be harmonised, to be discovered
through a process of trial and error (and experience), where one experiments
with various preparation and cooking methods to discover ways of bringing
out that harmony of flavours.
In the context of harmonising communities, the culinary model of
harmony provides the aspirational goal that each and every single member of
the community – like ingredients in a pot – can be brought into harmony with
each other. Of course, this presupposes having some amount of knowledge of
how these people interact with others. But central to this model of harmony is
that the community can be harmonised. All that is required is to explore ways
and means to bring out the best of that person’s qualities in ways that mutually
complement others, that is, both the manner in which they are combined, and
the conditions to sustain it.
However, one might argue that there are some ingredients (or groups
of people) that can never be matched with other ingredients, that is, there are
some combinations of ingredients that are so disharmonious that the result will
always be revolting. In such cases, the ideal state of harmony seems just
impossible to achieve. Perhaps we are mistaken about the impossibility of
combinations. The process of discovering such a balance can be very difficult,
but not impossible. From time to time, culinary experts are able to surprise us
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with seemingly impossible combinations that are both harmonious and
delightful to taste. They have found both the balance and the conditions for
achieving what seemed like the impossible task of harmonising those
ingredients. For example, combinations that may abhor us initially, such as the
unholy matrimony of cheese and Oolong tea (marketed as “cheese tea”), turn
out to be a delightful treat once we have discovered a way of harmonising their
flavours, leading to endlessly long queues of patrons young and old eager for
yet another cup of cheese tea.
Another illustrative example would be that of the durian, a pungent
tropical fruit, said to smell like a rotting corpse, yet regarded as a wonderful
delicacy in South East Asia. For many outside the region, the durian is
revolting, and adding it to anything would be just as bad. Yet, this has not
stopped people from producing a harmony of flavours with the durian,
producing desserts such as durian ice cream, durian cakes, durian cream puffs.
Those who typically find the durian fruit repugnant, have no problems
consuming such durian desserts, with some becoming fervent converts with a
love for the fruit.
The point is this: the ideal state of culinary harmony, as an aspirational
goal, encourages constant exploration and discovery. At times, the impossibility
of achieving that harmonious balance may be due to a lack of imagination or
creativity to discover new ways to balance the flavours. At times, that seeming
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impossibility may arise due to cultural biases (such as a disdain for the durian)
that prevent people from wanting to explore ways to realise that harmony.
One may object that the analogy of cooking is limited especially when
we apply it to social harmony. It seems impossible to save a pot of soup if
someone accidentally added too much salt into it (e.g. a whole bowl instead of
a pinch of salt), and similarly, it seems just as impossible to harmonise a society
thrown into disorder by a sudden influx of a particular group of people.
Indeed, if we were to conceive of harmony as a return to a previously
harmonious state, then this analogy of cooking is limited. But it is a mistake to
think of culinary harmony in this way. Instead, in the sudden presence of
ingredients that may ruin the harmony of flavours, one can still achieve
harmony, not by returning to a previous state, but by discovering a new ideal
state. An experienced chef may refer to this as an attempt at saving the soup.
There are many possible ways to do so. Without turning this dissertation into a
cooking manual, I will just mention two ways: one could add raw potatoes
which will absorb the excess salt, or one could neutralise the saltiness by
adding something acidic like vinegar. These methods will change the originally
intended dish and the soup’s intended flavour, but it will balance out the excess
saltiness, to give us an entirely new dish. It is not necessarily the case that the
process of harmonising will revert things back to a previously harmonious
state of affairs. Sometimes, as in the case of the excessively salty soup, new
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ingredients are added to the mix, there will be a new state of harmony waiting
to be discovered, and a new dish at the end of that process.
Similarly, if society were to encounter an excess of one “ingredient,”
one can still harmonise through the addition of other “ingredients.” This,
however, is easier said than done, and reveals the limits of this model when
applied to society. It is far easier to look back at a previously harmonious state
of affairs and strive to restore that state of harmony. But this is not what the
culinary model is about. A return to a previous state means having to exclude
the new “flavours,” instead of trying to balance them. The difficulty in its
implementation in real life lies in the fact no one may know what the ideal
state of harmony might be. Despite the enticing promise of bringing out new
and exciting flavours from the process of discovery, such experiments may
further exacerbate conflicts and tensions between groups of people, that may
deter people from trying.
Nonetheless, while it may be difficult to realise the culinary model on a
societal level, the aspirational goal of this model of harmony – that there is a
state of harmony waiting to be realised – plays a powerful role in compelling
individuals to action, challenging them to bring out their best qualities, so as to
reconfigure their relationship with others (just as how ingredients in the
cooking pot reconfigure each other’s flavours), to achieve a harmony of
“flavours,” thereby forging closer ties in the process.
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2.2 Singing to a Different Tune: Not One but Two Models of
Musical Harmony
Unlike the culinary model, the musical model of harmony operates on
a very different logic. According to Chan, in the classical texts where the
model of musical harmony is evoked, it “suggests conformity with certain
norms,” carrying a sense of soft submission and compliance,52 so that
“contention gives way to concord.” 53 In the traditional tonal music of early
China, some sounds/notes would not fit and thus cannot be accommodated.
“In the language of Confucian ethics, they disturb the heart or mind and will
inevitably lead to strife.” 54 A discordant note, even a small one, will disrupt the
delicate balance of the whole, and thus must be removed. Chan elaborates:
“Diachronically, it is possible that what was deemed jarring at one time
might become pleasing to the ear in a different age. Nevertheless,
synchronically, the logic of harmony in a musical sense entails that
dissonance must be treated as a clear and present danger requiring
resolute intervention.” 55
The musical model of harmony requires that different sounds fit together, and
that is based on underlying “structural conditions” essential to the realisation
of musical harmony not found anywhere in the culinary model. 56 Thus, for
contention to give way to concord, this model presupposes unequal
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relationships, or a hierarchy, where one party takes the lead, while the other(s)
follow (and/or yield) to complement the leader. Though the followers’
contribution may be substantial or even indispensable, they do not stand in an
equal relationship with the leader. In this model, diversity is allowed only
insofar as there is compliance, or a yielding to a higher authority or a grand
ideal.
I agree with Chan that the culinary and musical models are separate
and operate on very distinct logics, however, I disagree that there is only one
musical model of harmony. Here, I argue that there are not one but two
distinct models of musical harmony, which I shall refer to as: (1) the harmony
of the five tones; and (2) the harmony between melodies in a performance.
These two models are distinct but inter-related, and they often occur in close
proximity to each other in early musical performances that it is easy to conflate
them together as a single model.

2.3 The First Musical Model of Harmony: A Harmony of the Five
Tones
To properly understand the first model of musical harmony, it is
important to discuss the function of bells in early Chinese music. There is
much emphasis in the classical texts on the “harmony of the five tones.”57 This
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appears in varying forms, such as 五聲之和 (wusheng zhi he),58 和五⾳ (he
wuyin),59 五聲和 (wusheng he),60 and 和五聲 (he wusheng).61 Much of these have
little to do with the actual musical performance, and by extension, little to do
with harmony between melodies during a performance. Rather, these terms
tend to be closely associated with conformity to standards and measures,
especially conformity to a musical scale. Given the close proximity of ensuring
conformity in the musical scale with that of a musical performance, it is very
easy to mistake the harmony of the five tones to refer to a musical harmony
during a performance, and thus conflate them into a single model of harmony.
To understand how the harmony of the five tones differ from musical
harmony during a performance, it is vital that I provide a brief historical
overview of bells in ancient Chinese music. Various classical texts describe the
function of bells, resounding at the start of performances. 62 The Mencius
presents a passage where the bells relate to harmony:
“The perfect ensemble begins with the sound of the bronze bell and
ends with the sound of the jade chimes, the bronze bell anticipating the
harmony at the beginning of the concert and the jade chimes bringing
the harmony to a conclusion at its close.” 63
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However, these bells do not hold a musical role. Von Falkenhausen
argues that bells in the early classical period were regarded more as percussive
instruments, not to provide the “time or rhythm of musical pieces,” but for
signalling “the beginning, the internal subdivisions, and the end of musical
pieces.”64 Unlike wind and stringed instruments, the pitches of the bells were
fixed and could not be adjusted after production, and they were often
assembled as a set of different pitches. This meant that wind and stringed
instruments had to conform to the tonal capabilities of the bells, since the
musicians of these instruments could adjust the pitch of their instruments.
Ceremonial music in early China was predominantly pentatonic (a musical
scale comprising five notes per octave), yet it is important to note that the
concept of a “revolving do (xuangong)” principle had already existed, where the
pitch for the do note (of do-re-mi) could be adjusted.65 In other words, it was
possible then to shift the pentatonic scale (or the key) of the musical piece. One
feature of the pentatonic scale that holds true today as it did in ancient China,
is that notes belonging to a particular pentatonic scale will sound in harmony
with each other regardless of the sequence of notes, as there are no dissonant
intervals between them. 66 If one is sceptical about this, one can go up to a
piano and strike as many of its black keys at the same time. The piano’s black
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keys belong to a pentatonic scale, and so the performance of any combination
of black keys will not sound dissonant at all.
Thus, the function of the bells were to exert “control over the moment
and pitch at which the music began,” and consequently, exert a “control over
the entire performance.”67 The tones that resounded from the bells were of
great significance, as it informed the orchestral musicians of the chosen
pentatonic scale, and when to begin performing. The bells “served as standardgivers for the orchestra,” comprising bronze bells, lithophones (stone chimes),
wind instruments and string instruments.68 This may seem rather trivial in our
modern times, however, it is important to put some context here: “a recurring
physical attribute of court musicians who performed ritual music at banquets
and sacrificial ceremonies was that they were blind.” 69 And so the sounds that
emanated from these bells were crucial for informing the blind musicians what
was expected of them.
Furthermore, these bells served important political purposes. As pitch
standards, they were used to also regulate the tones of the region. Von
Falkenhausen notes that a bell (or a set of bells) “embodied the ‘uniform
standard’ for other systems of measurement. Conceivably, a physical
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dimension of the bell itself provided the basis for length, volume, and weight
measures.” 70
In the context of harmonising communities, this model of harmony is
about setting and promulgating standards of compliance. One should not
misunderstand this as an attempt at making society uniform. Rather, some
basic level of uniformity is needed as a prerequisite for harmonious
interaction, just as how all drivers must obey the same set of traffic rules to
ensure smooth and orderly traffic. Just as how the ancient musicians must
conform to a pentatonic scale, once in tune, any combination of notes on the
pentatonic scale will sound in harmony. This is not a uniformity that deprives
people of freedom, but a uniformity that paves the way for free and
harmonious interaction.
The only constraints are that of the chosen standard. This model
involves the category of dissonance which is not tolerated in a performance. If
a musician failed to conform to the chosen pentatonic scale, dissonance will
arise. If this were a rehearsal, musicians would have to practice again and
again till they are able to match the standard. One must be cultivated or
trained to avoid producing dissonant behaviours, similar to how families
discourage their children from displaying anti-social behaviour in public.
Also important to this model is the fact that the chosen standards exist
independently of the people, yet one chosen based on the people involved.
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Like the bronze bells, some instruments, like the lithophone (stone chimes),
have pitches that cannot be altered. The musician in charge of determining
the scale cannot pick a scale that demands what is beyond the tonal range and
capabilities of the instruments present. Similarly, these standards for harmony
in a community must be something that people are capable of achieving, and
not one that is completely impossible.
The focus on this model is not on the end result, but on the process of
becoming adept at harmonising with the different external standards of a
situation. Those who lack the skills will struggle to adapt, and they will
contribute to the dissonance when the musical piece begins. However, it is
important to reiterate that what is required of the musicians is never
something beyond their capabilities. The chosen scale, the chosen standard, is
based on the availability of tones on their instruments. Thus, what is required
for a harmony of the five tones is to be able to discern what is required in the
newly selected standard and to be able to adapt to its demands.

2.4 The Second Musical Model of Harmony: Harmony between
Melodies
The second musical model of harmony is similar to the account
presented by Chan earlier, in the sense that harmony is achieved here when
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“contention gives way to concord.”71 I refer to this as the harmony between
melodies produced by each instrument in a performance. Once the
prerequisite harmony is achieved, all musicians are on the same key (or to use
a more common metaphor, on the same page), where there can be no
dissonant notes. The chief concern here is whether the interactions between
musicians and melodies can result in something with an aesthetic quality. The
ancient scholar-minister, Yan Yin (晏嬰), describes such musical harmony as:
“Different sounds complement each other: the pure and the impure,
the big and the small, the short and the long, the fast and the slow, the
sorrowful and the joyful, the strong and the tender, the late and the
quick, the high and the low, the in and the out, and the inclusive and
the non-inclusive.”72
Though “little can be known with any certainty about the sound of
ritual music in pre-imperial China,”73 I am, nonetheless, sceptical that the
requirements for harmonious music should be taken literally as involving a
mixing of opposite qualities like the flavours of a culinary dish. The Zuozhuan
provides some insights into the music of the ancient sage kings: it “consisted of
the ‘five regularities,’ [wherein] the slow-paced and the rapid, the fundamental
and the embellishing, would succeed each other as [the music] proceeded
downward in a centrally[-balanced] alternation of the [five] tones. After five
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such downward processions, it would admit of no further playing.”74 While
dissonance may not be an issue with this model, interactions between the
melodies can be aesthetically ugly – jarring, noisy, or so unpleasant that it
would compel one to leave. If the melodies were all performed loudly, it would
be an unpleasant experience. Similarly, if the melodies were all too soft, the
audience would be left puzzled, wondering if there was any performance at all.
The chief aim of this model of harmony is aesthetic beauty, of
transforming the ugly tensions between musicians into a tension that is
beautiful. This can only be achieved when musicians are able to coordinate
themselves, yielding and giving way to allow musicians opportunities to fully
express themselves as the lead melody when the time comes, and for the rest to
support them when it happens by providing melodic support by
complementing the lead melody with their own accompaniment. Thus, the fast
is complemented by the slow, the loud complemented by the soft, and vice
versa. Each instrument has its own time to manifest and to lend support. This
model of harmony is hierarchical insofar as we make a distinction between
lead melodies and supporting melodies, yet it differs distinctively from the
harmony of the five tones, as this model of harmony does not involve
compliance or conformity with an external standard, but instead seeks to avoid
contention by transforming that ugly tension into something beautiful by
means of yielding and giving way to others.
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To the modern reader, this may sound a lot like a jazz performance, or
musicians gathering together for a jamming session. But to be clear, this
account is just as true for an early Chinese orchestral setting. According to
some scholars, instruments mostly performed “melodies in unison or at the
octave.” 75 Some combinations of instruments performed repetitions, while
other instruments with greater tonal possibilities may have “may have added
ornamental embellishments.”76 This was illustrated in the Analects when
Confucius talked about music: “Much can be realised with music if one begins
by playing in unison and then goes on to improvise with purity of tone and
distinctness and flow, thereby bringing all to completion.”77 In order for the
early court musician to effectively embellish and improvise his performance, he
had to take cues from the other musicians, so as to know when to yield and
when to respond. To do this well, one must undergo a good amount of
practice with the others, in order to learn and recognise the various auditory
and visual cues for yielding and responding.
The application of the musical model of harmony on society is best
illustrated with this passage from the Analects: “When the Master was singing in
the company of others and he liked someone else’s song, he always asked to
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hear it again before joining in.”78 A more direct translation to the phrase, “⽽
後和之,” is that Confucius asked those singing to repeat it so that he could
harmonise (和 he) his melody with theirs. But there is some ambiguity here: the
passage does not tell us how Confucius harmonised. He could have done it by
singing a different tune to complement the original melody, or by repeating the
same tune so that he could sing in unison with them. Regardless of which
interpretation one takes, this passage provides us with insights into two aspects
of communal harmony.
First, it is important to know when to yield and give way so that others
may take the lead, and when to rise up when others wish to stand down.
Unlike the orchestral setting, there is no conductor or musical director in the
community to teach and direct our actions. The passage from the Analects
above provides us with insights on how one learns to act without a conductor.
By asking the singers to repeat their song, Confucius was studying the way they
sang so as to emulate and model after them. This too is similar in a communal
setting. One learns how to behave in a group by emulating the actions of
others. Communities provide ample opportunities for similar sets of actions to
be repeated again and again. And through observation of these repeated acts,
one learns how to emulate them in one’s own interaction with others.
While this may be sufficient in helping to prevent social interactions
from devolving into ugly disputes, it is not sufficient for transforming social
78
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interactions into something of aesthetic beauty. Anyone with a relative who
owns a home karaoke system can attest that familiarity with a song does not
necessarily mean that one is able to sing it properly with the correct timing and
pitch (even if guided by a television prompter). It is one thing to know how to
yield and support (from observation), but it is a very different thing altogether
to be able to execute it well. And for that matter, getting the timing of the
action right is also not enough. There may not be any dissonance, but there is
certainly a lack of soul in the performance, resulting in an encounter lacking in
aesthetic beauty. One could yield at the right time, but with much reluctance,
walking away in resignation only to render the experience between the parties
involved into a very unpleasant one. The real beauty of this model of
harmony lies in being able to perform the acts of yielding and supporting in
such a perfect way that the interaction is enhanced to forge great respect and
trust between them. That the other is able to trust and rely on one not to
exploit the situation, but to work together despite the tensions, so as to
creatively produce something beautiful out of the interaction. But this requires
a great deal of practice and even imitation of others in order to learn and
acquire such skills. This brings me to my second part of this model.
Second, because mere emulation is not sufficient to achieve the
aesthetic dimension of the musical model of harmony, one attains that
perfection through practice. Returning to the same passage above, Confucius
had to be familiar with the melody (in addition to the various melodic and
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physical cues of the musician) so as to know when to yield and when to
respond, when to sing, and when to be silent. Through constant practice, the
early Chinese orchestral musicians (and musicians in any other setting for that
matter) were able to fine tune their recognition of the various cues for
supporting and yielding from their fellow musicians, and they were also able to
fine tune their ability to express the musical melody at the right time, at the
right pitch, and with the precise duration. Communities are just like an
orchestral setting (or any musical setting), providing ample opportunities for
learning and fine-tuning, similar to the experience Confucius had by learning
from the singers. Through repeated acts of practice with fellow community
members, one comes to recognise the more subtle social cues of words and
gesture for yielding and supporting, and more importantly, one comes to
practice and refine one’s expression of the emulated actions towards others.
One comes to learn how to express the right tone and voice, to express with
the right words and actions, and at the right time, to effectively communicate
one’s intentions. These experiences help to foster trust and respect in others.
Through these encounters, one learns that one is able to trust and rely on the
other not to exploit the situation, but to work together despite whatever
tensions there may be, so as to creatively produce something beautiful out of
the interaction. It is in this way that one is then able to effectively harmonise
one’s melody with the other “musicians,” to produce a soulful performance
that strives towards that aesthetic ideal of a beautiful interaction.
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2.5 Recapitulation: One Harmony, Three Models
The Confucian understanding of harmony is rich in insights for
harmonising communities. Thus far, I have laid the framework for the rest of
this dissertation with three distinct models of harmony, each with their own
way of making the communal environment conducive to forging of close ties
and bonds of trust. The culinary model of harmony seeks to bring out the best
qualities of each ingredient, so as to achieve the right balance of flavours.
Where circumstances introduce new ingredients into the mix, the right balance
might not be immediately knowable, and this demands a process of trial and
error, of learning and discovering how each ingredient in the mix changes and
how they mutually adjust one another in the process of cooking. This model
aims at challenging individuals to bring out their best qualities, even if it
means breaking their usual patterns of behaviour when they encounter specific
situations, producing interactions where each learns to give and take from one
another in the process, but it also reconfigures their relations with one another,
forging closer ties in the process.
The first musical model, the harmony of the five tones, seeks to achieve
harmony by eliminating dissonance. This is achieved through the selection and
promulgation of standards, that are within the capabilities of people, and
cultivating them to follow these standards. This creates conditions conducive
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for harmonious social interactions with others, as people learn to behave with
one another in ways that do not create social dissonance.
The second musical model, the harmony between melodies, seeks not
only to avoid tension from degrading into ugly disputes, but also cultivating
ways and means of yielding and giving way when the occasion arises. But this
is not enough for this model of harmony. It seeks to transform that tension into
something beautiful and constructive. It is not just about giving way, but also
supporting and complementing the other in the process, like two musicians
complementing each other in a beautiful musical piece, as it were. This model
challenges individuals not merely to avoid unbearable encounters, but to work
harder at deepening one’s social interactions with others, turning a potentially
ugly event (or just a potentially conflicting one) into a beautiful experience,
which aims to strengthen trust with one another.
Thus far, I have only described the big overview of how the three
models of harmony harmonises communities in their own way to forge closer
bonds of trust with one another, which is a prerequisite condition for the types
of long term mutually beneficial and sustainable exchange between members
in a community. In the next chapter, I will zoom in to the specific details and
discuss how the early Confucian thinkers thought about actualising the three
models of harmony within communities.
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3. Actualising Harmony with Li (禮)

“Of the things brought about by the rites, harmony is the most valuable.”79
— Analects 12.1
In the first chapter, I laid out the background motivation for this
dissertation, showing how efforts at addressing distributive problems can
negatively impact social capital. To build up social capital, what we need is a
solution that aims to foster deep bonds of trust amongst individuals in their
communities. But in order for trust to be established, there must be
communication. Here, it is important to note that communication is not always
about the expression of words, whether spoken or written. There is a much
broader communicative process that includes the use of signs that refer either
to intangibles (e.g. the symbol of a heart to signify love), or in reference to
“entities absent in the immediate environment” (e.g. a doll at table to signify
the presence of one’s departed child at a family dinner).80
To be able to correctly interpret the meaning of a sign and respond
appropriately to it, is not something that one can achieve at an instant. For
example, the snapping of fingers might mean different things to different
79
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groups of people: a gesture demanding for people to hurry up, or to signify
that something is done in an instant, or as to signify one’s praise for a
performance (as a substitute for hand clapping). It is easy to misinterpret the
meaning of the action and respond in the wrong manner, especially if one is
unfamiliar with the sign.
To illustrate this, imagine a particular club that allows anyone to come
on stage to perform a song. That club has an unusual tradition of snapping
fingers as a gesture of praise (instead of clapping, which we are familiar with).
If I were completely unaware of such a practice, and I went to that club to
perform for the very first time, I might misinterpret their finger snapping as an
impatient demand that I get off stage immediately. If I were to run off stage,
someone might recognise that I have misunderstood the gesture and correct
my misunderstanding. Or if no one came to correct me, I might eventually
figure it out on my own, through repeated observations at the club, that the
gesture of finger snapping is a positive act of praise for the performer. It is only
by undergoing a process of “repeated encounters and a history of shared
experience” with fellow members of the community, would one understand (or
come to establish) a consensus of the meaning of such signs. 81
The communicative process of signalling is a joint activity involving
more than one party. Successful signalling depends largely “on each person
putting herself in the position of the other as sharing the situation.”82 It is a
81
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process where one tries to be in the shoes of the other to discover a common
ground or a common “language,” so that one can be assured that one’s use of
signs and symbols will be correctly interpreted. Therefore, communication is
more than just a means for coordinating individuals. The communicative
process is itself a means for developing understanding and forging bonds with
other individuals. It is a process that brings individuals out of an isolated
understanding of self, to a socialised understanding of self, that one is
embedded within a network of relationships.
Yet, it would seem that communication alone is insufficient. People
communicate with one another all the time for all sorts of reasons. But that
does not suffice to establish trust between people, even if they belong to the
same community. More is needed in the communicative process in order to
establish a moral concern for others and deep bonds of trust. What is required
to develop such moral concern and trust is for one to have meaningful
relationships. Meaningful relationships are not developed from the quantity of
interactions, but from the quality of interactions with others that leads one to
“consciously value one’s intrinsic relationality,”83 that the other means so much
to one’s self, that the other has become an important consideration in one’s
own self-regard, expressed in an often-used saying: “You mean so much to
me.” More than just having a set of shared meanings and shared experiences,
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what is needed are interactive processes that make for meaningful
relationships.
It is in this regard that classical Confucian thought might provide us
some insights into the matter, especially with its three models of harmony. As I
have discussed in the second chapter, the early Confucian thinkers regarded
distributive problems as communal problems requiring communal solutions.
And though they envisioned a similar goal of social harmony, they had
different ideas of what that harmony entails. Hence, there are three distinct
models of harmony that complement and build on each other, each
representing a different sense of what that end state of harmony looks like,
and the means of attaining it by means of its own respective way of
intensifying the quality of the communicative process by transforming both the
individual and the social environment in their own unique way to generate
meaningful interpersonal interactions, making the social environment
conducive to forging close ties and deep bonds of trust, essential to fostering
social capital within the community.
The Analects firmly acclaims: “Of the things brought about by li (禮),
harmony is the most valuable.”84 Li is a central concept to classical Confucian
thought, and an essential instrument in actualising harmony in communities.
Li comprises communicative processes ranging from simple ones like a
handshake, to more complex ones like the rules, procedures, and norms of
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institutions. It has a broad semantic range and can be understood in distinct
yet inter-related senses, such as: (1) an objective system of ceremonies (religious
or otherwise) and institutional practices, ranging from ancestor worship, to
marriages, funerals, the birth of a child, and the marking of a child’s entry into
adulthood with a rite of initiation; (2) as rules of proper conduct according to
social conventions and norms, including what we today refer to as social
etiquette, concerning respectful, moral, and appropriate behaviour between
parties in various modes of human interaction; and (3) as the attribute of
agents abiding by their roles as dictated either by ceremony or by custom.
Given the significance of this word, it is perhaps unsurprising that li is
a very difficult word to translate. Often translated into the English language as:
“rites,” “rituals,” “ceremony,” “ritual action,” “ritual propriety,” “propriety,”
“decorum,” “manners,” “courtesy,” and “civility,”85 these translations are
deficient as they fail to capture the broad semantic range of the term. I prefer
to leave li untranslated, lest there might be a misunderstanding that I am
referring to only one specific sense. To avoid confusion, I will indicate the
precise sense that I am referring to where necessary.
In this chapter and the next, I will demonstrate just how the Confucian
notion of li (禮) is essential to the communicative processes of harmonising
communities according to each of the three distinct models of harmony. I will
show how li builds on all three models, thereby going beyond its
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communicative role of transforming both the individual and the social
environment. More importantly, I will demonstrate how li provides subjectively
motivated mechanisms for individuals to become the very agents of change,
realising harmony within their communities as they create the conditions for
fostering trust as they engage in the communicative processes with fellow
members of their community.

3.1 Realising the Harmony of Five Tones
To reiterate, the first musical model of harmony, i.e. the harmony of
the five tones, seeks to achieve harmony by promulgating standards that are
within the capabilities of people, and cultivating them to follow these
standards, thereby eliminating social dissonance to create conditions for
harmonious social interactions.
However, in a contemporary context, many tend to associate ideas of
conformity and compliance with the use of the law and its power to enforce
rules through punishment. The early Confucian thinkers did not solely rely on
the use of the law. To them, the law was an essential tool of government, but
these early thinkers also recognised li as an essential and complementary tool
of government: they preferred to use li over law, as it develops a “spontaneous
compliance based on emotive-cognitive transformation,” which internalises the
relevant ethical social norms so as to develop a sense of shame within a person
for failing to conduct one’s self appropriately, even if no one is watching, as a
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recognition of one’s “failure of virtuous self-regulation.”86 The Analects goes on
to elaborate that “besides having a sense of shame,” those who follow li will
also proceed to “reform themselves.”87 The recognition of one’s moral failing
provides one cultivated by li to reflectively evaluate how one has failed, and
how one can do better, so as not to repeat it again. Those cultivated by li will
be internally motivated to “regulate themselves through virtue so that
government authorities need not resort to force.”88
Li Chenyang explains that the regular practice of li imparts to the
individual a mastery of a culture’s grammar:
“A culture as a form of life is like a language; li is embedded in a
culture as grammar is in a language. As the basic rules and norms of
human behaviour in a society, li is embedded in people’s everyday
behaviour as grammar is embedded in everyday expressions.”89
The mastery of li as cultural grammar is essential to mastering the signs and
symbols, gestures and actions of conveying intentions and meaning, and of
responding appropriately to the signs and symbols presented by others. This
gives structure to one’s intentions and expressions, allowing one to convey
one’s intentions in a respectful manner and in a way that does not create
misunderstanding. The cultural grammar of a community is much like the
chosen pentatonic scale that musicians are to conform to. If a musician does
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not conform to the chosen scale, that musician’s performance will be
dissonant. More importantly, that musician must learn how to translate the
musical notes of the chosen pentatonic scale into the precise fingering of an
instrument, otherwise the performance will not be in accord with the song
originally intended by the composer. Failing which, the musician will not be
able to perform in harmony with the rest of the orchestra.
While the mastery of such grammar does not necessarily entail the
mastery of the cultural language, it is nonetheless a crucial step towards it. Li is
not just instrumental to understanding and mastering culture, it is also
pedagogical and normative. In learning the appropriate forms of expression
and modes of conveying one’s intentions, the practice of li develops within the
person a sense of the appropriate behaviours and attitudes, how to perceive,
think, and act in a variety of circumstances, not just purely for the sake of
communicating properly with others, but it also develops, within one’s self, a
sense of how to be a person of ren (仁 benevolence, humanity), a way of
understanding and mastering benevolence and humanity. “A person of ren
deeply understands the culture in which he or she lives and is able to manifest
the best way of living in that culture. Such a person is creative, exemplary, and
influential, a person whom others look up to, admire, and take as a model.”90
The development of ren is the means for transforming individuals into the
agents of change who will harmonise communities through moral self-
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regulation, and through meaningful interactions that will slowly but surely
transform others in the process. One who seeks to be ren must master the
cultural grammar, of the appropriate forms and manner of expressions, in
ways that people can perceive and understand without misunderstanding, and
of understanding others without misunderstanding either.
It is, however, a mistake to reduce li into mere custom. There is an
aesthetic and particularistic dimension to li, and one that is tempered by selfreflection. A musician who reflects on the practice of each musical piece will
slowly come to understand the meaning and mood of the melody, and in turn
be able to expressively reflect the meaning and mood in one’s performance.
This feedback loop between the practice and the practitioner applies in the
practice of li. For the early Confucian thinkers, it is not enough to act simply
because custom dictates it. What is just as important is the way in which one
performs the act, and the context in which it is performed that determines
whether one has acted appropriately or not. This critical self-reflection is
essential, and it closely relates to the concept of yi (義), “as what is meaningful
or appropriate.”91 Mere compliance with the outward gestures of a li action is
not sufficient. It demonstrates that the individual does not fully comprehend
the meaning of the action, and/or that the conduct of that individual does not
appropriately embody the meaning he or she wishes to convey. A maestro is
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one who comprehends the meaning of the li action, and is able to expressively
reflect that meaning and mood in his/her actions.
At the same time, li goes beyond its mere communicative function, with
the added dimension of a transformative self-cultivation. Deliberations of
appropriate conduct ultimately shapes one’s understanding of self into an
ethical self as it requires that one understands the other through the
communicative process, and to consider “what kind of a self is being furthered
and formed” through the manner and mode of one’s action and response to
the situation.92 In that self-reflective process of deliberation, one undergoes the
evaluation of what kind of self one wants to be. Each conscious attempt at li
cultivates that sense of benevolence and humanity within one’s self. Not only
does li guide and educate one to place value on the relationship, but the
deliberative process reinforces this when individuals reflectively and
deliberately choose, by their own accord, to place value on that particular
relationship by choosing to contribute to the relationship in ways “that
enhance the quality of experience of both one’s self and others and
consciously value one’s intrinsic rationality.”93 This key difference is what
separates a moral person from an immoral one.
But the individual is not the only one to be transformed by li. Li is a
process of mutual modification of both the individual and the social
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environment.94 One is shaped by one’s relations with others as much as one
shapes these relationships. As individuals strive towards ren through li, their
deliberations of appropriateness begin to include the other as a part of their
own self-regard. When the other becomes incorporated as a part of one’s selfregard, tensions become creative as one seeks to meet the needs of both self
and other, more so when the parties involved are a part of each other’s selfregard. In which case, this makes way for a willingly cooperative give-and-take
process of mutual adjustment that ultimately reconfigures their relationships
with one another, not only forging closer bonds in the process, but also reveals
to each one their special place in relation to the other, thereby forming a strong
sense of belonging and identity within that community.
Returning to the music analogy, the practice of li is just like the
musicians of an ancient Chinese orchestra learning and adjusting themselves
to conform to the pentatonic scale of the community. It is not just about
adjusting for the sake of compliance. Rather, this model of harmony is a
collaborative process. As individuals tune themselves, they in turn aid in the
tuning of those others around them. This is true today especially for choral
singers. It is a lot easier to stay in tune with the entire group when the people
close to you are singing in the right key.
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3.2 Unlocking Flavours in the Cooking Pot: Restoring Harmony
through the Repair of Li
To reiterate, the culinary model of harmony seeks to bring out the best
qualities of each ingredient to achieve a right balance of its myriad flavours.
There are circumstances where the right balance might not be immediately
knowable, especially when there are new unfamiliar ingredients introduced
into the mix. Such a situation demands a process of trial and error to discover
just how these ingredients interact with each other in the process of cooking.
But before the ingredients are added to the pot for cooking, they must
first be prepared, either by cutting them into the appropriate sizes, by
marination, or by pre-cooking some of the ingredients in advance. Preparation
is a necessary step to ensure that the ingredients are best able to interact and
mutually adjust each other when added into the pot. Translating this analogy
to communities, this model of harmony first requires individuals to be
prepared, through a process of socialisation of the li practices of the
community (as discussed in the previous section). This will enable one to be
familiar with the cultural grammar of the community, though one does not
necessarily have to master it. What is important is that they understand the
signs and symbols of the communicative processes of the community.
Otherwise, the effect of li in achieving harmony amongst the participants will
be quite ineffective, in the same way as how adding an unprepared ingredient,
like a big, frozen, unwashed, and uncut chunk of meat into a pot of water will
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not cook evenly nor interact with the other ingredients as well. The point is
that without a minimal amount of preparation, of being familiar with the
communicative processes of li, li will not be effective in actualising the culinary
model of harmony amongst its participants.
In this model of harmony, li operates as a platform, much like a
cooking pot, that structures communication in a way that effectively forges a
deeper understanding, empathy, and concern for others. Whenever someone
engages in a li communicative process with another, the li action invokes a
common context by which participants are able to effectively understand and
relate with one another, just as how the common context of water in a cooking
pot allows ingredients to effectively interact with each other. Through li, one is
able to interact and gain new insights while reshaping their relations with other
participants by sharing in a common understanding, experience, or feeling
through the li action.
The communicative process and structure of li helps to facilitate
participants to achieve the best possible experience in their interactions with
each other. The role play of the li act challenges participants to break from
their usual patterns of behaviour, especially where negative feelings or ill-will
are involved, and to instead behave in a respectful manner according to their
respective li roles. In doing so, the participants actualise a new relational
ordering, and they each leave a mark on all those involved, just as how each
ingredient in a soup leaves a bit of its flavour on all the other ingredients. In
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that li process of mutually beneficial adjustment, participants come to
incorporate the other participants’ concerns into their own self-regarding
decisions. Thus, li comes to cultivate a deeper understanding and close bonds
of trust amongst its participants, and these bonds are continually maintained
and further strengthened through the regular practice of li.
To understand how li can achieve all these in the culinary model of
harmony, it is necessary to understand a very special feature of li. Like a
cooking pot that creates a common context for interaction, li has the ability to
construct and invoke what Seligman et al refer to as subjunctive universes, or
ideal “as-if ” worlds of order and harmony.95 These are called subjunctive
universes as they evoke subjunctive “what if ” or “could be” scenarios that stir
one’s imaginations more vividly than a mere description of an ideal world, as
the subjunctive question draws the participant to sympathise and experience
the scenario as if he or she were really experiencing it. These subjunctive
worlds generated by li actions, draw on the participants to imaginatively
immerse themselves into a different world – a different social order, or a world
where the participants are related to each other in different way – enough to
evoke similar sets of experiences and feelings in order to create a shared
context, allowing participants to empathise and relate with each other in the
process as a community of empathy.96 This creates a shared contextual setting,
of a different social order, that enables participants to engage in a role play,
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almost as if they were suddenly brought to perform at a theatrical stage, each
knowing the backstory of the story and the characteristics of their role.
One might object to this argument, expressing doubt that this is true
for all li activities, by arguing that such subjunctive imaginings and role playing
are only limited to religious rituals or village communal ceremonies. Yet,
Seligman et al assert that this occurs very much in the li activities of daily
social interactions:
“The courtesy and politeness of daily life are also modes of ritual
action. The truth value of such ritual invocations (like saying ‘‘please’’
and ‘‘thank you’’) is not very important. We are inviting our
interlocutor to join us in imagining a particular symbolic universe
within which to construe our actions. When I frame my requests with
please and thank you, I am not giving a command (to pass the salt), but
I am very much recognising your agency (your ability to decline my
request). Hence, saying please and thank you communicates in a
formal and invariant manner – to both of us – that we understand our
interaction as the voluntary actions of free and equal individuals.
‘‘Please’’ creates the illusion of equality by recognising the other’s
power to decline.” 97
A simple invocation of “please” in a request draws both parties into a
shared subjunctive imagining, which forms the context for the role play. Here,
the social relations between the two are briefly reordered for the duration of
the li action. As the li activity of “please” and “thank you” briefly produces the
illusion of equality between a superior and his/her subordinate, one can easily
shatter that illusion of equality by breaking the fourth wall of the play (the
fourth wall is a term used in theatre studies, referring to an imaginary “wall”
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separating performers from the audience, where performers behave as if the
illusion of the play were real by pretending that there is no audience). For
example, the subordinate could easily shatter the illusion of equality with his
superior by cynically responding, “Well, it’s not like I have a choice!” This
produces a strong cognitive dissonance as it makes the other participants aware
of their subconscious participation in the role play, breaking the illusion of the
“as-if ” to return to the “as-is” of reality.
One reason why one might think that everyday social li actions are
unlike religious rituals in invoking subjunctive imaginings that draw
participants into a role play, is due to the vast difference in the richness of the
subjunctive imaginings. Religious ceremonies possess thick accounts of their
subjunctive “as-if ” worlds, enriched by narratives promulgated through
catechesis, art, and culture. On the other hand, simple everyday social
conventions, like a handshake or a hug, invoke very thin accounts that do not
fill the imagination richly with the same sort of vivid details as one might find
in religious rituals. Nonetheless, the thin accounts of everyday social li actions
are sufficient to evoke just how we are supposed to feel, think, and behave in
that particular context, which are enough to immerse us in that shared
contextual backdrop for the role play.
What is important here is that the dynamics of the role play of li action
is very similar to the way children role play stories, like heroes versus villains,
or cops versus robbers. Children imagine themselves in a particular context
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and they each adopt specific roles. Immersed in their imagined roles and the
story they have crafted, the children perform those roles seriously as if they
really are the character they are playing, each adding their own individual
touch of uniqueness from their own creativity, and each relating to one
another as their story unfolds. The exact same dynamics are at work when
individuals jointly participate in a li action. Perhaps the reasons why we are not
always aware that we are actively participating in the role play of li action is
due to its greatly immersive experience, and the fact that the subjunctive
imaginings of li action are closer to reality than the kinds of make-belief
scenarios children imagine.
The feelings and experiences that a participant encounters, though
imagined, are as real as when they are actualised in the li role play. Through
the process of acting out one’s roles in the role play of the li action,
participants are compelled to break away from their natural (or pre-existing)
patterns of behaviour, substituting it instead with behaviours required by the
role in the li role play, as they express those behaviours in their own unique
way, similar to the way ingredients in the cooking pot produce flavours that
they would not have produced in any other context (either outside the pot of
soup, or with a different mix of ingredients).
As participants break their usual patterns of behaviour to perform
according to their roles, the li action makes it possible for the ideas and ideals
of that imagined “as-if ” world to be enacted and actualised into the real
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world, with the participants leaving the li action transformed by a greater or
lesser degree. Whether it is from gaining new insights from sharing a common
understanding, experience, or feeling through the li action, or whether it is
from the role play that produced new perspectives or insights on the other,
each participant leaves a mark on every other participant, no matter how small
or subtle it may be, just as how each ingredient in a soup leaves a bit of its
flavour on all the other ingredients.
Li reveals to the participants that “what is, is what can be.”98 What can
be is actualised in one’s participation and interaction with one another in the li
action. Even if one is not sincere or committed to the ideal, the very act of
participating in the li action means that one has to follow the role play, and
that means that some amount of the ideas and ideals will be enacted and
actualised as well.
One might be sceptical of these claims for being either too idealistic or
something that is true only to religious rituals, but it also occurs even in the
most mundane li of daily life, such as the notorious meetings at work.
“[M]eetings are rituals, and the benefits of ritual are rarely tangible. If
you do not realize that a meeting is a ritual because you hate ritual, and
so you pass over its ritual aspects, then your meeting will yield no
benefit at all. [...] Meetings are not about resolving issues or awarding
total victories. Differences always remain in any human organization.
Meetings are about how to go on in view of our differences, how to
keep our differences from stopping us in our tracks or from breaking us
up into two units. Most important, good meetings keep us from giving
up on the department altogether and trying to accomplish our ends
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through other means, such as running to the dean or the president or a
major donor.”99
Work meetings are a kind of li that aims at resolving outstanding issues. While
it is laudable when meetings actually yield some fruit, it is often disappointingly
the case that resolutions are rarely found. And on occasion, such meetings can
be frustrating. But the li of meetings point to a subjunctive ideal of a
community of individuals, who despite their differences and disagreements,
are still capable of working together without divide, able to come together to
meet regularly as a single unit working in harmony and unison with each
other. However – and this is important to emphasise – “the subjunctive world
created by ritual is always doomed ultimately to fail—the ordered world of
flawless repetition can never fully replace the broken world of experience.”100
Just as how meetings can be so utterly dreadful that participants end in
bitter disagreement at times, the ideal world of li’s subjunctive imaginings
stand in stark contrast to the harsh, imperfect realities of the real world. This
invites participants to reflect on the disjunction, on the causes of failure, and
how one can bridge the ideal and the real worlds. To be clear, the two worlds
can never be fully bridged. Yet, it is this perpetual tension that motivates repeat
performances of li. “The endless work of ritual is necessary precisely because
the ordered world of ritual is inevitably only temporary. The world always
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returns to its broken state, constantly requiring the repairs of ritual,”101 of the
need to repeatedly engage in li to realise its ideas and ideals with its
participants in the actual world.
Through the repetition of li, one is able to develop a certain mastery in
harmonising one’s interactions with others, of bridging the gap between the
ideals of the subjunctive imaginings of li, and the imperfections of the real
world. To tweak the culinary analogy a little, this is just like a beginner
learning to master the art of cooking a particular dish. Actions like cutting
with a knife or swirling a wok over a fire may be difficult at first – they are not
behaviours that one is accustomed to doing with one’s hands. Yet, through
repetition, these processes involved in preparing and cooking that dish become
almost second nature to him/her. And with every attempt, the cook is able to
evaluate how his/her dish succeeded and failed, and make a mental note on
what to improve in the next iteration.
Likewise, one can gain such mastery by repeatedly refraining from
one’s usual pattern of behaviour (which may not be conducive to social
harmony), and to instead respond with new patterns of behaviour (as required
by the li role play), so as to structure one’s responses to situations, and develop
the resources for responding to other similar situations beyond the familiar. In
other words, for individuals to effectively harmonise their communities
according to this model, they must engage fellow members of their community
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with li actions in a conscious, constant effort. And as one regularly reflects on
the disjunction between the ideals of the subjunctive world and the
imperfections of this reality, one is able to deliberate and evaluate just how far
one has fallen short of the ideals, and discern ways of improving and refining
one’s response in repairing this broken world with li. And with this selfevaluative process, one comes to slowly develop mastery of harmonising one’s
interactions by forging a deep understanding and strengthening close bonds of
trust with others in the community.
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4. A Beautiful and Harmonious Melody:
Aesthetic Transformation through
Deference and Giving

John Grigg: The age of deference is over!
Queen Elizabeth II: What is left without deference?
Anarchy?
— The Crown.102
The chief goal of the second model of musical harmony, the harmony
between melodies, is a model of harmony centred on aesthetic beauty. Though
musical instruments in an orchestra may be tuned to perform on the same
pentatonic scale, the performance can still be quite jarring and unpleasant if
all the instruments were to blare their melodies loudly at the same time.
Disharmony in this model has nothing to do with dissonance, but with the
sheer ugliness of a performance. Musicians must learn to yield and give way to
one another when performing their individual melodies, so that each may have
their moment to lead. But even this alone is not sufficient for achieving
aesthetic beauty: it is only enough to eliminate discordance. For the
performance to be beautiful, tensions must be transformed into a creatively
constructive and beautiful experience, of supporting and complementing each
102
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other, as each one yields to the other to take the lead in a mutually reciprocal
process, like two melodies complementing each other in a beautiful musical
piece.
Li is greatly instrumental in actualising this model of harmony in
communities. More than just about deliberations of the appropriateness of
one’s conduct in particular circumstances, li is also concerned about the
aesthetic dimension of the communicative process. It is not enough to simply
perform the right act at the right time. One must also perform the act well,
with grace and beauty. Like a dance performance, the “graceful and wholehearted expression of respect can be beautiful precisely because it reflects the
extent that the agent has made this moral attitude part of her second
nature.”103 The aesthetic dimension is so important to the performance of li
that the Analects cautions: “In mourning, it is better to err on the side of grief
than on the side of formality.”104 Mere observance of the correct li expression,
without any reverence or grace, is but an empty performance that undermines
the communicative process. Rather than fostering bonds of trust with others,
such expressions could lead to distrust, as is the case when one encounters a
person whose body language betrays his or her words.
Considerations of the aesthetic dimension are hilariously exemplified
in the American sitcom, The Big Bang Theory, through the character of the
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highly brilliant yet socially inept physicist, Dr. Sheldon Cooper, who is unable
to read body language and social cues, or to even comprehend the emotions or
difficulties that his guests are facing. Across many episodes and seasons, Dr.
Cooper will always offer a hot beverage to guests visiting his home. He does
not enjoy doing it, but he does so because his mother has taught him that it is
customary to do so. In most situations, offering a beverage to a guest is a very
good act. It shows concern and care for one’s guest. Yet, regardless of whether
he had served the drink in an appropriate or inappropriate moment, Dr.
Cooper often does it in a way lacking aesthetic form – often with great
reluctance while stating that it is customary to do so, and sometimes forcing
the guest to accept the beverage even though the guest is struggling with some
other issues at the moment – that it traps the guest in an intensely unpleasant
and awkward moment for the guest, while he remains blissfully unaware of the
inappropriateness of his actions.
Most viewers around the world would not have studied Confucianism.
But what is clear is that regardless of our cultural differences, we do have a
sense that customs and social etiquette can be performed not just appropriately
or inappropriately, they can also be performed graciously or ungraciously. And
it is always Dr. Cooper’s lack of aesthetic form in his performance of everyday
li actions (that we’re familiar with), that create all these awkward moments,
drawing laughter from audiences around the world who are able to laugh so
hard at such scenes every time it happens because we are able to recognise and
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evaluate not just the appropriateness (or the lack thereof), but also the failure
of the aesthetic performance in the action.
Indeed, considerations of aesthetics are just as important as
considerations of appropriateness in li. And in the grand scheme of the
Confucian vision of harmony, social harmony cannot be fully achieved just by
removing dissonance. A musical performance on a well-tuned pentatonic scale
may not be dissonant, but the performance can still be ugly and jarring. What
li seeks to achieve according to this model of harmony is to challenge
individuals not merely to avoid unbearable encounters, but to work harder at
deepening one’s social interactions with others, turning a potentially ugly event
(or just a potentially conflicting one) into a beautiful experience, which aims to
strengthen trust with one another.
To reiterate, there are two aspects to this model of harmony. First, the
elimination of ugly tension or discord (not to be confused with dissonance).
Once this is done, the second aspect is the transformation of that tension into
an aesthetically beautiful experience.

4.1 Easing Away the Ugly Tensions of Discord with Deference
Much of the first aspect is achieved through the Confucian notion of li
deference. Deference is a critical component of li, and it plays a key role in
ordering and enriching the very life of a community.105 Li provides the means
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for distinguishing the various social distinctions, classes, and roles in a society;
and li regulates the interactions between individuals of various classes and
roles by regulating the interactions between individuals possessing authority.106
As a component of li, deference is essential to a community. It fosters mutual
concern and respect for members of the community by modulating conflicts
and preserving a sense of a common community of mutual dependence and
social harmony.107
The early Confucian thinkers seem to agree with our modern
understanding of deference as a kind of respectful act of upward submission,
yielding to an authority, or a superior. They often talked about this
phenomenon using the same terms that we normally associate with deference,
though they rarely elaborated about it. Contemporary scholars, such as Aaron
Stalnaker, often describe Confucian deference as a hierarchical upward
submission to those above us, as a way of demonstrating respect to those in
positions of authority and high social status, thus bearing witness to the
“responsibilities and the rationale for the hierarchy in question.”108
However, this understanding of Confucian deference is an incomplete
picture. It is rather narrow and unhelpful in helping us understand the full
value of li in fostering deep bonds of trust within a community. Thus, I will
need to digress a little so as to challenge this common understanding of
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Confucian deference. I argue that Confucian deference is more than just an
upward submission to a superior, with more egalitarian aspects that include
both a downward yielding as well as a bidirectional yielding between equals as
well as unequals. It is more than a means for reducing tension by coordinating
people. It is a communicative process that fosters respect and, as I will
demonstrate later in the next section, is the basis for producing something
greater, something more beautiful in one’s relationship with others. Individuals
can effect harmony in their communities with this model through the practice
of this expanded notion of deference in their interactions with others.
Central to the Confucian understanding of deference is the
acknowledgment of some value within a particular person,109 and responding
to that value by expressing respect to him/her in the form of the “suppression
of one’s own desire in deference to the other.”110 The “Fang Ji” chapter of the
Liji provides key insights on how deference suppresses desires. It notes how
humans in pursuit of their interests, are inclined to disorder, with petty persons
resorting to theft because of poverty, and to chaotic behaviour due to their
pride and arrogance of wealth.111 The chapter draws a parallel between the
chaotic feelings and desires of humans with that of destructive flood waters. If
these feelings and desires are not blocked, channelled, and tamed, it could lead
to devastating effects, just as how flood waters could wreck havoc on towns and
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villages. It is for this reason that the “Fang Ji” chapter boldly asserts “li as a
dike of virtue (禮以坊德),” alongside other dikes, which despite being “vast
and great, the people nevertheless pass over them.”112
Intuitively, this sounds like a dysfunctional dike, failing to fulfil its
primary function as a barrier that keeps things either in or out. Yet, the “Fang
Ji” chapter describes the ability for people to “pass over,” not as a bug but as
an important feature of dikes. The Guanzi records a conversation between
Duke Huan and his minister on the harmful influences on water, noting that:
“Obstruction leads to a change of course. Change of course brings fresh
stoppage. Thus impeded, (the water) runs wild. Running wild, it injures
men.”113 While the passage was about silt formation obstructing water
passageways, the same principles about the movement of water holds true for
dikes. Dikes were built in ancient China to protect against devastation to crops
and homes due to seasonal floods. But the massive strength of the floods
meant that a single dike was not sufficient, and that it could divert the flood
waters to cause devastation elsewhere. For this reason, dikes did not exist in
isolation, but were connected to a system of dikes. While some dikes were built
to block water from reaching homes and villages, the presence of these dikes
were insufficient. These dikes required the support of other auxiliary dikes to
channel the flood waters away, taking advantage of the flood waters for various
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purposes, and taming its intensity in the process. Joseph Needham notes that
some dikes were built to create retention basins, trapping flood water so as to
submerge agricultural land “for a limited time, restoring fertility by silt
deposition;” while other dikes were built to store up flood waters, thereby
creating reservoirs “with one or more spillways to take care of any excess, and
derivative irrigation canals to lead the water away for use.” 114
It is this mechanism of deference (operating within the dike of li) that
has the power to effect change in people, “so that riches should not have power
to make men proud; that poverty should not induce that feeling of being
pinched; and that men in positions of honour should not be intractable to
those above them.”115 Such discordant behaviour can be likened to many
musicians simultaneously increasing the volume of their performance so that
they may be heard. But this only creates a jarring noise unpleasant for all to
hear. Deference here is important as it has the power of modulating people’s
desires and feelings, taming it as if to tame the massive flood waters, thereby
reducing discordance.
There are two broad categories as to how deference modulates people’s
desires and feelings, and they are best represented by the terms, ci (辭) and rang
(讓), which I here translate as deferential declining, and deferential offering,
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respectively.116 These are two different modes of deferring to another, and they
are essential to li in regulating the interactions of individuals in their pursuit of
desirous goods.
Ci (辭) can be regarded as an act of deferential declining, done based
on a self-evaluation that finds one’s self unworthy, undeserving, or unqualified
to accept an offer perceived to be too high or great for one’s own position,
status, or ability. One declines the offer, so as to defer it to someone else who is
more worthy, deserving, or qualified to take it up (though usually ci has no
particular person in mind). There are multiple passages in the Liji describing
how a junzi will deferentially decline (ci) positions of honour and wealth. For
example, the “Fang Ji” chapter of the Liji describes how the junzi will ci “a
position of high honour, but not one that is mean; and riches, but not
poverty,”117 declining the offer on the grounds that someone else is more
worthy or qualified for it.
Rang (讓), on the other hand, can be regarded as a kind of deferential
offering. The Hanfeizi states that rang is easy to perform in a world of surplus
resources, suggesting that rang is performed when one has to defer and offer a
limited resource to another, based on an evaluation that the other is more
worthy, more deserving, more qualified, or more in need of it. 118 Even if one
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were reluctant to yield, the very act of giving up what one desires as much as
the other (if not more), in order to offer it to that other person, is in itself an
act of recognition of that person’s value, worth, and talent. This action
demonstrates respect for the other but also great reserve on the part of the
deferring party, for the one who defers with rang – sincerely or otherwise – has
to suppress his/her desires in order to yield and offer the same desirable good
to the other, whom he/she now recognises and respects as worthy, deserving,
or qualified of receipt.
The early texts, especially the Xunzi and the Liji, provide many
examples of people deferentially offering (rang 讓) something they desire to
someone higher up in the social hierarchy. However – and this is where I begin
challenging the general consensus of Confucian deference only as the upwards
yielding to a superior (described earlier above) – there are instances where rang
is practised downwards from a superior giving way to someone of a lower
status. For example, the Xunzi describes the ideal ruler as one who deferentially
offers his authority to those more capable than he is:
“What possible reason could there be for the lord of men not to search
wide and far without regard for consanguinity or nobility and rank,
being concerned solely to seek out those who are genuinely able? If a
man were like this, then his servants would consider official positions
less vital. They would yield (讓 rang) to those who are more worthy and
able and would be content to follow after them.”119
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The passage continues by praising such a ruler for deferentially offering (rang)
his authority to capable people, comparing the action to Shun and Yu, as if
they “had returned again and that the undertakings of a True King had just
recommenced.” 120
There are other similar cases in the Liji, though sometimes the term,
rang, is not employed. One passage describes an account where superiors defer
to the wisdom and experience of the people below them, by seriously
deliberating and being guided by their words (“上酌民⾔”).121 The term, zhuo
(酌), refers to a process of consideration, of deliberation or by consulting
others. Zhou is not always an act of deference, but in contexts such as this, the
act of a superior consulting the experience of the people fits the basic
definition of deference (which I have laid out above). Because the superior
greatly values the experience of the people, he yields to them as being more
knowledgeable than he is, and pays them the respect by listening to them,
taking their words seriously into consideration, and implementing their words
as his command, as if the people themselves had issued the command. This
bears much parallel to the earlier passage from the Xunzi (above), where the
ruler would rang “to those who are more worthy and able and would be
content to follow after them.”122 And though the superior had deferred his
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decision to people lower in the social hierarchy (who are more experienced
than him in certain matters), the text tells us that the people reciprocate to the
superior by reverently receiving “their gifts or commands as if they were from
Heaven.” 123
Some may object to this claim, arguing that one could still regard such
interactions as an upward submission based on some other criteria, e.g. an
elderly person may be regarded as someone more senior than a young official,
or that a lower ranked minister should be regarded as someone more senior on
the basis of his vast experience or virtue. I have no disagreement with this
objection. However, if we accept that one may defer to another based on some
criteria other than status and authority, then we must concede that this does
muddy the waters a little bit as to whether deference is always an upward
submission. What is clear is that if one may defer on the grounds of merit,
skill, experience, or some other factor that is not necessarily linked to power
and authority, then the concept of deference is much more egalitarian than is
commonly perceived.
In both ci and rang, the practitioner of deference is required to engage
in a self-evaluative process of overestimating the other while simultaneously
underestimating one’s self. This process ensures that all parties are treated
properly, as Kim elaborates:
“By habitually focusing on a higher or better social status that may be
ascribed to the person; and, every person is always careful about a
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possible overestimation of his or her own social status. In these ways,
everyone can be treated properly, and there is no need to make a
demand to others for one’s own due.”124
Part of deference’s efficacy in ensuring proper treatment to all parties is
stemmed in the ability of ci and rang to induce an attitude adjustment,
especially when one takes the self-evaluative deliberation seriously. The early
thinkers nonetheless recognised that a one-time act of deference might not
have a real effect on people. Thus, the “Biao Ji” chapter of the Liji makes it
clear that proper order can be maintained through repetitive gestures of
deference. Returning to the analogy of the dike, flood waters can easily
advance and devastate towns and villages in the absence of a dike. On the
other hand, the flood waters of desire would find much difficulty in advancing,
as the water would be channelled and tamed by li and its system of “dikes.”
As such, there will be confusion “if it were easy to advance and difficult
to retire,” but there will be order “when it is difficult to advance and easy to
retire.”125 This point is best illustrated as the same passage continues:
“In the service of a ruler… a superior (visitor) advances (only) after he
has been thrice bowed to, while he retires after one salutation on taking
leave; and thus confusion is prevented.”126
The visitor to the house is one of high rank and power, acting in the service of
his ruler, yet he waits for the occupants to bow to him before he advances. For
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someone of such high rank and power, one does not need to wait for the other
to bow to advance. One could proceed before any bowing was done. If the
visitor were to do that, we would critique him for being rude. Here, it is
worthwhile to ask: “Why do we regard such actions as rude?” One might
argue that it is rude as it disrespects the occupants of the house. Yet at the
same time, there is something peculiar by saying that the visitor shows respect
to the occupants of the house by allowing them to first show respect to the
visitor by bowing. If I were to rephrase it for clarity: “I respect you, by letting
you respect me.” That is rather odd. This is an incomplete picture.
When ci and rang are practised within the context of li, the performers
of the ritual deference are not just evaluating themselves and each other based
entirely on who they really are, but also according to the requirements of those
roles. Drawing on the points made in the previous chapter, it is important to
emphasise that the high ranking visitor and the occupant of the house are role
playing based on the shared subjunctive world. Despite holding power and
authority, the visitor subsumes the role of a lowly guest, and shows respect to
the occupant deferentially offering (rang) his high status by waiting for the
occupant’s permission to enter. On the other hand, the occupant assumes the
role of a host, as a superior to the guest. Having assumed these roles, their
relations with each other are for that moment reordered in the role play of li,
which invokes feelings and experiences that one would not usually encounter
outside the context of such li action.
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The host responds to the guest’s act of deference (by waiting for
permission to enter), by deferentially declining (ci) the higher status accorded to
him by the guest. The host returns the favour by deferentially offering (rang) the
high status back to the guest and grants that permission implicitly in the form
of a humble request to enter his home through the gesture of bowing. In
response, the guest now deferential declines (ci) the offer, hesitating to enter as
if he were unworthy. He deferentially offers (rang) the high status again to the
host. The action is repeated until the third offer, by which time the guest
accepts the host’s permission-as-humble-request to enter.
Through this repetitive act, deference effectively channels and tames a
person’s desires and feelings, compelling an attitude adjustment within the
participants of the act. As one party repeatedly declines (ci), one is compelled
to re-evaluate one’s position: maybe I am not as worthy/qualified/deserving as
I think I am. Similarly, as one party repeatedly offers (rang), the more one is
compelled to re-evaluate one’s judgement of the other: maybe I have
misjudged the other, maybe the other is much more worthy/qualified/
deserving than I had initially thought. Slowly and surely, with each round of ci
and rang, the li action tames the desires and sense of self-entitlement within the
guest, while simultaneously encouraging graciousness in the host. The more
sincere one participates in this li interaction, the greater the effect. Yet, even if
one were to do so hypocritically, the requirements of the ritual script is enough
to give structure to one’s actions and expressions to each other, breaking their
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natural patterns of behaviour to act, as if they had conformed to the ideal
situation. A talented musician may be in a melancholic mood, but if required
to perform a happy tune, that musician can and will perform and express
happiness in his performance, actualising feelings that he does not genuinely
have at the moment. Though the ritual might have ended, both the visitor and
occupant of the house are changed by the ritual event that broke their regular
patterns of behaviour and changed their perceptions and attitudes towards
each other as one of respect.
What is important to note here is that this li act of deference is not just
a unidirectional upwards or downwards deference, but a bidirectional process
of deference. Contrary to the common consensus, Confucian deference can be
practised by anyone regardless of rank or status. Not only is it a process for the
deferring party to express their respect and recognition of some inherent value
in another, but it is also a process that cultivates a recognition of the other
party as having some inherent value worthy of respect, which in turn activates
an attitude adjustment within the deferring party to become more gracious
towards the other. Deference is not just a means of coordinating people in a
community so as to avoid tension, it is also a communicative process that
fosters respect amongst members of a community as the basis for something
greater, something more beautiful in their relationship with each other.
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4.2 Creating a Beautiful Harmony with Gift Exchanges
Tensions exist whenever there is diversity, but such tensions do not
always have to be disharmonious. From a musical perspective, such tensions
and resistances are important to good music, and are terms used in both the
study of musical theory and evaluating the beauty of good music. As I
mentioned earlier in this chapter, the second musical model of harmony, the
harmony between melodies, does not just aim at eliminating jarring noise
arising from these tensions. Instead, it seeks to transform such tensions into
something wonderfully beautiful and harmonious. As I have demonstrated in
the previous section, the Confucian notion of deference has a more egalitarian
aspect to it that eases tensions by transforming the participants of the li action
to develop a sense of high regard for each other. And through the repeated
process of deference, it comes to induce an attitude adjustment amongst them
to become more gracious in their attitudes and conduct towards each other.
But this is still far from the epitome of this model of harmony. A
musical performance may not be jarring, but it may not be beautiful either.
More must be done in order to raise the level of interaction between members
of a community to the aesthetic level. Building on what has been laid out in
the previous section, I will here argue that li deference forms the basis for
elevating the communicative processes into one of beauty, through its ability to
transform mere exchanges into ethical moments of gift exchanges that not
only deepens relational bonds, but forges high levels of trust, which are so
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necessary for mitigating the negative effects of the laissez-faire and central
redistributive approaches.
To demonstrate this, I will need to return to the analogy of li as a dike.
The “Fang Ji” chapter of the Liji emphasises that li dikes are raised for the
interest of the people (“以此坊民”),127 in order to protect disadvantaged
parties of a transaction from exploitation. For example, a li dike is raised
around marriage to protect the bride’s family from a groom who might exploit
them. The li prescribes that the groom must go to meet the parents of the
bride. And upon meeting them, it is the parents who give the bride to him.128
Here, I must emphasise the importance of giving in li. When transactions are
framed as li events of giving and receiving, self-entitled parties cannot easily
seize what they think rightfully belongs to them, nor is it easy for them to
exploit the giving party. Any attempt to take without consent would not only
subject one to possible punishments by law, but it will also be contrary to li
propriety, the violation of which might subject one to social sanctions of
shame by the community.
For example, Bob might have had a present from his parents that
would be eventually given to him by virtue of his upcoming birthday. However,
if Bob were a spoilt child who snuck into his parents’ bedroom to steal the gift,
it would be regarded by the community of givers (his parents, in this instance)
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as an illegitimate seizure (that is also quite improper and rude). Bob’s
ownership would only be properly recognised until he has done whatever
reparation is required to make up for his impropriety. Nonetheless, what is
important here is that Bob’s behaviour would have violated and damaged his
parent’s trust and relationship with him. On the other hand, had Bob waited
to receive the gift from his parents, the gift exchange would have led to a
deepening of Bob’s relationship with his parents.
These dynamics are also present in the mechanisms of ci and rang,
which transforms the exchange of power, honour, or material goods, into a
kind of ethical gift exchange. By deferentially declining (ci) one’s entitlement to
something to the other party, one must implicitly seek the permission from the
other, by waiting for the other to deferentially offer (rang) it. In this manner, the
participant’s desire for self-satisfaction is tamed. Entitlement is tamed into
graciousness. Selfishness tamed into generosity. The strong desires that might
transpire into bad excesses are transformed into virtue. Thus, li deference
facilitates a process of attitude adjustment in both the giver and receiver, both
to become more gracious and respectful to each other, as they come to see the
exchange as less an issue of entitlement, but one of gracious giving and
receiving. In this way, mere transactions cease to be impersonal exchanges.
It is through the mechanisms of ci and rang in li that elevates a
transaction into a gift exchange bearing both an ethical and social dimension
in two particular ways. First, the gift exchange is an act that forges a spiritual
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bond between the recipient and the giver, tying both individuals (or groups) to
the gift.129 Second, and consequently, this makes it difficult for anyone to
exploit and take things from others, as gifts are tied to the giver (or the
community of givers), rightful and proper ownership requires that it be given.
While deference serves to express one’s respect for the other, it has the
special ability of elevating transactions into gift exchanges that intensifies the
process into an act of consummation. More than just giving way by yielding to
another, one honours the other through a symbolic giving of one’s self, an
intimate sharing and exchange between persons, through the giving of a gift.
“When one receives a gift, banquet, or favour, one shares not only an identity
with the donor in terms of native place of origin, kinship, school, or
workplace, but one also shares the donor's personal substance, since the gift
embodies the donor’s labour and wealth.”130 Not only is it a sharing of
experiences and meanings, the gift exchange is a beautiful moment of sharing
identities with the giver through the object of the gift as the highest expression
of one’s recognition of the other. As an exchange and sharing of one’s identity
and self with the other, the process establishes a mutual bond that is
“comparatively indissoluble” among the participants.131
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4.3 Total Systems of Reciprocity: A Complement to Laissez-Faire
Distribution
In this section, I wish to dive deeper into the enterprise of li gift
exchanges. I argue that the li process of gift exchange (through deference) can
be further developed into a system of reciprocal giving, and so a free market
society practising li will have better distributive outcomes. This is made
possible because the system of reciprocal giving complements laissez-faire
distribution as a secondary layer of redistribution, especially when it covers
those areas where the market is absent. Apart from such actions of li further
strengthening bonds of trust within members of the community (thereby
maintaining harmony within that community), it is also a self-motivated
redistributive mechanism.
Gifts produce within the recipient, both a sense of gratitude as well as a
moral obligation to reciprocate in some way, though not necessarily
immediately. The obligation to reciprocate is itself a moral obligation to
maintain one’s relational bond with the other. Every gift received is a gift “with
a burden attached.”132 Reciprocation is an outward physical sign symbolising
one’s commitment to maintaining the relationship, and the failure to
reciprocate could signal the failure or rejection of the relationship. For this
reason, the Liji describes reciprocation as an important fruit of the gift
exchange:
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“What the rules of propriety value is reciprocity. If I give a gift and
nothing comes in return, that is contrary to propriety; if the thing
comes to me, and I give nothing in return, that also is contrary to
propriety. If a man observe the rules of propriety, he is in a condition
of security.”133
There is security because one can trust the other to reciprocate on the grounds
of the strength of one’s relationship. Such a system is premised on the model
of humans as people of morals, and it challenges individuals to rise above their
own self-regard to honour their non-contractual obligations to others as
expressed in a “symbolic and collective manner,” which are never “completely
detached from those carrying out the exchange.”134 Given the primary goal of
fostering close bonds, the failure to reciprocate, give, or even to refuse a gift is
not only a moral failure but a symbol of the failure of the relationship.135 It is
thus regarded as a sign of rejection, neglect, or a degradation of relational
bonds, and so there is a strong impetus to reciprocate so as not to signal such
moral and relational failings. This strong impetus for reciprocation is what
drives the system of gift exchange and reciprocation. Though it operates on
the simple rule that, “every gift has to be returned in some specified way,” it
suffices to create a “perpetual cycle of exchanges within and between
generations,” 136 operating as a secondary support layer of distribution to
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complement a society’s primary system of distribution (whether it is laissezfaire or centrally-coordinated redistribution).
I must emphasise that using the system of reciprocity as a means of
distribution is not a new idea at all. It has, in fact, been the practice of many
pre-modern cultures and societies prior to the development of the modern free
market system that we are now familiar with. The anthropologist Marcel
Mauss notes that prior to the modern system of laissez-faire distribution, “one
hardly ever finds a simple exchange of goods, wealth, and products in
transactions concluded by individuals.”137 Such a dichotomy between
commercial transactions and gifts simply did not exist. Instead, “in the history
of human civilisation, the major transfer of goods has been by cycles of
obligatory returns of gifts,” that created social stability while simultaneously
ensuring that the material needs of its people were met.138
Strong evidence of the system of reciprocity can be observed in
Communist China in the 1980s, where the anthropologist, Mayfair Yang,
noted how such a system of reciprocity operated to supplement for the
material deficiencies (amongst other deficiencies) within communities under a
command economy. Relationships were not simply a “transparent medium for
the exchange of commodities,” they were also a medium for the exchange of
other important needs, such as honour, moral advantage, social debt,
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obligations, etc.139 Such a system of giving and reciprocating not only provided
a platform for individuals to develop deeper bonds of trust in each other, but it
also allowed individuals to establish social security with their community,
knowing that they can rely on each other when needs arise.
And beyond the command economy of 1980s Communist China, this
system of reciprocity can operate as a complementary system to the modern
laissez-faire system (with or without governments intervening to centrally
coordinate redistribution). The economic anthropologist, Mary Douglas,
argues that such a system of gift exchange and reciprocity “complements [the]
market in so far as it operates where the latter is absent,” providing just as
much (if not more) incentives for individuals to collaborate. 140 When gifts are
given in a public context, the exchange is made visible, and thus “the resultant
distribution of goods and services is more readily subject to public scrutiny and
judgements of fairness than are the results of market exchange.”141
Moreover, the system of giving and reciprocity allows even those who
are unable to participate in the market to find some degree of material support
through their communities. One may object and argue that the poor have little
or nothing to exchange, and so they are unable to participate in the system of
reciprocity. However, it is important to highlight here that gifts do not
necessarily need to be material goods, nor do they need to be goods of the
139
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same value (or greater), nor is there an obligation to reciprocate immediately
(or within a short time frame). Someone in poverty could return the favour and
reciprocate by rendering a service to the giver or reciprocate with a gift much
later in time when one has acquired sufficient material resources to maintain a
decent quality of life. As long as one has strong relations with other members
of the community, one can trust them to reciprocate and come to their aid in
times of need, thereby fulfilling their moral obligations towards each other.
More than an act of renewing and maintaining one’s relation with
others, every gift exchange forges a deeper bond of trust by demonstrating
one’s trustworthiness in fulfilling one’s moral obligation to the other, as the act
of giving is an physical sign of one’s commitment to maintain and deepen that
relationship. The system of gift exchange and reciprocity is a communicative
process that creates a very stable social structure. It is one that has and
continues to gather people from all over to form a strong community. It is
symbolic of social life that “serves merely to reflect somewhat directly the
manner in which the subgroups in these segmented societies … feel that they
are everything to one another,”142 like a continuous and beautiful musical
melody that never fades.
This is the epitome of the communicative process between persons, of
achieving harmony between persons as the gift exchange “leaves behind a
deposit in the character of its participants that disposes them to create
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harmony in future situations. It creates a sense of mutual trust that mitigates
future conflicts.”143 Like musicians rehearsing together, they gain greater trust
and confidence in each other to perform publicly each time they successfully
harmonise their own melodies. Over the course of such interactions, the act of
mutual honouring and recognition through the li of gift exchange adds to the
“reservoir of shared experience vital to a community’s cooperative exploration
of the meaning of community life.”144 The exchange fulfils the moral objective
of fostering “friendly feelings between the two” parties involved.145 This, in
turn, serves to shape one’s identity as one comes to discover one’s inseparable
place from the community, as one who depends on others inasmuch as they
depend on him/her, thereby deepening one’s sense of belonging to that
community.

4.4 Recapitulation
Trust between individuals is essential for a long-term mutually
beneficial cooperation and sustainable distribution of wealth. In this chapter
and the previous one, I have demonstrated how li is instrumental in
harmonising communities so as to create an environment conducive to the
fostering of trust amongst individuals.
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The first musical model of harmony (the harmony of the five tones) is
a necessary prerequisite, essential for establishing a rudimentary level of
harmony in any community, by tuning its members to sing on the same key, as
it were. Li achieves this by imparting to individuals an understanding of the
cultural grammar of its community. The regular practice of li cultivates within
individuals a sense of the appropriate forms of expression and modes of
conveying one’s intentions, essential for effective communication with other
members in a community. As one comes to master the cultural grammar, one
will come to develop a sense of the appropriate behaviours and attitudes, how
to perceive, think, and act in a variety of circumstances, and more importantly,
how to be a person of ren (仁 benevolence, humanity). This is essential as
communication is a necessary condition for the formation of trust. The
cultivational processes of li create conditions conducive for harmonious social
interactions with others, as people learn to behave in ways that not only seek to
eliminate social dissonance with one another, but also to enable individuals to
have quality interactions to forge closer relationships with other members of
the community.
The culinary model of harmony builds on the first musical model of
harmony, yet it seeks to harmonise communities differently. Like a cooking pot
that causes the ingredients within it to mutually interact with the other
ingredients, li creates an ideal “as-if ” world, that draws its participants to share
in its subjunctive imaginings. This achieves two effects. First, it creates a shared
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context by which individuals are able to relate and empathise with each other.
Second, it forms the backdrop for the li role play, as each participant
undertakes an imagined role, and breaks his/her usual patterns of behaviour
to perform patterns of behaviour required by that role. This challenges
individuals to bring out their best qualities to repair the disorder of the
imperfect real world as they actualise the ideals of the subjunctive universe,
through their specific roles in the li role play. This process enables participants
to improve their understanding of each other, to better empathise and relate
with each other. And more importantly, this process produces interactions
where each learns to give and take from one another, to modify others and to
be modified by others, as well as to reconfigure their relations with one another
according to certain ideals, thereby creating a shared experience that not only
shapes one’s identity, but deepens one’s sense of belonging to the community,
thus making conditions conducive for individuals in a community to engage in
mutually beneficial long-term cooperation with each other.
The second musical model (the harmony between melodies) seeks not
only to avoid tensions within a community from degrading into ugly disputes,
but also to transform such tensions into a beautiful musical performance. Li is
instrumental in achieving this through its mechanisms of deference, of ci and
rang. As I have demonstrated above, Confucian deference is not only an
upward submission or yielding to others. Rather, it is more egalitarian in
nature, and is, at its core, a way of expressing one’s valuing of the other,
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through expressions of respect that induces attitude adjustments within the
practitioners to become more gracious towards the other. Yet, deference goes a
lot further than this. Where transactional exchanges are involved, deference
reframes such exchanges into ethical gift exchanges. Once framed as a gift
exchange, the primary objective is not about the exchange of goods but is
instead a moral one that aims to foster intimate bonds of trust between the
giver and recipient. More than a sharing of experiences, feelings, or ideas, the
gift exchange is a sharing of identities, a consummation of the selves involved
in the exchange, for in that process, the identity of the giver (or community of
givers) is inseparable from the gift, and that in turn comes to shape the
recipient’s sense of identity and belonging to that community.
As gifts induce, within the recipient, gratitude as well as a moral
obligation to reciprocate to the giver as an act of maintaining one’s relational
bond with the other. Every gift exchange is more than an act of renewing and
maintaining one’s relation with the other. It forges a deeper bond of trust as it
demonstrates one’s trustworthiness in fulfilling one’s moral obligation to the
other through the gift exchange and one’s desire to maintain and deepen that
relationship. As a system, the system of gift exchange and reciprocity is a
communicative process that creates a very stable social structure that binds a
community tightly together, as that consummative sharing of selves is
repeatedly enacted, and relationships are repeatedly renewed and deepened by
that process, like a continuous and beautiful musical melody that never fades.
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Not only does this generate a moral concern for other members in a
community, and thus a public sense of responsibility, but it also establishes
deep trust that no one will defect from any long-term mutually beneficial
cooperative. Moreover, the system of reciprocity creates a complementary
system to the laissez-faire distribution, like a secondary system of distribution
that is effective in making up for where the laissez-faire approach lacks,
especially when it covers those areas where the market is absent. While the
three models of harmony help foster conditions conducive to mitigating the
negative effects of the laissez-faire and central redistributive approaches, it is
the second musical model of harmony (the harmony between melodies) that
goes beyond to enhance the laissez-faire system by establishing a
complementary system of redistribution through the gift exchange and
reciprocation.
On the surface, what I have said thus far seems limited to the level of
the community, and it appears that it cannot be extended to a societal scale.
However, it is important to note that the effects of harmony can be extended
outwards, beyond one’s current community. From a Confucian perspective,
communal boundaries are not rigidly defined. This is exemplified in the
Chinese notion of family (家 jia). One does not need to bear common traits
such as a common bloodline or bear a common surname to be a part of jia.
The sense of identity and belonging is flexible and can be extended outward to
incorporate “outsider” as “insiders” of jia as well, insofar as the “outsider” has
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a strong relationship with an “insider” that is meaningful to other members of
the group. Though the family has traditionally been the communal centre for
most people, other communities may take that place of centrality in these
modern times. What is important is that the communal centre of each
individual functions as the base and for extending one’s circle outward to
incorporate other individuals and groups to become a part of that person’s
communal circle. It provides one with its own template of ethical care and
concern for those extended members of the community. Such extension is
more than just a means of sharing meanings and experiences with “outsiders.”
It is also a means of sharing one’s communicative processes with them, thereby
forging more meaningful relations while broadening one’s social network. This
extension expands the horizon of one’s social and ethical understanding of
self to include a broader community, that in turn, shapes one’s identity and
deepens one’s sense of belonging. In the Confucian ideal, the extension should
expand beyond one’s communal centre, beyond one’s neighbourhood, to
include all of society.
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5. An Investigation Using Agent-Based
Modelling

“What I cannot create, I do not understand.”146
— Richard Feynman
In the preceding chapters, I showed how li can help to harmonise
communities and build up social capital in a society. And in the previous
chapter, I argued that a free market society practising li will have better
distributive outcomes, as the system of reciprocal giving helps to complement
laissez-faire distribution. Admittedly, this is a huge claim, and one that requires
much empirical research to defend. This is beyond what I can do within the
scope and limits of this dissertation, and so I am unable to answer such a
question directly and in its entirety.
Instead, what I can do and what I will demonstrate in this chapter, is an
attempt to answer that question ever so slightly by developing and exploring
that question through theoretical agent-based modelling, to explore and
demonstrate how an artificial society operating on li can create resilient
communities with high social capital despite the presence of free riders, and as
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a by-product of high social capital, produce a more equal distribution of
wealth.
Agent-based models are computer simulations of artificial societies
where the agents within behave with some degree of autonomy, adapting and
altering their strategies as they go about interacting with other agents and their
environment. We can vary the environmental conditions and other variables to
observe changes in the collective effects of individual actions on a macro level.
I have surveyed the scholarly literature and found at the point of this
writing, that there is an absence on research done using agent-based models to
explore the effects of li on levels of cooperation and on the distribution of
wealth in society. There is a vast collection of literature employing agent-based
models to study how factors like sympathy, for example, affect the evolution of
trust and cooperation.147 Few of these studies go further to investigate its
effects on distributive matters.148 And even if they do, one weakness in these
studies is their use of a very thin definition of trust that conflates with the act
of cooperation itself: that agents exhibit trust by choosing to cooperate with
other agents (i.e. trust in the sense that agents trust other agents not to
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defect). 149 To be fair, this definition is useful for theoretical modelling purposes
when attempting to develop a minimalist account of trust and cooperation.
However, trust and cooperation are distinct concepts: one may cooperate for
motivations other than trust (e.g. to exploit) or exhibit trust in other forms, like
choosing to stay and cooperate with the group despite having experienced
setbacks. These nuances have not been fully explored, and I intend to make a
contribution in this area by exploring these nuances in this chapter.
I have developed a theoretical agent-based model computer simulation
of the Public Goods Game. The Public Goods Game is often used by
economists to study the emergence of certain behaviours on a collective scale
as they vary the rules and other conditions of the game. In its most basic form,
participants receive a certain amount of money at the start of each round of
the game. They then decide how much of that money to secretly contribute to
the common pool. Money in the common pool is then divided and shared
equally with all the participants, regardless of whether or not they contributed.
The basic version of this game puts participants in a Prisoners’
Dilemma type situation. If all the participants contribute to the common pool,
everyone will be well off. However, communication is not permitted, and
participants will not know how much each participant contributes. They can
only gauge how much others have contributed based on the increase or
decrease in the share that each receives from the common pool at the end of
149
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each round. In many cases where this game is played in real life, those who are
inclined to contribute would eventually realise that those who free ride on the
generosity of others are better off, and hence stop contributing. As the game
progresses, one typically observes average contributions and cooperation
decreasing with every round. 150 The Public Goods Game demonstrates how
fragile trust and cooperation can be. In such conditions, the presence of a few
free riders is enough to ruin the trust and goodwill in a group, compelling
otherwise trusting and cooperative individuals to behave in an untrusting and
uncooperative manner.
What I would like to do here with my theoretical models, is to
demonstrate how an artificial society operating on li can create resilient
communities with high social capital despite the presence of free riders. In
other words, where we might typically expect to see a decline in cooperation
and in the average contributions to the common pool due to free riders in the
Public Goods Game, I wish to show that when li is in place, we can still
observe an increase in subjective contributions to the common pool, and the
continued formation and growth of communities in spite of a minority who
continue to exploit the communal trust. And as a positive by-product of li’s
effect on social capital, I would like to show how a society operating with li can
also result in better distributive outcomes compared to other distributive
modes.
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5.1 Assumptions and Challenges in Simulating Li and Agent
Behaviour
I will begin first with a discussion on the challenges and assumptions I
am making in translating Confucian li and the various distributive modes into
algorithms representing agents’ behaviour in the simulation, specifically in the
context of the Public Goods Game.
In order to compare just how effective li action can be in developing
social capital and in its potential to improve distributive outcomes, it is essential
to model key aspects of li in this simulation. Yet, in attempting to carry out this
simulation, there is one challenge that stands in the way: since we are
attempting to observe the collective effects of agents on a macro level, many
aspects on the micro level become indistinguishable from observation. The
internal mental processes of an agent are one of them. These internal mental
processes are crucial to an agent’s decision-making in the real world, and
especially so for Confucianism since it relates crucially to personal selfcultivation and the formation of virtuous dispositions. However, on the macro
level, a skilled hypocrite practising deference reluctantly will appear to behave
similarly to a genuinely sincere person practising deference. And material
goods will appear to be distributed on the macro scale in the exact same way
regardless of one’s sincerity.
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Hence, for the purposes of this theoretical model, it is not necessary for
me to reconstruct all the internal mental processes. What will suffice for my
purposes here, would be to simulate certain attitudes, behaviours, and
behavioural dispositions of agents, as these will have a direct influence on
whether agents choose to cooperate, defect, or reciprocate. The actions of
each agent will, in turn, have a significant effect on the attitudes, behaviours,
and the behavioural disposition of other agents.
The first internal process that I have simulated is the agent’s
behavioural disposition, using an an Attitude Ratio. Here, I will assume that
there is a linear relationship between an agent’s behavioural disposition and
the agent’s degree of graciousness. The lower the agent’s attitude ratio, the
more self-entitled the agent will behave at that point in time (i.e. less
cooperative, less negotiable, more likely to defect, etc.). Conversely, the higher
the agent’s Attitude Ratio, the more gracious the agent will behave at that
moment (i.e. more cooperative, more negotiable, less likely to defect, etc.). The
Attitude Ratio will affect the way agents behave with other agents. For
example, gracious agents will be more inclined to initiate dialogues with other
agents, inviting them to cooperate for their mutual benefit. They will also be
willing to engage in dialogue to negotiate, and they will always be quick and
willing to behave deferentially and sacrifice their needs for the benefit of
others. They will not be easily upset even if people take advantage of their
kindness, nor will they take advantage of others and exploit them, even if the
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opportunity arises. Conversely, we can expect to find self-entitled agents who
will not observe social norms or conventions unless it is advantageous for them
to do so. They will be most unwilling to join other agents in cooperation. But
if they do engage in cooperation, they will be more than willing to defect and
break whatever agreement was made, so as to exploit the goodwill of the other
agents involved. And due to their strong sense of entitlement, they will not
defer or sacrifice for the benefit of others, and likewise, they will also be upset
if they find themselves on the losing end of a situation, or if someone else is
taking advantage of them.
I will assume a normal distribution of the behavioural disposition of
agents across the artificial society, i.e. the majority of agents will have a more
or less neutral behavioural disposition, while a small minority will possess the
more extreme levels, thereby possessing a very gracious or very self-entitled
disposition.
There are other internal mental processes that need to be modelled,
specifically for simulation in the Public Goods Game. I will be using the
models constructed by the experimental economists, Fischbacher and Gächter,
who have done not only empirical studies of the Public Goods Game, but also
gone a step further to create a simulation model based on their empirical
data.151 They have modelled how agents will determine the amount to
contribute per round, which is affected by the average contributions of agents
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in the previous round, and their underlying subjective preference on just how
much to contribute. The underlying subjective preference is important there
are agents who play the Public Goods Game unconditionally, i.e. their
preference is independent of what other agents contribute; and there are also
agents whose underlying contribution preference are conditional on the
contributions made by other agents (a fuller technical discussion of agent
preferences can be found in Appendix A).

5.2 Modelling Interactions Between Agents in The Five Variant
Theoretical Agent-Based Models
As I have mentioned earlier, what I would like to do here with these
theoretical models is to demonstrate how an artificial society operating on li
can create resilient communities with high social capital despite the presence
of free riders. To do this, I will compare li against a simple laissez-faire model
and a simple flat-rate taxation model, not as a critique of these modes of
distribution, but as a benchmark to allow us to have a sense of how the
presence of li makes a difference.
For this purpose, I have created four variant theoretic models of the
Public Goods Game: (1) a control model where there is absolutely no
cooperation or communication; (2) a theoretical laissez-faire model (TLF)
where agents decide to cooperate or defect based on a tit-for-tat strategy (i.e.
agents will change strategies when they realise cooperating or defecting is not
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profitable); (3) a slightly more realistic laissez-faire model (RLF) that factors in
attitudes and behavioural dispositions in the decision-making process; and (4) a
“deferential” laissez-faire model (DLF) simulating the effects of li as if agents
had practised it with each other.152
There are a few things that are common to these models. To simulate
inequality of wealth in an artificial society, wealth is initially distributed across
all agents randomly using a Pareto distribution. I have intentionally chosen the
Pareto distribution to create a highly unequal distribution of wealth at the
beginning of each simulation. This will allow us to measure the efficacy of the
various distributional models in lowering wealth inequality at the end of each
simulation run.
At the start of each round, agents will receive an income. This income
will be normally distributed based on the maximum income that we define at
the start of each simulation, as an approximation to real world distributions of
income.
With the exception of the control model, the three laissez-faire models
will simulate agents interacting when they meet. They will determine whether
to cooperate, and if they do, to negotiate and agree how much to contribute to
the common pool (but whether they actually contribute as agreed, or not, will
be determined by other agent-specific factors which I will elaborate later).
Interactions in the real world can be very complex and varied, making it very
152

I had created a flat-rate taxation model but it yields negligible results, and so I will not
discuss it here in this chapter. Details of its implementation can be found in Appendix A.
Discussion of the results can be found at the end of Appendix A.
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difficult to simulate such interactions in the agent-based models. Instead, I will
model the interactions between agents by simulating a dialogue between them
when they meet. 153 The dialogue provides a means for agents to simulate
communication with one another: of choosing to extend an invitation to
cooperate, to accept or reject the invitation to cooperate, to negotiate the
amount to contribute, and even to simulate li actions, such as deference
towards one another.
I will briefly discuss each of the five variant models, and describe how
the dialogue differs for each of the laissez-faire models in the following sections
(the technical details can be found in Appendix A). I must emphasise that
these are theoretical models, simplifications that will allow us to explore how
specific conditions and dynamics generate certain outcomes. It is in no way an
attempt at reproducing an exact replica of the real world or of reproducing
real world human interactions. These artificial agents will behave in ways that
we might consider odd and rather unrealistic. This is to be expected since we
have stripped away every other kind of interaction only to limit their
interactions to be in a certain way.

5.2.1 The Control Model: No Communication, No Cooperation
This model runs on the barest fundamentals of the Public Goods
Game, and I will treat this as the control for comparison with the other models
153

This method is inspired by the dynamics of the DIAL model created by Piter Dykstra et al.
2013. “Put your money where your mouth is: The dialogical model DIAL for opinion
dynamics.” Journal of Artificial Societies and Social Simulation 16 (3) 4.
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when measuring against the effects of communication, cooperation, and
taxation. In this model, agents will walk around the model world, but they will
not communicate or cooperate with anyone else even if they meet. The
Attitude Ratio will not be affected by any factors, and will have no effect on
the agent’s contributions.
In each round, agents will receive an income, and they will each
contribute an amount based on their preferences and beliefs (which I have
already elaborated on earlier). At the end of each round, agents will receive a
share of the returns and update their total wealth. Based on that amount,
agents will decide whether to increase or decrease their contributions for the
next round, according to their newly revised subjective belief about other
agents, and their newly revised underlying preference.

5.2.2 Experimental Model 1: Theoretical Laissez-Faire (TLF) Model
The TLF model attempts to simulate the dynamics of laissez-faire
cooperation within the context of the Public Goods Game, based on
arguments that cooperation can evolve over several iterations of interaction
under game theory conditions, where agents come to discover that cooperation
can be a beneficial strategy useful in serving one’s self-interests. Hence, this
model will not consider the agent’s attitudes or behavioural dispositions at all.
Instead, agents will engage each other in a tit-for-tat strategy when it comes to
deciding whether or not to cooperate or defect. By default all agents will
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initially choose to cooperate, with the exception of agents assigned as free
riders who will initially choose to defect.
The same dynamics as the control model will apply here, but with a
few additions. First, when agents meet, they will engage in dialogue with one
another to offer (or accept) the invitation to cooperate. The simulation will
randomly determine which agents will accept or decline the invitation to
participate.
Agents that choose not to participate in the cooperative, as well as
agents who did not encounter any other agent, will continue to contribute in
the same manner as agents would in the control model. On the other hand,
agents who agree to cooperate will agree to an amount that they will
contribute together to the common pool. This agreement is meant to simulate
individuals cooperating in the free market. After agreeing on how much to
contribute, agents with the strategy to cooperate will abide by the agreement,
contributing the amount that was agreed upon. On the other hand, agents
with the strategy to defect will always act according to their self-interests and
contribute an amount less than or equal to what is agreed (whichever is the
more profitable strategy), thus defecting from the cooperation.
Like the control model, at the end of each round, agents will decide
whether to increase or decrease their contributions for the next round in the
same way. There is one additional process to this model. Agents involved in a
cooperative will check if their agreement was a success by checking if the
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average contributions within the group falls within the threshold tolerance level
(set manually in the simulation) of the agreed amount.
If the average contribution surpasses the threshold tolerance of the
agreed amount, then the cooperation will be regarded a success. Otherwise, it
will be regarded a failure. It should be noted that given the unequal
distribution of incomes, if the agreement threshold is too high, there will be
agents who cannot satisfy the threshold for a successful agreement even if they
wanted to cooperate due to their low incomes. This failure is meant to simulate
the occasional failure of cooperatives that arise due to unfortunate
circumstances.
If successful, cooperating agents will remain together for the next
round and cooperate with the existing agents as well as new agents who join
the group. If unsuccessful, agents will leave the group and operate on their
own. When agents favouring cooperation encounter two consecutive failures
from cooperating, they will give up and adopt defection as their winning
strategy. Conversely, when agents favouring defection encounter two
consecutive failures from defecting, they too will give up and adopt
cooperation as their winning strategy.

5.2.3 Experimental Model 2: A More Realistic Laissez-Faire (RLF) Model
This model will attempt to investigate the effects of attitudes and
behavioural dispositions in influencing the dynamics of cooperation under
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laissez-faire conditions within the Public Goods Game. It will be similar to the
TLF model in may ways, but with some key differences.
The first difference between the RLF model and the TLF model is that
the amount that each agent (within a cooperative) decides to contribute is not
influenced by a prevailing strategy (to cooperate or defect). Instead, the
contribution amount will now be influenced by the agent’s Attitude Ratio. The
more gracious agents will commit to contributing the full amount of what was
agreed, while the more self-entitled agents will give absolutely nothing despite
joining the cooperative. Between these two ends of the spectrum are agents
with a neutral disposition. They will vary their contributions according to their
Attitude Ratios, to represent that they are not fully committed to always
behaving graciously or in a self-entitled manner.
Like the TLF model, at the end of each round, agents will receive a
share from the common pool. Those involved in cooperatives will check if the
cooperation was a success (in the same exact way described earlier). But there
is one additional step here. If the agreement failed, all agents participating in
the cooperation will decrease their Attitude Ratio slightly, having learnt that
being too trusting may not have been a beneficial, and have become slightly
less trusting of others. Conversely, if the agreement proved successful, agents
will increase their Attitude Ratio slightly, having learnt that being trusting is
beneficial, and have become slightly more trusting of others.
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However, if the cooperation was successful but there was at least one
free-rider in the group (i.e. an agent who contributed less than the average
contribution within the cooperative), then neutral and self-entitled agents will
respond pettily as though they were upset that someone had exploited their
goodwill (or out of envy that they could have been the free rider instead).
Learning from this experience, that free-riding and exploiting on the trust of
others can be beneficial, these agents will decrease their Attitude Ratio slightly.
However, gracious agents will not be affected by the presence of such freeriders as they are gracious enough not to be upset by such behaviour.

5.2.4 Experimental Model 3: A “Deferential” Laissez-Faire (DLF) Model
To investigate whether li can foster bonds of trust and long-term
cooperation, and whether li can make a difference in distributive outcomes, I
will be examining a more “deferential” laissez-faire model, which builds on the
RLF model, but with a few key changes. More importantly, the DLF model
will attempt to simulate the effects of agents practising li with each other when
they meet and enter into dialogue with each other. Since my focus is on how
the presence of li can lead to these outcomes, it is not essential for me to
simulate any specific li action. From a macro perspective of observation, the
effects of simulating agents practising specific li acts with one another would
be indistinguishable. It will suffice just to simulate the effects of li as if the li
acts had been performed.
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In the DLF model, whether or not li is “practised” will depend on the
agents. In a setting where agents meet and there are more self-entitled agents
than there are gracious agents, I will assume that li will not be practised
amongst them. If they do enter into cooperation, they will cooperate in the
same way as specified in the earlier, RLF model.
However, in a setting where there are more gracious agents than selfentitled agents who meet, I will assume that these gracious agents will initiate li
action, and those present will be compelled to reciprocate. Here, I will limit
reciprocation only to the dialogue phase, that is, a li act from an agent will be
reciprocated by a li act from another agent (as a gesture of good will).
Reciprocation will not occur in the transfer of money so as to avoid
deliberately biasing this model towards a specific result.
There is a chance (randomly determined by the simulation) that some
self-entitled agents may choose not to reciprocate the li action. In doing so,
such self-entitled agents will be expelled from the cooperative, as their failure
to reciprocate acts as a sign of certain moral failings that is not to be tolerated.
As mentioned earlier, li intensifies the communicative process, to produce
meaningful interactions that transforms the individual and those around,
thereby strengthening their relationship and trust toward each other. To signify
this change, agents who have engaged in the li action will have a slight increase
to their Attitude Ratio.
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They will decide how much to contribute within the cooperative, in the
same way as the earlier laissez-faire models. One key difference to this model is
that as agents conduct their agreements within the context of li, not only are
they morally obliged to reciprocate and conduct themselves appropriately, but
the action of li also breaks their regular patterns (e.g. free-riding behaviour)
and replaces it with some degree of generosity (though it may not necessarily
exert a full effect on self-entitled agents). Hence neutral and self-entitled agents
will be compelled to give some amount, and that includes the possibility
(though rarely) of the full agreed amount.
At the end of each round, agents in their respective cooperatives will
check to see if their cooperation was a success, in the same manner as the
other laissez-faire models. One difference in this model is that the decision to
stay or leave the cooperative will now be determined by other factors. Since
trust is essential to the decision-making process of agents in this simulation,
agents will decide whether to leave or stay in the group based on the overall
trustworthiness of the group as well as on the success rate of the cooperative.
Here, I am assuming a correlation between the collective trustworthiness of
the group and the average Attitude Ratios of all the agents present, i.e. the
more gracious agents are, the more reliable and trustworthy the group will be.
An untrustworthy group may yield successful agreements once or twice, but its
members are weary as they are prone to exploitation by its less trustworthy
members. There is little or no assurance that agents would not exploit the
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goodwill of its members. And conversely, a trustworthy group may have
agreements that end in failure once or twice, but if its members are
trustworthy, agents have a reason to stay in the hope that things will improve.

5.3 Experimental Methodology
Having described the simulation models, I will now provide a brief
overview of the experimental methodology, and a few other working
assumptions. The full technical details can be found in Appendix A.
First, I will treat each iterative round as though it represents a single
day, and each simulation run will occur over a period of 1000 iterations (1000
days, approximately 3 years). Second, there will be 1000 agents in every
simulation, roaming within a small space of 100 x 100 pixels, to simulate a
densely populated society. Of the 1000 agents, 50% will be conditional
cooperators (i.e. their contributions are conditioned on the average
contributions of other agents, 30% will be free-riders who will always exploit
others, 14% will be conditional noisy agents whose preferences are conditioned
on the contributions of others, and 6% will be unconditional noisy agents
whose preferences are independent of the contributions made.154 These
proportions are based on an empirical study by Fischbacher and Gächter,
where they derived the proportion of agent player classes based on

154

I have experimented with other proportions of agent classes, but the results are very similar,
so there is no need for me to discuss them here. Details can be found in Appendix A.
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participants’ involvement in the Public Goods Game.155 And third, the
maximum income will be set at $50.00. With incomes normally distributed,
most agents will have an income around the average of $25.00.
There are several issues that I wish to investigate from this experiment,
and this will require changing certain variables in order to compare the effects
of such changes. First, I will investigate whether attitudes and behavioural
dispositions play a significant role in affecting cooperation. This will involve
comparing the control, TLF and RLF models. We can compare the increase
or decrease in agent contributions, and the number of cooperators over the
course of the simulation. Second, I will investigate whether the conditions
conducive to fostering trust and growth of long-term cooperation lead to
different (specifically, better) distributive outcomes. This will involve comparing
the outcomes of the TLF, RLF and DLF models. I will compare the outcomes
with the findings from the other laissez-faire models.
For all laissez-faire models, I will vary the agreement threshold to study
its effects on cooperation. I will investigate by running each model at the
following agreement thresholds: 60%, 70%, 80%, 90%. For each unique
configuration of the simulation run (whether it is the model, or the agreement
threshold), I will repeat the experiment 30 times and take the average of all the
readings produced, so as to reduce random error.
155

Fischbacher et al. Are People Conditionally Cooperative? Evidence from a Public Goods Experiment. pp.
400-401. I had initially planned to study whether variations in the proportion of agent classes
(like the percentage of free-riders) could result in drastic changes in the outcomes. There were
no significant findings, and so I will not mention this aspect of the study in this chapter. Full
details about this aspect of the experiment can be found in Appendix A.
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5.4 Discussion of Experimental Results
To reiterate, the primary objective of these theoretical models is to
demonstrate how li can effectively develop social capital in the artificial society,
and whether as a consequence of this, such trust and long-term cooperation
can lead to better distributive outcomes. In this section, I will highlight just a
few significant observations from the results of the experimental simulations
(other less significant observations are detailed at the end of Appendix A,
together with summary tables of results).
Before that, allow me to first discuss the control model. As mentioned
previously, the control models runs on the barest fundamentals of the Public
Goods Game. There is no communication, no cooperation. After 1000
iterations, we can observe the following results (Figure 1, below):
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Figure 1. Scatter plot of average change in the average contributions
to the common pool using the control model.
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As expected, the results mirror what one might expect to find if the
game is played in the real world, where contributions to the common pool
decreases sharply not too long after it started (within the first 100 iterations),
with no improvements thereafter. We can now compare how the addition of
cooperation may affect agents on a collective level.

5.4.1 The Influence of Attitudes and Behavioural Disposition on Societal
Outcomes
In this section, I wish to investigate the extent by which agents’
attitudes and behavioural dispositions are essential in affecting cooperation
levels and the resultant distributive outcomes. And I will examine how
cooperation levels are affected once we begin to factor in attitudes and
behavioural dispositions.
Figure 2 (below) shows that when the agreement threshold for
successful cooperation is low (at 60%), the TLF model does very well to
achieve approximately 700 cooperators (out of a population of 1000 agents)
after 1000 iterations. In addition, because of the vast number of agents willing
to cooperate and contribute agreed amounts, the agents are able to raise the
average contribution from around $5 to almost $20 (see Figure 4, below). This
is consistent with theoretical discussions on the conditions for cooperation,
such as that by Robert Axelrod. He presents a minimalist account of
cooperation that evolves out of self-interest, when agents discover how
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cooperation can be a successful strategy beneficial to their own self-regarding
interests.156
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Figure 2. Scatter plot of average number of cooperators for the theoretical and realistic laissez-faire
models over 1000 iterations at a low agreement threshold level.

On the other hand, a different picture emerges when we begin
considering other factors such as attitudes, behaviours, and behavioural
disposition in the RLF model. As shown in Figure 2 (above), the level of
cooperation drops significantly to approximately 110 cooperators (out of 1000
agents) in the RLF model. Much less cooperators than the TLF model.
If we increase the agreement threshold for successful cooperation (from
60% to 70% or higher), it becomes harder for many agents to abide by the
agreement even if they wanted to, as their income might not allow them to do

156

Axelrod. The Evolution of Trust. p. 169-191.
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so. In such times of difficulty, a different pattern of cooperation emerges
(Figure 3, below).
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Figure 3. Scatter plot of average number of cooperators for the theoretical and realistic laissez-faire
models over 1000 iterations at a high agreement threshold level.

Interestingly, the RLF model is capable of achieving more cooperators
than the TLF model at a higher agreement threshold level. There is a stable
but gradual increase in the number of cooperators, rising slowly but steadily
from approximately 35 to 45 agents after 1000 iterations.
On the other hand, the TLF model demonstrates the fragility of
cooperation when it is grounded on nothing more than self-interest. Within the
first 50 iterations, the number of cooperators quickly shoots up to about 140
agents. While such cooperatives are quick to form, they too are quick to
dissolve. By the 200th iteration, there are no more cooperators.
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While the TLF model is able to raise the level of average individual
contributions to a very high amount (at a low threshold level), it is unable to
replicate such success with higher agreement threshold levels, as illustrated in
Figure 4, below. In fact, at a 70% agreement threshold, average contributions
drop to a near zero (an outcome similar to the control model).
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Figure 4. Scatter plot of average individual contributions (absolute values) of the theoretical and realistic
laissez-faire models at low and high agreement threshold levels, over 1000 iterations.

In the TLF model, cooperation based on an alignment of self-interest
is easy to forge and develop in good times, when conditions are easy enough
for success. But it is difficult to forge or even sustain cooperation when
conditions for success are tough.
The RLF model presents a very different story. At higher agreement
threshold levels, the RLF model performs better than the TLF model. Yet, its
performance is still rather dismal, with incredibly low cooperation rates
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(approx. 5% of the population), and low average contributions. When we
begin to consider attitudes, behaviours, and behavioural dispositions as
important factors for cooperation, we begin to see a picture of cooperation
that is more resilient to failed agreements and the presence of defectors. It may
not yield high rates of cooperation, nor is it able to raise the average individual
contribution to high levels, but it is resilient enough to outperform the TLF
model when the conditions for success are tough.

5.4.2 The Influence of Attitudes and Behavioural Disposition on Societal
Outcomes
Here, I will examine how the practice of li affects the artificial society
on a collective level by comparing the DLF model with the TLF and RLF
models. There are a few observations that we can see when comparing the
three models.
First, the DLF model shows a consistently higher number of
cooperators and high average contributions of individuals to the common pool
(Figure 5 and 6, below). However, there is one exception: at an agreement
threshold at 60%, the TLF model performed slightly better, with slightly more
average cooperates and average contributions than the DLF model.
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Figure 5. Comparison of the average number of cooperators generated by different laissez-faire models,
across different agreement threshold levels after 1000 iterations.
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Figure 6. Comparison of the average increase/decrease in individual contributions after 1000 iterations.
Generally, the deferential laissez-faire (orange line) performs better than the other laissez-faire models in
achieving a vast increase in the average contributions, across different agreement threshold levels.

Second, in the DLF model, we can observe an increase in the average
Attitude Ratio of agents as the simulation progresses (Figure 7, below). This
stands in contrast to the RLF model, where the average Attitude Ratio
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decreases linearly over time. What is remarkable is that such a change can be
achieved even though every successful (simulated) li interaction between agents
only increases their Attitude Ratio very slightly (by 1%). Though the change in
the Attitude Ratio within an agent is small, it compounds on a collective level
over time as agents become more gracious and behave more graciously toward
each other.
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Figure 7. Comparison of the changes in the average attitude ratio as agents undergo successful and
unsuccessful cooperation over 1000 iterations in the realistic and deferential laissez-faire models.

It is no coincidence that the increase in the Attitude Ratio of agents in
the DLF model correlates with the high levels of cooperation and average
contributions per round. To reiterate, the Attitude Ratio is a way to simulate
agent behavioural disposition and the degree of graciousness (or selfentitlement). As the average Attitude Ratios of agents increase, these agents
conduct themselves more graciously and are more trusting of other agents.
This leads to the formation of stable clusters (or communities) of cooperators
(Figure 8, below). These clusters persists through many iterations, though they
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vary in size over time. While the clusters can and do break up (because of
exploitation by free-riders or otherwise), many of them persist continually over
hundreds of iterations (some lasting throughout the entire simulation run).

!

!
Figure 8. Snapshot of the model world comparing clusters of cooperation
between the realistic (left) and deferential (right) laissez-faire models at the same iteration round.
Each “person” represents an agent. Every large person represents a cooperative.
The bigger the person, the bigger the cooperative.
Cooperatives in the DLF model are typically more long-lasting.

To be clear, this phenomenon of stable clusters was not directly
programmed into the agents. Instead, these large clusters emerged from the
interactions they had with each other, as they found it beneficial to continue
cooperating with those groups. And as more agents join these groups, the
gracious agents within begin to exert an influence on the others through li,
thereby raising the Attitude Ratios of the other agents, making them to
become more gracious and trusting.
This phenomenon can also be observed in the TLF model (though only
when agreement threshold levels are low). When the agreement threshold is set
to a high level, we can observe big clusters forming, but these often break up in
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a short period of time. This is not the case for the DLF model, where big
clusters still form regardless of the threshold levels.
There is yet one more interesting observation that we can make about
the DLF model. As a by-product of the increase in trust and cooperation
within the artificial society through li, when the agreement threshold levels are
at 70% or higher, the DLF model performs better than the other models in
significantly lowering the Gini coefficient of the artificial society (Figure 9,
below). The Gini coefficient is a measure of wealth inequality. The lower the
coefficient, the more equal the distribution of wealth. As I had discussed
earlier, the higher the agreement threshold levels, the harder it is for agents to
successfully satisfy the agreement made with the cooperative, and we have
earlier observed dismal cooperation levels and average contributions per round
from the TLF and RLF models. Yet, this is not the case with the DLF model,
which was able to yield a more equal distributive outcome at higher agreement
threshold levels.
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Average decrease in Gini coefficient after 1000
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Figure 9. Average decrease in Gini coefficient after 1000 iterations.
Generally, the deferential laissez-faire (orange line) performs better than the other laissez-faire models in
achieving a much greater decrease in the Gini coefficient, across different agreement threshold levels.

For the purposes of clarity, I must emphasise that the goal of these
simulations is not to investigate which theoretical model yields the lowest Gini
coefficient, or the lowest levels of inequality. Rather, what I wish to show is that
as a by-product of the effects of li in forging trust and strengthening
communal ties, we can observe a significant decrease in the Gini coefficient,
suggesting that the rise in social capital through li does indeed lead to better
distributive outcomes, as li motivates agents to willingly contribute and
redistribute within their communities.
The DLF theoretical model is consistent with what I have argued in the
preceding chapters, that li is an effective communicative process that
transforms both the person and the social environment that the person
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interacts with. And with repeated successful communicative interactions,
individuals will be more inclined to trust those they interact with. They learn
that they can trust each other to cooperate, even in distributive matters, and
slowly come to adopt more gracious attitudes and behavioural dispositions
towards others. The model suggests that a society of people practising li can
help to foster bonds of trust in others and so produce communities of longterm cooperators. The DLF model also shows that with the rise in trust and
cooperation (as aided by li), agents are more willing to increase their
contributions to the common pool. And despite our usual (real-world) concerns
that free-riders may break that trust, the DLF model show us that this is not
the case, that through the mechanisms of li, such communities have a certain
resilience to the presence (and exploitation) of a minority of free-riders. As a
by-product of such actions, such a society is then able to arrive at better
distributive outcomes, at a more equal distribution of wealth.
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6. Consummation and End: Implementing
Li in the Modern World

“Philosophy must never be divorced from action.
Unless it is put into practice,
philosophy is nothing more than an intellectual game.”
— Josei Toda
Li provides individuals with the mechanisms for actualising harmony
within their communities in ways that transforms both them and the people
they interact with. This creates an environment that fosters social capital, and
in doing, provides a complementary support system to the laissez-faire
approach, as the system of reciprocity operates as a secondary layer of
distribution that can cover areas where the market cannot adequately treat.
But one question still remains. If li can provide the mechanisms for
individuals to self-regulate and improve the distributive outcomes of a society,
how do we implement li? And for that matter, how do we decide what is the
right li? This can be quite a challenge in our modern times. It is “extremely
difficult to create or re-create rites that carry legitimacy and command
respect,” and it is equally difficult “to socially engineer rites as it is to engineer
desirable attitudes and dispositions.”157 The creation of a government bureau
157

Joseph Chan. Confucian Perfectionism. p. 67.
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promoting li or other ceremonies and rituals in our modern times would only
“cause suspicion and cynicism.”158
In this chapter, I argue that the mechanisms of li can be effectively
implemented in any society so as to transform individuals to become agents of
harmony in their communities, and this requires a two-pronged approach. The
first and most important step involves transforming the people from the
grassroots level, so as to tune them to the same “musical key” through the coparticipative process of identifying exemplary models, which Confucian
thinkers refer to as the “Rectification of Names.”
The second step involves institutions as key agents of change in
societies, as they play an important role in socialising their members with their
values and norms through their respective institutional li practices. Both the
people and the institutions around them are inter-related in a process that is
“web-like, mutually influencing and mutually supporting.”159 The people have
the power to influence change in such institutions, as much as institutions can
have a deep, profound impact on people.160
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David Wong. Institutional Structures and Idealism of Character. p. 32.
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Chan. Confucian Perfectionism: A Response to Kim, Angle, Wong, Li, Chiu, and Ames. p. 88.
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6.1 Power to the People: Identifying Models of Emulation through
the Co-participative Process of Rectifying Names
In an orchestral setting, dissonance arises when there is confusion (or
lack of clarity) over the precise pitch for the tones (i.e. when the musicians
perform different do notes of different scales), or when there is confusion over
the mapping of each musical note to the precise fingering on the instrument
(i.e. a do note on a particular instrument means that fingers must be placed in a
certain way). Social dissonance arises when there is confusion, lack of clarity,
or guidance over social roles and their respective appropriate conduct in
various circumstances. There can be no harmony when there is confusion over
the communicative processes pertaining to those social roles. This relates to the
first musical model of harmony, the harmony of the five tones, which as I have
mentioned, is essential to the culinary model and the second musical model of
harmony). As the cultural grammar of a community, li is supposed to educate
individuals on the appropriate forms of expression and modes of conveying
one’s intentions, as well as to develop a sense of the appropriate behaviours
and attitudes so as to understanding and master ren (benevolence, humanity).
This is not possible if there is confusion over the cultural grammar of a
community in the first place.
Thus, in order to effectively implement li so that individuals can begin
the work of harmonising their communities, one must first aim at eliminating
such confusions over the cultural grammar of a community. To be clear, this is
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not the only step, but a very important first step, so important that Confucius
himself, when asked if he were given political power over a state, considered it
his primary task to rectify names (正名 zhengming):
“When names are not correct, what is said will not sound reasonable;
when what is said does not sound reasonable, affairs will not culminate
in success; when affairs do not culminate in success, rites and music will
not flourish; when rites and music do not flourish, punishments will not
fit the crimes; when punishments do not fit the crimes, the common
people will not know where to put hand and foot.” 161
In a modern context, resolving this confusion by rectifying names
might seem like a rather odd strategy. However, names do not merely function
to describe things. Names also prescribe action. As Tan explains, the way one
uses names (名 ming) “is the way one speaks; ‘names’ are the basic units of
discourse guiding action.”162 For example, if I was given the name (or title) of
a “teacher,” the name is more than just a description of my job. It carries with
it a certain course of action on how I should conduct myself, and how others
are to conduct themselves towards me. Seeing that I carry that name, students
would not conduct themselves as they normally would towards their friends or
strangers. As one who is supposedly more learned than they are, my words
carry more weight when I speak to them, and they will be more attentive to
what I say, as compared to one who is not named a teacher. As their
“superior,” students would be more formal and respectful in the way they
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behave and speak to me. If I did not have the name of “teacher,” their
conduct would be very different. Similarly, as one who holds the name (and
role) of teacher, I have duties and obligations, especially towards my students,
but there are also expectations as to how I should conduct myself in the
presence of my colleagues and students. All these feed into how I see myself as
a person, as a teacher. And if I were to behave in a manner unbefitting of the
name, my actions could very well scandalise those under my charge. Hence the
choice of names can affect people’s attitudes, perceptions, and behaviours.
Speech is thus “a social practice with consequences in the world of actions.”163
But how do we know what is the appropriate conduct for a teacher, or
the appropriate conduct for any other name or social role? A new teacher, for
example, learns how to conduct herself by modelling after exemplary teachers.
Confusion may arise when the teacher finds herself in a new situation where
there were no clear exemplary models to emulate. Confusion may also arise in
situations when poor behaviour was incorrectly named as exemplary, or at the
very least implicitly identified as the best thing to do if such actions were
eventually recognised and/or rewarded.
The appropriateness of a li action is dependent on the circumstances.
This highlights the particularistic focus of li, that “quality and content in a
unique performance outweigh form and technique in importance.”164 There
are no universal rules for proper li action. Instead, the rules of li are derived
163
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from exemplary performances. But in the absence of any clear identification
of exemplary performances, it can be confusing and rather difficult for people
to distinguish good models from bad models, and so they are unable to identify
the right types of behaviour and practices to emulate.
What is needed is to identify and publicly name the exemplary models
as the “norms of excellence selected through the experience of a
community,”165 from the practices that best conveys specific ren (benevolent,
humane) intentions that guide the beginner in the proper way of interaction
with others. By identifying exemplary models and publicly naming them
accordingly, the cultural grammar of li is renewed. And this sets in motion the
process of actualising the first model of musical harmony, the harmony of the
five tones. With the fog of confusion lifted from a clarification of the cultural
grammar, people will be better able to identify good models, and emulate the
behaviours of those models with greater moral accuracy.
One can refine these models by identifying specific cases of emulation
as right or wrong. Returning to the music analogy, learning to play a musical
instrument is very much a process of emulation right from the very beginning.
The music teacher functions as the model, demonstrating the proper posture,
and positioning of one’s arms, wrists, fingers, waist, and legs, so that the
student may emulate by example. While the student emulates the teacher, the
teacher identifies specific instances of emulation as either good or bad, so that
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the student remembers what to continue doing (if right), and what to avoid (if
bad). The process of rectifying names thus works to refine the communicative
processes of li, as people gain better insight and clarity on their own social
roles within a community and how best to appropriately conduct themselves in
similar situations (or to adapt those models to cases outside of familiar
situations).
Lest one misunderstands the task of rectifying names as a kind of
“linguistic totalitarianism,” I should clarify that language and communicative
processes are social practices that cannot be altered from the top without the
consensus of the community. It is “a matter of transforming a discourse or
practice from within, by working on the connection between one’s own words
and actions and thereby influencing how others connect them.”166 The act of
rectifying names is one that starts from the ground, involving the people as coparticipants in the evolution and refinement of the communicative processes.
Through the co-participative process, it is the people who present themselves
as exemplars of roles and behaviour, as models of li processes that are unique
to the community, and one possible to achieve in the context of one’s
community (or else people may claim that certain models are impossible to
emulate as it requires one to be of a certain socio-economic background).
More importantly, the rectification of names is never a one-time
activity but a regular process of renewing the cultural grammar of a
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community in response to newfound points of confusion arising from changing
social circumstances, or where new areas of communicative ambiguity arises
when something out of the ordinary fails to fit any known models. Where
there is no clear solution in sight, what might have normally been a personal
act of self-reflective deliberation on the appropriateness of an action is now
brought to the public forum (on the Internet or in newspapers) for public
deliberation, scrutiny, and debate. This co-participative rectification of names,
is in fact, something that one can witness occurring on a regular basis, with
different sides airing their views of what is right and wrong, as they constantly
question and debate each other in a bid to gain clarity over what might count
as an appropriate response or conduct to some confusing issue (e.g. “Was this
action right?”, “Should he have done such a thing under such
circumstances?”).
The co-participative rectification of names is a decentralised process.
No one person has a final say on the matter. Nonetheless, those in prominent
positions, be they are community or political leaders, or other influential
people, are in an ideal place for leading such a transformation as their “words
and actions and their connections are highly visible,”167 and work best to guide
and direct the people in rectifying names by means of identifying exemplary
models for emulation. They can chime in, adding weight to such public
deliberations with their explicit approval or disapproval of the matter. And
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they too can be “a source of moral education,” by becoming role models
themselves through their exemplary actions.168 Governments too can help to
influence change by initiating public discussions to review and rectify names,
and weigh in on the matter, but they cannot authoritatively decide the cultural
grammar for the people. Instead, the success of any such governmental
decision or action depends on gaining the consensus of the people (or at the
very least, the committee representing their interests).
Through this co-participative process of rectifying and renewing the
cultural grammar of li, people learn from each other and collectively achieve
clarity on such ambiguous issues, just like the resonating bronze bell that brings
all musicians in tune with each other. What is important here is that even if no
consensus can be attained from the process, the co-participative act is still
valuable for all in the community. Based on the multiple perspectives on the
public forum approving or disapproving the situation, that in itself brings
people to a closer understanding of each other’s views and it serves to fine tune
their attitudes and perceptions that contribute to their practice of li in their
social interactions with each other.
There are, however, some concerns that by promoting model
exemplars of roles and practices, this would encourage hypocrisy. Confucius
had a great disdain for them, declaring the village paragon as “the thief of
virtue.”169 Though such a person may be found free of blame and reproach,
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the village paragon was a hypocrite that one had to cautiously guard against,
as such a person “ingratiates himself with a whole generation.”170 The village
paragon is a people-pleaser, a yes-man. The danger of the village paragon is
that the example of such a person may be mistaken for virtuous and
exemplary conduct, 171 a model mistakenly identified and raised as for one
emulation. This is the one hypocrisy that leaders must be on the lookout
against.
Yet hypocrisy may not necessarily be a bad thing. Mencius states that
those pretending to be virtuous may, after some time, be as good as those with
genuine virtue.172 In fact, the founder of organisational theory, James G.
March, argues that some kinds of hypocrisy should be encouraged as it is an
experimental phase of learning. Hypocrisy is an inconsistency between values
and behaviour. When individuals display seemingly hypocritical inconsistency
in their actions, they could very well be in a transitioning phase of
experimentation.173 Like a beginner learning to play a musical instrument, the
initial moments of emulation are difficult and fraught with many
inconsistencies. It is a means by which one slowly learns how to readjust one’s
self – attitudes, feelings, intentions – with the outward behaviour.
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Perhaps a better example to illustrate this would be the case of a man
wishing to romantically pursue a lady for a long-term relationship. The man
holds a strong dislike for dogs, but the lady is an ardent dog-lover, with one as a
pet in her home. In such a case, the man engages in transitional hypocrisy, not
only hiding his disdain for dogs in her presence but going further by expressing
affection for the creature. For the man, this transition encompasses a period of
hypocritical experimentation: how might he be able to reconcile his dislike for
dogs with his love for a dog-lover in the long term? Insofar as that person is not
firmly committed to his hatred for dogs and is open to change, repeated
actions of affection towards the dog should slowly alter his attitudes
perceptions, and behaviours towards dogs, drawing him out from a position of
disdain to one of neutrality or a positive, genuine love for dogs. Over a period
of experimentation and practice with the dog, the man will eventually find a
resolution.
The term, “hypocrisy,” might be too strong a word to describe the
transitional phase of experimentation. Unlike the hypocrites whom Confucius
disliked, those engaged in such transitional experiments are willing to change.
They only appear hypocritical as they struggle with the inconsistency between
their values and behaviour at the initial stages of the transition. Yet, the
pretension is similar to the pretension that people have when they engage in a
theatrical performance. This relates to the culinary model of harmony, where
li can be seen as a platform for participants to engage in a role play with each
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other. Far from being too quick to condemn all forms of hypocrisy, we need to
recognise that some of these transitional experiments are themselves efforts by
people to emulate the exemplary roles and behaviours of li, as they engage in
the li role play that breaks their regular patterns of behaviour and replaces it
with one required by the role. It is, in a sense, the reparative effects of li on the
individual, as it harmonises one’s relations with those around him/her. Thus,
some compassion and room must be given for people to experiment with the
process of transitioning through emulation, as they might be at the beginning
stages of learning new aspects of a community’s cultural grammar.
But what if the experiment fails? What if the person continuously
struggles with the pretension and never becomes sincere in one’s interactions
with others? Would such a communal life be nothing but a big charade? This
becomes a problem only if one fails to reflect on the seemingly constant
disjunction of the subjunctive ideals actualised in one’s pretension with others,
and the imperfect reality of one’s character. The effect of li to repair this
disjunction can only take effect when one reflects on why that disjunction
continually exists. What is important is that there is a constant struggle to
maintain the appearance. It could be motivated by sincere intentions to
improve, or by fear of social sanctions by others for behaving badly.
Nonetheless, while this is not an ideal situation, the li role play is sufficient for
the struggling individual to be an agent of change, contributing to the
collective efforts at harmonising the community.
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The co-participative process of rectifying names, of renewing the
cultural grammar of li sets the groundwork that makes the first musical model
of harmony, the harmony of the five tones, possible. This process is
decentralised and cannot be dictated by anyone. While it often occurs
spontaneously in the face of new ambiguities, governments and other leaders
can help to encourage and start such public deliberative processes, guiding the
discussions so that exemplary models can be identified and emulated. It is this
public deliberative process that, like the bronze bell, resonates loudly across the
community, making it possible for all involved to come to be in tune with each
other. It is a process that encourages emulation of those identified models, and
in some cases, temporary pretension as people sometimes struggle to learn and
cultivate themselves. This begins the work of harmony in the community. As
individuals learn the mechanisms for self-regulation, they themselves become
the agents of harmony, transforming the social environment around them to
become conducive for fostering bonds of trust.

6.2 Institutions as Agents of Harmony
The co-participative process of rectifying names can be a slow process,
one that can be a rather unsatisfying solution given the time needed to achieve
such changes. And as I mentioned earlier, promoting or creating new li in our
modern times can be quite a challenge. One other solution would be to focus
our attention specifically on institutions (both public and private) as the agents
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of fostering trust within their respective communities. Here I am concerned
with the li practices embedded within institutions (as opposed to general li
practices not tied to any specific institutions like social etiquette). Institutions
possess both a business aspect of achieving its goals, and a normative aspect of
achieving its goals in an appropriate way consistent with its values. An
institution’s values influences its goals and practices, inasmuch as its goals and
practices influences the values of the institution. The goals and values of such
institutions will change, just as how institutions evolve over time due to a
variety of external factors. Hence, changes of li practices within such
institutions are not met with the same type of suspicion or cynicism that one
might encounter were the state to do it, making it a lot easier for institutions to
create, modify or promote their li, than it is for governments to do so on a
societal level.
What is important is that these “institutions and the practices they
support have their rites or rituals, and this can be a very important way of
socialising their members into their values and norms.” 174 Both the institutions
and their embedded practices exist in a unified ecosystem where each mutually
modifies the other. The li practices that are embedded within the institution
are not only sustained by the “resources and administrative support” of the
institution, but these practices also “embody or reflect the internal values and
excellences” of the institution.175 Good institutions align their “powers and
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responsibilities, rules and regulations, and incentive and sanction mechanisms”
to be consistent with their goals, and done in the manner appropriate to their
values,176 and they provide the much needed resources to support the
“normative aspirations embodied in the corresponding practice,”177 thereby
providing its members with powerful motivations to give high priority to the
pursuit of excellence.
For example, the aim of the university is to pursue knowledge and to
disseminate it.178 To achieve that aim, the university sets up the necessary
“governance structures and human resources and incentive systems. Yet it must
also adhere to the values and norms internal to the practice of knowledge
discovery.” 179 A successful institution will have “socializing effects on the
participants within it (and even on third parties outside the institution, such as
the general public).”180 And when these are carried out properly, the
participants of the institution, e.g. faculty and students “will be exposed to, and
habituated into, norms and regulations that endow them,” along with an
understanding of the sense of meaning in what they do, the appropriateness
of their actions in that institutional context, and an awareness of the
expectations according to their roles.181
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Institutions should adopt the fostering of deep bonds of trust as one of
their chief aims and align their value system to such an end, as the
development of such bonds of trust are not only beneficial at improving the
distributive outcome of society, but it can also be highly beneficial to the
institutions themselves. In some cases, institutions may value the fostering of
such bonds, but lack the right means to bring it to effect. Nonetheless, if
institutions are committed to this ideal, they will have to create the necessary
support structures and adapt their li practices to foster such bonds. Here, I will
list some ways in which institutions can integrate the three models of harmony
into their li practices, so that institution themselves can be agents of change,
not only to effect harmony within their institutional communities, but to also
socialise its members on the values, norms, and li mechanisms, to themselves
become agents of harmony in their own communities outside the institution.
To be clear, this list is not exhaustive, but a demonstration of what can be
done.
First, following the first musical model of harmony, the culture of the
institution must be conducive to fostering trust. This can be achieved by
rectifying the cultural grammar of the institution by identifying through a coparticipative process (as discussed in the previous section) exemplary models as
institutional best practices for emulation. Institutions can then ensure
consistent practice within its culture, providing individuals with ample
opportunities and space to emulate and practice the li of the institution’s
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culture, so as to master the appropriate forms of expression and modes of
conveying one’s intentions, and more importantly, to be a person of ren (仁
benevolence, humanity). Some sort of governance structure should be put in
place as well to provide its members with some support and non-material
incentive for compliance (and sanction for non-compliance). I emphasise the
importance of non-material incentives, as in the earlier chapters, I raised the
problem that the use of material incentives to achieve moral outcomes tend to
backfire, and instead produces an environment conducive for people to
become morally disengaged in what they do.
Second, following the culinary model of harmony, institutions can
augment the subjunctive “as-if ” worlds of the various institutional li practices
by enriching the imaginings with thicker and more vivid accounts of
communal bonds and trust, as part of the ideas and ideals of the subjunctive
world of its li practices. As it is, a good number institutional li practices hold
subjunctive imaginings that envision an idealised pursuit of certain goods of
excellence. The subjunctive world of university li practices, for example, may
point towards a lofty vision of the pursuit of knowledge. Such subjunctive
imaginings can be enriched to show that the pursuit of such excellence are not
enough without the support and trust of the broader community. Such
enrichments to the “as-if ” world will modify the way individuals relate to each
other in their practice within the institution. More importantly, such rich
imaginings will stand in contrast with the imperfect realities of the “as-is”
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world. And as members of the institution reflect on the disparities, they will be
further compelled to act to repair the disjunction with the respective li
practices, thus acting to forge strong communal bonds in the process of
pursuing those goods of excellence.
Third, following the second musical model, the harmony between
melodies, institutions can promote deferential practices and reciprocity within
the institution as a way of preventing tension from turning ugly, to foster a
culture of respect, and as the basis for bringing social interaction within it to its
greatest heights of beauty. This should first of all be demonstrated by the top,
with leaders practicing deference towards each other, and especially to those
below. One way would be for leaders to recognise the contributions of their
members – that their time and effort to the institution is a gift from themselves
to the institution – and reciprocate their gift through the expression of another
gift, though it need not necessarily be in the form of monetary goods. Some
caution must be taken as there is the risk of backfiring, as rewards can lead to
moral disengagement (as discussed in the earlier chapters), so some
discernment about the appropriateness of the type gift is required.
These are some of the ways in which institutions can be agents of
harmony, of fostering bonds of trust within their respective institutional
communities through the integration of these li mechanisms that are
conducive to fostering trust. Nonetheless, I do recognise that this can be a kind
of wishful thinking, especially when institutions do not operate as ideally (or
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ethically) as they should (e.g. when its leaders or members are more attracted
to external goods instead of the pursuit of the goods of excellence). In such
cases, one answer might be to seek institutional reform. Yet, this can only be
realised if a sufficiently large number demand a change. In the absence of
such people demanding changes, what can be done?
This is why I have been arguing for a two-pronged approach. Both
institutions and the people are involved in a mutually influencing relationship.
When institutions fail, it will be up to the people to demand such reforms. But
this is only possible if they have the moral resources cultivated through the
cultural grammar of the community. And this can be effected through the coparticipative process of rectifying names. When institutions operate close to
the ideal, they can have a positive influence on the people, socialising its
members (who are also a part of the community) with the norms and values
conducive to fostering close relations. Taken together, both the people and
institutions have the power to mutually influence each other, and operate as
agents of harmony, changing the social environment to become conducive for
the fostering of bonds of trust.

6.3 Conclusion and Areas for Further Research
At the start of this dissertation, I began with a discussion on the
background motivation for this dissertation: How can we address distributive
problems through the development of social capital? Or how can we tap on
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social capital to effect redistribution from within the communities? This
dissertation has been an attempt to make a small contribution in answer to this
question.
In my search for an answer, I turned to the early Confucian thinkers for
inspiration and insight, as they had framed distributive problems as communal
problems requiring a communal solution. I focused specifically on the way the
Confucian thinkers sought to harmonise fractured communities, and build
strong bonds of trust between its members. And as it turns out, there are three
distinct yet inter-related models of harmony, each operating according to a
different logic.
I have gone into great detail to explicate how the communicative
processes of the Confucian notion of li has been instrumental in actualising
harmony within communities, according to the three models. Li has been more
than a means for clear and error-free communication, but a cultivative process
that mutually transforms the practitioner of li and the social environment. As
one learns to master the cultural grammar of the community so as to
appropriately express one’s intentions and respond appropriately to others, one
also learns to become ren (humane, benevolent), changing one into an ethical
person as one continuously strives to create meaningful interactions with
others. Through each of the three models of harmony, li facilitates the
fostering of stronger relational bonds with others and the forging of the much
needed bonds of trust through a sharing of experiences, feelings, meanings,
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and most of all, a sharing of identities through the li act of the gift exchange.
Such dynamics of li can be tapped to create a system of reciprocity that aims
not only to further strengthen relational bonds within (and outside) a
community, but the entire system of reciprocation can work to complement
the laissez-faire distribution, covering areas where the market is absent, to
achieve better distributive outcomes in society.
I set out to create theoretical agent-based models, computer
simulations to investigate the extent by which li could achieve such an effect an
artificial society. I demonstrated how an artificial society operating on li can
lead to the development of high social capital, the development of strong
bonds of trust and communities of long-term cooperation, resilient to the
exploits of free-riders. And I discussed how, as a by-product of such a marked
increased in social capital, agents in the artificial society are more inclined to
contribute highly for the common pool, and in so doing, produced a more
equal distribution of wealth.
However, li can be quite difficult to implement in the modern world.
Attempts by the state to introduce or promote li would only invite suspicion
and cynicism. Thus, in order to implement li in a modern context, a twopronged approach is required. One way is to employ the people in the coparticipative process of rectifying and renewing the cultural grammar of li
within a community so as to lift the fog of confusion that might have made it
difficult for people to determine the right models for moral emulation. The
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other involves institutions as agents of change, socialising its members in trustforging li practices, making them agents of harmony as well. As a two-pronged
approach, the people and institutions have a mutual influence over each other.
But more importantly, they are the means for transforming the social
environment to harmonise the fractured communities that they are situated in,
so as to create conditions conducive for the fostering of bonds of trust that will
slowly lead to increased long-term mutually beneficial cooperations in the
community in order to mitigate the negative effects of the laissez-faire and
central redistributive approaches and achieve better distributive outcomes.
There is still much more that can be said, and one area that deserves
further attention from this dissertation would be more focus on how li can be
implemented within institutions and on a societal level to greatly foster social
capital, especially within the institution of finance and economic institutions.
While these are areas beyond my field of expertise, there is much potential to
greatly improve distributive outcomes in society by integrating trust-fostering li
practices into such institutions.
Another area for further research would be the attempt to foster trust
through li as some sort of government policy. Beyond the obvious methods,
such as state promotion (or subsidies) of certain li aspects through campaigns
or festivals, there is still much room and potential for the state to be involved,
while not directly intervening or centrally coordinating any form of
redistribution. Again, this is beyond my field of expertise, though the prospects
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of such an approach seems rather interesting and promising, as the
involvement of the state means that the efforts to forge deep bonds of trust can
be more effectively furthered through the state’s instruments and scale of
resources.
Admittedly, this dissertation has been a rather novel approach to the
development of social capital, and an indirect way of addressing distributive
problems through the formation of trust and long-term cooperation. But I
hope that it is one that sheds new light to the bigger question about social
capital and its effect on the distribution of wealth. This has been but one out
of many other possibilities yet unexplored.
(36 754 words)
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Appendix A. Experimental Setup and
Methodology for Simulations Using AgentBased Modelling, and Discussions of the
Results

A.1 Translating Agent Behaviours into Algorithms for Simulation
In order to simulate agent behavioural disposition and behaviour, I will
need to make a few general assumptions about agents. First of all, an adept
and sincere practitioner of li will be one who is more ren (仁 benevolent,
humane) in behaviour and disposition. It would seem fair to assume that such
adept practitioners of li are gracious agents who would be inclined to behave
in ways we would typically associate with gracious behaviour. Gracious agents
will be more benevolent, deferential, gracious, and virtuous. They will be more
willing to cooperate, negotiate, and defer, and are less likely to exploit others or
break any social conventions. Conversely, I will assume that those who do not
practice li are far less gracious and more self-entitled in their behaviour.
Psychological research tells us that self-entitled individuals commonly have a
“low degree of concern for how their behaviour impacts others,” 182 and they

182

Greenberger et al. Self-entitled college students: Contributions of personality, parenting, and motivational
factors. p. 1194.
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typically exhibit aggressive and hostile behaviour towards others.183 Thus, we
can expect behaviours contrary to what we would expect from gracious agents.
With these assumptions in place, we can expect the following correlation of
attitudes and their respective behaviours of agents, as listed in Table A1,
below.
Attitude

Least Gracious
(Self-Entitled)

Somewhere in
Between

Most Gracious

Desires

Excessive

Somewhere in between

Tamed

Respectfulness

No

Will reciprocate
accordingly

Yes

Negotiable

No

Will follow the
majority’s behaviour

Yes

Cooperative

No

Will act only if
beneficial to self

Yes

Observant of
Norms

No

Will follow the
majority’s behaviour

Yes

Willingness to
Dialogue

No

Will reciprocate
accordingly

Yes

Willingness to
Deferentially
Decline

No

Will reciprocate
accordingly

Yes

Willingness to
Deferentially Offer

No

Will reciprocate
accordingly

Yes

Willingness to
Sacrifice

No

Will sacrifice only if
action is still beneficial

Yes

Upset at Being on
the Losing End

Yes

Somewhere in between

No

Willingness to
Exploit
Circumstances

Yes

Will follow the
majority’s behaviour

No

Willingness to
Break Norms for
Self Benefit

Yes

Will follow the
majority’s behaviour

No

Table A1. Summary of Behavioural Dispositions by Agent Types

183

See Moeller et al. “Creating hostility and conflict: Effects of entitlement and self-image
goals.” Journal of Experimental Social Psychology (2009) 45. pp. 448–452. See also Twenge et al.
“‘Isn’t it fun to get the respect that we’re going to deserve?’’: Narcissism, social rejection, and
aggression.” Personality and Social Psychology Bulletin (2009) 29. pp. 261-272.
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To be clear, I am not saying that all gracious people always behave in
that manner, nor am I saying that all self-entitled people are necessarily like
that. Rather, I am attempting to represent two typical classes of extremes on a
spectrum of behavioural dispositions in the agent-based models, and most
agents will tend to behave somewhere on the spectrum between these two
extremes.
With these assumptions about the correlation between attitudes and
behavioural disposition in place, I can now treat the internal mental processes
as a black box and rely on the degree of an agent’s graciousness as an
indicator of the agent’s behavioural dispositions, and as a simulated
representation of each agent’s internal mental processes. Here, I will assume
that the behavioural dispositions vary linearly according to the extent of one’s
graciousness. I will refer to the degree of the agent’s graciousness (or lack
thereof), as the Attitude Ratio ("Ψi,t) of agent i at time t, where Ψ
" i,t ranges from
0.0 to 2.0. The lower the agent’s attitude ratio, the more self-entitled the agent
will behave (i.e. less cooperative, less negotiable, etc.). Conversely, the higher
the agent’s attitude ratio, the more gracious the agent will behave.
I define three behavioural disposition classes: (1) Self-Entitled (SE:
" i,t < 0.5); (2) Neutral (N: 0.5
" ≤ Ψi,t < 1.5 ); and (3) Gracious (G: Ψ
" i,t ≥ 1.5 ).
Ψ
Figure A2, below, shows a visual representation of the relation between an
agent’s attitude ratio "Ψi,t and its respective behavioural disposition classes.
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Attitude Ratio (Ψ)

2

!

1.5
1
0.5
0
Self-Entitled

Neutral

Gracious

Figure A2. Model of Attitude Ratio (Ψ) representing
three classes of behavioural dispositions of agents

These assumptions will be implemented within the simulation, and we
can expect to find gracious agents who will initiate dialogues with other agents,
inviting them to cooperate for their mutual benefit. They will also be willing to
engage in dialogue to negotiate, and they will always be quick and willing to
behave deferentially and sacrifice their needs for the benefit of others. They
will not be easily upset even if people take advantage of their kindness, nor
will they take advantage of others and exploit them, even if the opportunity
arises. Conversely, we can expect to find self-entitled agents who will not
observe social norms or conventions unless it is advantageous for them to do
so. They will be most unwilling to join other agents in cooperation. But if they
do engage in cooperation, they will be more than willing to defect and break
whatever agreement was made, so as to exploit the goodwill of the other
agents involved. And due to their strong sense of entitlement, they will not
defer or sacrifice for the benefit of others, and likewise, they will also be upset
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if they find themselves on the losing end of a situation, or if someone else is
taking advantage of them.
Agents with a very gracious or very self-entitled disposition tend to be a
minority in most societies, representing two extreme ends of a spectrum. The
majority of agents in society tend to fall somewhere in between these two ends.
I will refer to these agents as possessing a neutral behavioural disposition. Such
agents are neither virtuous nor vicious. Like most of the people we encounter
in daily life, these agents are neither obnoxiously self-entitled, nor are they as
virtuous and gracious as sages. Within the simulation, these neutral agents will
always act according to their self-interest, based on what is most advantageous
according to a specific context, either by following the behaviour of the
majority around them, or by reciprocating a certain behaviour in return.
Since the majority of agents in society tend to possess a neutral
behavioural disposition, one assumption I will make here is that the initial
distribution of behavioural disposition classes is normally distributed across the
artificial society, and defined as:

!Ψi, t=0 ∼ 𝒩(μ, σ 2), μ = 1, σ = 0.3

(1)

where Ψ
" i, t=0 denotes the attitude ratio of agent i at time t = 0, normally
distributed within a range of 0.0 to 2.0, with 1.0 as the mean, and 0.3 as the
standard deviation of the normal distribution. Figure A3, below, illustrates the
distribution of agents with attitude ratios 0.0 to 2.0 across the artificial society.
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Figure A3. Normal distribution of agents with varying attitude ratios across the artificial society.

During the simulation, agents may encounter and interact with other
agents. And these interactions may alter their attitude ratio. I will elaborate on
the mechanics for altering their attitude ratios later in this appendix.
There are other internal mental processes that can be modelled,
specifically for simulation in the Public Goods Game, such as the agent’s
subjective belief about what other agents will contribute, as well as the agent’s
underlying preference. Here, I will use the model constructed by experimental
economists, Fischbacher and Gächter, who have done not only empirical
studies of the Public Goods Game, but also gone a step further to create a
simulation model based on their empirical data, and one that “predicts the
data very well” on average. 184
Fischbacher and Gächter defined the agent’s subjective belief as:185

184

Fischbacher and Gächter. Social Preferences, Beliefs, and the Dynamics of Free Riding in Public Goods
Experiments. p. 553.
185

Ibid. p. 552
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!Bi, t =

ϵ n
Cj, t−1 + ζBi, t−1
n∑
j=1

(2)

where B" i,t denotes agent i’s belief on just how much the other agents will
contribute at time t; ϵ,
" ζ are coefficients that determine how much weight to
assign to the sum of the average contribution made by all agents at the
1

n

previous iteration (defined by the equation " ∑ Cj,t−1 ), and the agent’s
n
j=1

subjective belief B
" i,t−1 about the amount agents will contribute at the previous
round.
As there are no contributions made at the beginning, each agent’s
belief at B
" i, t=0 is determined by the following formula:

"Bi, t=0 ∈ [0, Ii ]

(3)

where B
" i, t=0 denotes the belief of agent i at time t=0. The values are randomly
generated from a range between zero and the agent’s income I" i.
The agent’s underlying preference can be defined as:186

!Pi, t = γi + δi Bi, t

(4)

where P
" i,t denotes the underlying preference of agent i at time t, which is based
on the agent’s preferred amount of contribution, γ" i (ranging from 0 to the
agent’s income I! i ), and that is added to the product of the agent’s current

186

Lucas et al. The Effects of Group Composition and Social Preference Heterogeneity in a Public Goods
Game: An Agent-Based Simulation. 3.8.
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belief B" i, t multiplied by δ" i which specifies whether the agent’s preference is
conditioned on the contributions of other agents.
Studies in the field of experimental economics have found a diversity
of agent preferences.187 There are agents who play the Public Goods Game
unconditionally, i.e. their preference is independent of what other agents
contribute, and there are also agents whose underlying contribution preference
are conditional on the contributions made by other agents. Table A4, below,
summarises the various classes of agents and their underlying preferences.

Unconditional
Preferences

Agent Class

Underlying Preference Implementation in
Simulation

Free Riders
("γi = 0, δ" i = 0)

Give nothing at all times

Implemented as “Free Rider”
category of agents

Low Cooperators

Give less than half of
one’s income at each
round

High Cooperators

Give less than half of
one’s income at each
round

Maximum
Cooperators
("γi = I! i, δ" i = 0)

Give all of one’s income
at each round

Subsumed and Implemented
as “Unconditional Noisy
Agents.” Though the
contribution preference "γi is
randomly determined by the
simulation, the simulation will
ensure that the contribution
preferences [0, !Ii] are
distributed uniformly across
all unconditional noisy
agents, so that all subsumed

I
("γi = [1, ! i ], "δi = 0)
2
I
("γi = [! i , I! i], "δi = 0)
2

187

See: (1) Burlando and Guala. “Heterogeneous Agents in Public Goods Experiments.”
Experimental Economics (2005) 8. pp. 35–54. (2) De Oliveira et al. “One Bad Apple?
Heterogeneity and Information in Public Goods Provision.” Experimental Economics (2013) 18.
pp. 116-135. (3) Fischbacher and Gächter. “Social Preferences, Beliefs, and the Dynamics of
Free Riding in Public Goods Experiments.” American Economic Review (2010) 100. pp. 541–556.
(4) Fischbacher et al. “Are People Conditionally Cooperative? Evidence from a Public Goods
Experiment.” Economics Letters (2001) 71. pp. 397-404. (5) Kurzban and Houser. “Experiments
Investigating Cooperative Types in Humans: A Complement to Evolutionary Theory and
Simulations.” PNAS (2005) 102. pp. 1803-1807.
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Conditional
Preferences

Agent Class

Underlying Preference Implementation in
Simulation

Noisy Players
("γi !∈ [0, I! i], "δi = 0)

Amount randomly chosen
from a range between zero
and the agent's maximum
income, to represent
agents without a clear
preference, confused
agents, and agents who
make mistakes with their
contribution amounts

Conditional
Cooperators
("γi = 0, δ" i = 1)

Preference to contribute is
based on the belief of
how other agents will
contribute at time t

Implemented as “Conditional
Cooperator” category of
agents. All agents are assigned
as conditional cooperators by
default, unless assigned as
something else

Economic Altruists
("γi = I! i, δ" i = -1)

These agents derive utility
from caring for the welfare
of others and whose
contribution preference is
determined based on the
difference between the
agent’s income and the
agent’s subjective belief of
how much other agents
will contribute

Subsumed and implemented
as “Conditional Noisy
Agents.” The simulation will
ensure that these three
conditional player preferences
will be equally represented.

Threshold Players

Preference to not
contribute if one believes
that the majority are
contributing less than the

I

("γi = 0 if "Bi,t < " i , "δi
2
= 0) and
I

("γi = I! i if "Bi,t ≥ " i , "δi
2
= 0)

Hump Players
("γi = 0 and "δi = 1
I

if "Bi,t < " i ,)
2
and
("γi = I! i and δ" i = -1
I
if "Bi,t ≥ " i ,)
2

I
threshold (defined as " i ),
2

but will give the maximum
of one’s income if the
majority are contributing
above the threshold
amount
Will behave like
conditional cooperators if
the majority are
contributing less than the
I
threshold (defined as " i ),
2

but will behave like
economic altruists if the
majority contributes more
than the threshold

Table A4. Table summary of agent classes, their respective underlying preferences,
and how they are implemented in the simulation188
188

Here, I will follow the settings provided by Lucas et al. “The Effects of Group Composition
and Social Preference Heterogeneity in a Public Goods Game: An Agent-Based Simulation.”
Journal of Artificial Societies and Social Simulation 17 (2014). 3.9-3.10.
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One assumption I am making here is that the agent’s underlying
preference is independent of the agent’s attitude ratio. Contribution
preferences can be motivated by other reasons, and they are not necessarily
motivated by gracious or self-entitled attitudes. For example, by not knowing
how much other agents will contribute, a self-entitled agent ("Ψi,t = 0.0) may
have a preference to contribute a high amount, under the false assumption that
other agents would do the same since it would yield the highest returns for all
if everyone did the same. Similarly, a gracious agent may have a preference to
give nothing only because she has an urgent yet virtuous need for the money,
e.g. to pay for her elderly parent’s medical bills.
The amount an agent contributes is based on the combination of the
agent’s underlying preference and subjective belief of what others will
contribute. The contribution amount is defined as:189

!Ci,t = αPi,t + βBi,t

(5)

where C
" i,t denotes the contribution made to the common pool by agent i at
time t; α,
" β are coefficients that determine how much weight to assign to the
sum of the underlying preference P
" i,t and the belief B
" i,t of the agent at time t.
Based on Fischbacher’s and Gächter’s empirical study, they found that the
coefficient values of α
" = 0.242, β" = 0.666, ϵ" = 0.415, and ζ" = 0.569 accurately

189

Fischbacher and Gächter. Social Preferences, Beliefs, and the Dynamics of Free Riding in Public Goods
Experiments. p. 552.
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reflected their empirical data, and worked quite well as a model for
prediction.190
Each agent’s contribution to the common pool is partially determined
by their underlying preferences and their subjective belief about what others
will contribute. At the end of each round, contributions to the common pool
are equally divided and shared among all agents in the artificial society. This,
in turn, affects the payoff that each agent receives per round. The payoff is
defined as:
n

!Πi, t = Ii − Ci, t +

∑j=1 Cj, t
n

(6)

with Π
! i,t denoting the payoff of agent i, at time t; which comprises the agent’s
income I! i at the start of each round, minus the contribution C
" i,t the agent
makes at that particular round, with the addition of the returns from the
common pool, calculated as the average contribution for that round divided by
n

the total number of agents, "

∑j=1 Cj, t
n

. I will not include a multiplier to the

returns, even though multipliers are commonly used when the Public Goods
Game is played in real life. Mathematically, the multiplier will cancel itself out
of the equations for the agent’s underlying preference, belief, or how much to
contribute at a particular round. In other words, the multiplier has on effect on
the agent’s behaviour, and so there is no need for it. Thus, without a multiplier,

190

Ibid. pp. 548-554.
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the total amount contributed by all is the total amount shared. There is no
extra money to be made from such a redistribution. Moreover, I will not factor
in the agent’s expenditure as that would require adding more variables. This
would further complicate the simulation unnecessarily.
Lastly, where it is necessary to simulate the effects of centrallycoordinated redistribution, I have implemented a flat-rate taxation model to
keep things simple. Admittedly, there are many different tax models available.
However, testing every tax model available would be beyond the scope of this
research. Taxation can be enabled to run in conjunction with or without any
of the laissez-faire distribution models. The taxation amount is defined as:

1 n−i
" i, t = τ[(Ii − Ci, t ) −
T
(Ij − Cj, t )]
n−1∑
j=1

(7)

where T" i, t denotes the amount agent i will be taxed (or receive an income
transfer) at time t, based on a sharing rule by Uler.191 The total tax amount is
calculated based on the taxation rate τ" (defined at the start of the simulation),
which is then multiplied by the difference between agent i’s remaining sum
after contributing a portion of his/her income to the common pool ("Ii − Ci, t)
and the average of all agents’ remaining sum after contributing to the
common pool ("

1 n−i
(Ij − Cj, t )).
n −1∑
j=1

191

Neslihan Uler. “Public goods provision and redistributive taxation.” Journal of Public
Economics, 93 (2009), 440–453..
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What this algorithm does is that it taxes a proportion τ" of an agent’s
remaining income, insofar as the remaining income is higher than the average
remaining sum of all the other agents. Conversely, the same formula
redistributes the taxed money to all the other agents, insofar as the remaining
sum falls below the average remaining income of all other agents.
In scholarly literature on taxation and voluntary contributions, there is
disagreement as to whether centrally coordinated redistribution by taxation
increases or decreases individual’s voluntary contributions to the public
good.192 Part of the reason is due to different tax structures across different
states, giving rise to a number of confounders that make it difficult to pinpoint
the precise reasons for the increase or decrease of voluntary contributions.
Nonetheless, to allow for either an increase or decrease in agent contributions,
I will need to assume that taxation (and redistribution) will affect the agent’s
underlying preference to contribute. Here I am assuming that agents who are
taxed will have a preference to contribute less to the common pool since they
are already being taxed to help others. Conversely, those who receive the tax
transfers will be slightly more inclined to contribute more to the common pool,
as their way of giving back to the community. Thus, for simulations where
taxation is applied, the agent’s preference will be adjusted according to this
modified formula (from Equation 5):

!Pi, t = γi + δi Bi, t + Ti, t
192

Neslihan Uler. “Public goods provision, inequality and taxes.” Experimental Economics 14
(2011). pp. 287-306.
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(8)

where P" i, t denotes the underlying preference of agent i at time t, as the
preference is influenced by the sum of money taxed or received through
redistribution T" i, t . It is important to mention here that the effect of the tax/
transfer T" i, t on the agent’s contribution will not be that significant as the
agent’s preference P
" i, t is slightly diminished by the weighted coefficient value
of 0.666.
Having described all the ways in which I have translated agent
behaviours into algorithms for simulation, I will now proceed to discuss the
simulation models.

A.2 Overview of Initial Conditions Common to All Simulation
Models
In this section, I will discuss three initial conditions common to all
simulation models and a few assumptions essential for setting up the artificial
society. First and foremost, the simulation requires that we set the total number
of agents and the proportion of agent classes. As mentioned in the previous
section, I have implemented four agent classes: (1) conditional cooperators, (2)
free riders, (3) conditional noisy agents (representing economic altruists,
threshold players, and hump players), and (4) unconditional noisy agents
(representing low cooperators, high cooperators, max cooperators, and noisy
cooperators). Once these are set, the simulation will scatter agents all over the
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simulation world and assign each agent an agent class and an attitude ratio.
Figure A5, below, demonstrates just how the agents are scattered.

!

Figure A5. Scatter of agents across the simulation world.

It is important to highlight here that the length and width of the
simulation world is fixed (100 pixels by 100 pixels). Any increase in the number
of agents will increase the population density of that world, which will also
increase the probability of agents encountering other agents for interaction.
For my simulation runs, I will keep the population size at a constant of 1000
agents.
Second, we will need to set the maximum income of the artificial
society, as the maximum income will determine the income of every agent. For
this simulation, I am assuming that incomes are normally distributed, as an
approximation to real world distributions of income. The income that agents
receive at the start of each round is defined as:
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!Ii ∼ 𝒩(μ, σ 2), μ =

Ima x
I
, σ = ma x
2
5

(9)

where I" i denotes the income of agent i randomly assigned based on a normal
distribution from 0 to the maximum income ("Ima x) selected at the start of the
simulation, the mean μ" is defined as half of the maximum income I" ma x , and
the standard deviation σ" is defined as one-fifth of the maximum income.
Figure A6, below, illustrates the distribution of incomes across the artificial
society.
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Figure A6. Distribution of Agent’s Income across the Artificial Society

Lastly, in order to simulate inequality of wealth in an artificial society,
wealth is initially distributed across all agents randomly using a Pareto
distribution:

!Xi ∼

b
(1 − U )

1
a

, b = Ima x × 100, U ∈ [0,1]
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(10)

where X" i refers to the initial wealth of each agent, a denotes the shape
perimeter of the Pareto distribution that determines the initial level of the
wealth inequality of the model society, b denotes the scale of the distribution
which is relative to the maximum income I" ma x selected at the start of the
simulation, and U refers to a random decimal value between 0.0 and 1.0. For
all simulation runs, I will be using a value of 1.0 for the shape perimeter (a),
and a maximum income of 50 (thus setting the scale of the distribution (b) as
5000). These values will generate the greatest possible unequal distribution of
wealth for the artificial society. Figure A7, below, illustrates the initial
distribution of wealth.
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Figure A7. Initial distribution of wealth according to a Pareto distribution
in the artificial society at the start of each simulation

I have intentionally chosen the Pareto distribution to create a highly
unequal distribution of wealth at the beginning of each simulation. This will
enable us to measure the efficacy of the various distributional models in
lowering wealth inequality at the end of each simulation run. Here, I will be
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using the Gini coefficient as my measure of the artificial society’s wealth
equality/inequality. A Gini coefficient of 1.0 means that the distribution of
wealth is maximally unequal (all of the wealth is owned by one person),
whereas a coefficient of 0.0 means that the distribution is maximally equal
(everyone owns the same amount of wealth). Because of the parameters that I
have chosen for the Pareto distribution, the Gini coefficient at the start of each
simulation averages at around 0.778. Figure A8, below, illustrates a typical
graphical representation of the Gini coefficient at the start of each simulation.
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Figure A8. Graphical representation of the Gini coefficient at the start of the simulation.
The farther the red line is from the diagonal grey line, the more unequal the distribution
of wealth is in the artificial society

Now that I have defined the three key conditions common to my
simulations, I will now proceed to describe the technical details underlying the
various laissez-faire models (I have provided a brief overview of the control
and laissez-faire models in Chapter 5).
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A.3 Experimental Model 1: Theoretical Laissez-Faire Model
I have already explained the theoretical laissez-faire model in Chapter
5. In this section, I will provide a full technical account of the dynamics of
agent behaviour when agents meet, and how they decide to cooperate or
defect.
When agents meet, they will engage in dialogue with one another to
offer (or accept) the invitation to cooperate. The simulation will randomly
determine which agents will accept or decline the invitation to participate.
Agents that choose not to participate in the cooperative, as well as
agents who did not encounter any other agent, will continue to contribute in
the same manner as agents would in the Control simulation model. On the
other hand, agents who agree to cooperate will agree to an amount that they
will contribute together to the common pool. This agreement is meant to
simulate individuals cooperating in the free market. The amount that agents in
a cooperative will agree to contribute is defined as:

K
! i, t ∈ [

! i, t
K

Ijma x

, Ijma x ]
2
> Ii ⟶ Ki, t = Ii

(11)

where K
! i,t denotes the amount in which the cooperating agent i agrees to
contribute at time t. That amount is randomly chosen from a range of
50-100% of the highest income of the cooperating agents involved, I" jma x .
However, if the agreed amount (!Ki,t) exceeds the income of the agent, then
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that agent will just commit to contributing the full amount of his/her income,
I! i.

After the agreement is made, agents with the strategy to cooperate will
abide by the agreement, contributing the agreed amount (or all their income
for that round if their income is too low). On the other hand, agents with the
strategy to defect will always act according to their self-interests. They will
contribute either the agreed amount (thus appearing to cooperate), or some
random amount ranging from 0-100% of a previous contribution (thus
defecting from the agreement), whichever is more profitable for him/her.
At the end of each round, agents will update their preference and
belief scores based on the contributions of all agents within the artificial
society. However, agents involved in a cooperative will check if their agreement
was a success, using the following formula:

!xt ≥ λKi, t , λ ∈ [0,1]

(12)

where x! t denotes the average contribution of the agents involved in the
cooperative; λ! denotes the agreement threshold tolerance, as a percentage
(0-100%) of the agreed amount to contribute (!Ki,t) amongst the agents
involved. If the average contribution x! t surpasses the threshold tolerance of the
agreed amount λ! Ki,t , then the cooperation will be regarded as a success.
Otherwise, it will be regarded as a failure. Here, I should highlight that given
the normal distribution of incomes, if the agreement threshold is too high,
there will be agents who cannot meet the threshold for a successful agreement
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even if they wanted to cooperate due to their low incomes. This failure is
meant to simulate the occasional failure of cooperatives that arise due to
unfortunate circumstances, rather than by defectors.
If successful, cooperating agents will remain together for the next
iteration and cooperate with the existing agents as well as new agents who join
the group. If unsuccessful, the agents will leave the group and continue
roaming around the model world. Agents favouring cooperation will switch to
become defectors if they encounter two consecutive failures at cooperation.
And similarly, agents favouring defection will switch to become cooperators if
they encounter two consecutive failures at defection.

A.4 Experimental Model 2: A More Realistic Laissez-Faire Model
In this section, I will provide a full technical account of how attitudes
and behavioural disposition will affect agent behaviour when it comes to
cooperating or defecting in this model.
Once again, agents are free to move around. And when they meet, they
will enter into dialogue with each other. Like the previous model, some agents
will agree to cooperate, while some will reject the invitation to cooperate. And
those agents who are willing to cooperate will agree to contribute a certain
amount to the common pool.
The first difference between this model and the previous model is that
the amount that each agent (within the cooperative) decides to contribute is
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not influenced by a prevailing strategy (to cooperate or defect). Instead, that
decision is influenced by the agent’s attitude ratio. Table A9, below,
summarises the decision matrix affecting how far each agent will attempt to
abide by the agreement:
Attitude Ratio ("Ψi,t)

Agent Behaviour

"Ψi,t > 1.5

Contribute 100% of the agreed amount (!Ki,t). This is to represent
that agents with a gracious behavioural disposition are fully
cooperative.

"1.0 < Ψi,t ≤ 1.5

Simulation will randomly determine whether the agent will fully
contribute 100% of !Ki,t, or an amount ranging between 50-100% of
! i,t. This is to represent that these agents lie on the upper range of
K
the neutral behavioural disposition, and so are often inclined to
behave like fully gracious agents, cooperating fully. But they are also
prone to defecting from time to time for various reasons.

"0.5 < Ψi,t ≤ 1.0

Simulation will randomly determine whether the agent will
contribute an amount ranging between 0-100% of K
! i,t, or not
contribute at all. This is to represent that these agents, despite being
on the lower range of the neutral behavioural disposition, exhibit
some self-entitled behaviour, which includes defecting entirely by
contributing nothing, or they may occasionally exhibit some
graciousness and contribute some amount (less than 100% of K
! i,t).

"Ψi,t ≤ 0.5

Contribute 0% of the agreed amount. This is to represent that agents
with a self-entitled behavioural disposition and who are entirely noncooperative, and will defect from all agreements so as to exploit
others for their benefit.
Table A9. Table summary of agent behaviour to contribute in a cooperative,
based on the agent’s attitude ratio

After all the agents have contributed to the common pool, agents
involved in their cooperatives will check amongst themselves to see if the
cooperation was a success (in the exact same manner as in the theoretical
laissez-faire model, and as spelt out in Equation 12). There is one additional
step to this process here. If the agreement failed, all the agents involved in the
cooperation will decrease their attitude ratio by 1%. But if the agreement
proved to be a success, the agents will increase their attitude ratio by 1%. I
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arrived at the value of 1% after much calibration. Any value that is more or
less than 1% will result in changes that are either too drastically fast that it
appears quite unrealistic, or that the changes are far too slow for there to be
any noticeable change. However, if there is at least one free rider (i.e. agents
who contribute less than the average contribution within the cooperative), then
neutral and self-entitled agents ("Ψi,t ≤ 1.5) will respond pettily to the presence
of these free-riders and decrease their attitude ratio by 1%. Gracious agents
will not be affected by the presence of such free-riders as they are gracious
enough not to be upset by their behaviour.

A.5 Experimental Model 3: A “Deferential” Laissez-Faire Model
As I have explained in Chapter 5, I will not be simulating li in this
model, but the effects of li as if it had been practised by agents. In this section,
I will provide a full technical account of how the effects of li is simulated in
agents and through their interactions with each other.
Whether or not li action has taken place will depend on the agents
themselves. In a setting where agents meet and there are more self-entitled
agents and neutral agents tending towards self-entitlement ("Ψi,t < 1.0) than
there are gracious agents, I will assume that li is not practised. In which case,
their cooperation, the agreed amount to contribute, and how much each agent
will contribute will remain the same as that specified in the realistic laissez-faire
model.
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However, in a setting where there are more gracious agents ("Ψi,t ≥ 1.0)
than self-entitled agents who meet, I will assume that these gracious agents will
initiate li action, and those present will be compelled to reciprocate. There is,
however, a 50% chance (randomly determined by the simulation) that some
self-entitled agents may choose not to reciprocate. In doing so, such selfentitled agents will be expelled from the cooperative, as their failure to
reciprocate acts as a sign of certain moral failings that is not to be tolerated.
When these agents practise li with each other, the act will lead to a slight 1%
increase in each practising agent’s attitude ratio.
They will decide the amount to contribute in the same way as the
earlier models. But when it comes to the extent by which they will abide to the
agreement, all agents involved in the cooperation will behave a little bit
differently from the other models. As they are conducting their agreements
within the context of li, not only are these agents morally obliged to
reciprocate and conduct themselves appropriately, but li also breaks their
regular patterns (e.g. free riding behaviour) and replaces it with some degree of
generosity (though it may not necessarily exert a full effect on self-entitled
agents). Table A10, below, summarises how much agents will contribute when
they enter into an agreement with li.
Attitude Ratio ("Ψi,t)

Agent Behaviour

"Ψi,t > 1.0

Contribute 100% of the agreed amount (!Ki,t).

"0.5 < Ψi,t ≤ 1.0

Contribute an amount within the range of 50-100% of the agreed
amount.
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Attitude Ratio ("Ψi,t)

Agent Behaviour

"Ψi,t ≤ 0.5

Contribute an amount within the range of 0-100% of the agreed
amount.

Table A10. Table summary of agent behaviour to contribute in a cooperative engaged with li,
based on the agent’s attitude ratio

At the end of each iteration round, agents in their respective
cooperatives will check to see if their cooperation was a success, in the same
manner as the other laissez-faire models. One modification here is that the
decision to stay or leave the cooperative will now be determined by other
factors, namely, on the trustworthiness of the other agents within the
cooperative. The trustworthiness of the cooperative is defined according to this
formula:

!Ψn, t

1 n
=
Ψj, t
n∑
j=1

(13)

where Ψ
! n, t denotes overall trustworthiness of the group, which is calculated as
the mean attitude ratio of n number of agents within the cooperative at time t.
Here I am assuming a correlation between the collective trustworthiness of the
group and the average attitude ratios of all the agents present, so that I can use
the mean attitude ratio as a shorthand for the overall trustworthiness of the
group. The more gracious agents are, the more reliable and trustworthy the
group will be.
Since trust is essential to the decision-making process of agents in this
simulation, agents will decide whether to leave or stay in the group based on
the overall trustworthiness of the group as well as on the success rate of the
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cooperative. An untrustworthy group may yield successful agreements once or
twice, but its members are weary as they are prone to exploitation by its less
trustworthy members. There is little or no assurance that agents would not
exploit the goodwill of its members. And conversely, a trustworthy group may
have agreements that end in failure once or twice, but if its members are
trustworthy, agents have a reason to stay in the hope that things will improve.
Table A11, below, summarises the decision matrix influencing the agent’s
decision to stay or leave the cooperative.
Trustworthiness
of the
Cooperative Ψ
! n, t

Cooperation
Success or
Failure

Response of self-entitled
agents ("Ψi,t ≤ 1.0)

Response of gracious
agents ("Ψi,t > 1.0)

! n, t > 1.5
Ψ

Success

Continue Cooperation

Continue Cooperation

Failure

Continue Cooperation,
Cease Cooperation if
Cooperative Failed Twice

Continue Cooperation,
Cease Cooperation if
Cooperative Failed Twice

Success

Continue Cooperation

Continue Cooperation

Failure

Stop Cooperation

Continue Cooperation,
Cease Cooperation if
Cooperative Failed Twice

Success

50-50 chance of
Continuing Cooperating

50-50 chance of
Continuing Cooperating

Failure

Stop Cooperation

Stop Cooperation

Success

Stop Cooperation

50-50 chance of
Continuing Cooperating

Failure

Stop Cooperation

Stop Cooperation

1.0 ≤ Ψ
! n, t < 1.5

0.5 ≤ Ψ
! n, t < 1.0

! n, t < 0.5
Ψ

Table. A11. Table summary of how agents will determine
whether to stay to cooperate or not depending on the overall trustworthiness of the group.
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A.6 Experimental Methodology
Having described the main simulation models, I will now discuss the
full experimental methodology in detail and a few other working assumptions.
I should state that the methodology specified in this Appendix is different than
what I specified in Chapter 5, as I have only included in that chapter the
portions relevant to the significant results that I wished to discuss. The
methodology stated in this section contains other experiments that yielded no
interesting observations.
There are several fixed constants that I will maintain across all
experiments. First, I will treat each iterative round as though it represents a
single day, and each simulation run will occur over a period of 1000 iterations
(1000 days, approximately 3 years). Second, there will be 1000 agents in every
simulation. The choice of having 1000 agents within a small space of 100 x
100 pixels is to simulate a densely populated society. Third, the agreement
multiplier will be set to 1.0 so that agents will not have to commit to donating
far more than they have. Fourth, the maximum income will be set at $50.00.
This setting will determine the spread of incomes across all agents, following a
normal distribution. With a value of $50.00, the majority of agents will have
an income around the average of $25.00.
There are several issues that I wish to determine from this experiment,
and this will require changing certain variables in order to compare the effects
of such changes. First, I wish to investigate whether attitudes and behavioural
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dispositions play a significant role in affecting cooperation. This will involve
comparing the control, theoretical laissez-faire, and the realistic laissez-faire
models. We can compare the increase or decrease in agent contributions, and
the number of cooperators over the course of the simulation. We can also vary
the agreement threshold to study its effects on cooperation. And so, I will
investigate by running the various models at the following agreement
thresholds: 60%, 70%, 80%, 90%.
Second, having established whether or not attitudes and behavioural
dispositions are important, I will then proceed to investigate my claims in this
dissertation, that conditions conducive to the fostering of trust are essential for
producing better distributive outcomes. This will involve comparing the
outcomes of the theoretical and realistic laissez-faire models with the
deferential laissez-faire model. To reiterate, the deferential laissez-faire model
does not simulate any particular li action but simulates the effects of li action as
if agents had engaged in it. This will suffice to inform us whether there is any
merit to the importance of li and how exactly distributive outcomes will
change when such practices are implemented in an artificial society. I will
compare the outcomes with the findings from the other laissez-faire models.
Third, I will proceed to examine the effects of centrally coordinated
redistribution on the control simulation (essentially depicting a command
economy), and all the other laissez-faire simulations. To avoid overcomplicating the simulation, I will limit the experiment to flat-rate taxation
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only. And I will compare and measure the effects on all distributive approaches
with 0%, 10%, 20%, and 30% taxation. This will give us a sense of how
effective (or ineffective central redistribution in the form of flat-rate taxation
can be. For good measure, I will also run simulations across different
agreement thresholds (60%, 70%, 80%, 90%) to determine whether there are
any significant effects. Table A12, below, summarises all the experimental
simulations that will be conducted.
Agreement Threshold

N/A

60%

70%

80%

90%

Theoretical Laissez-Faire (No Tax)

!✓

!✓

!✓

!✓

Theoretical Laissez-Faire (10% Tax)

!✓

!✓

Theoretical Laissez-Faire (20% Tax)

!✓

!✓

Theoretical Laissez-Faire (30% Tax)

!✓

!✓

Realistic Laissez-Faire (No Tax)

!✓

!✓

!✓

!✓

Realistic Laissez-Faire (10% Tax)

!✓

!✓

Realistic Laissez-Faire (20% Tax)

!✓

!✓

Realistic Laissez-Faire (30% Tax)

!✓

!✓

Deferential Laissez-Faire (No Tax)

!✓

!✓

!✓

!✓

Deferential Laissez-Faire (10% Tax)

!✓

!✓

Deferential Laissez-Faire (20% Tax)

!✓

!✓

Deferential Laissez-Faire (30% Tax)

!✓

!✓

Control (No Tax)

!✓

Control (10% Tax)

!✓

Control (20% Tax)

!✓

Control (30% Tax)

!✓

Fig. A12. Table summary of all simulations that will be conducted

For each experimental simulation, I will simulate using three different
sets of agent classes to gain insights on how the proportion of different agent
classes may affect the distributive outcomes. The first setting will involve only
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conditional cooperators. This will function as a control setting that will allow
us to understand how outcomes will be like in the absence of free riders, and
conditional/unconditional noisy agents.
The second setting is based on a study by Fischbacher and Gächter,
where they derived the proportion of agent player classes based on
participants’ involvement in the Public Goods Game.193 I have made slight
modifications to fit their findings to my simulation implementation, as I have
grouped together a few conditional and unconditional agent classes together as
Conditional Noisy Agents and Unconditional Noisy Agents. This setting will
provide us with an idea of how outcomes might be like in the real world.
The third setting involves an equal proportion of conditional
cooperators, free riders, conditional noisy agents, and unconditional noisy
agents. The purpose of this setting is to provide us with an idea of outcomes in
a world where there is a significant increase in the proportion of conditional
and unconditional noisy agents. Table A13, below, summarises the proportion
of agent classes in the three different settings.

Setting with All
Conditional
Players

Setting with
Fischbacher’s &
Gächter’s
Proportion of
Agent Classes

Setting with
Equal Proportion
of Agent Classes

100%

50%

25%

Free Riders

0%

30%

25%

Conditional Noisy Agents

0%

14%

25%

Conditional Cooperators

193

Fischbacher et al. Are People Conditionally Cooperative? Evidence from a Public Goods Experiment. pp.
400-401.
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Setting with All
Conditional
Players

Setting with
Fischbacher’s &
Gächter’s
Proportion of
Agent Classes

Setting with
Equal Proportion
of Agent Classes

0%

6%

25%

Unconditional Noisy
Agents

Table A13. Table summary of three scenarios with different proportion of agent classes
that will be tested in each experimental simulation

For each simulation run (and their respective set of agent classes), I will
repeat the experiment 30 times and take the average of all the readings
produced. This will allow me to reduce the chances of random error and
arrive at a more accurate reading. Altogether, there will be a total of 3060
simulation runs.

A.7 Discussion of Results
I have discussed the most significant findings in Chapter 5. In this
section, I will discuss the other less significant results from the experiments.

A.7.1 Flat-Rate Taxation
I have tested scenarios where flat-rate taxation is added on top of the
control and laissez-faire models. There are no significant observations when
varying the different agent classes. The outcomes were too inconsistent to
make any conclusions. What I can say about taxation (or flat-rate taxation, at
the very least, is that its effect on the various distributive models is highly
dependent on the proportion of agent classes. Changes in the proportion of
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conditional cooperators, free-riders, and the other agent classes will result in
outcomes that will greatly skew the Gini coefficient.
As for the effects of taxation on individual contributions, there is an
almost negligible effect in increasing the average contribution after 1000
iterations. Overall, the average contribution increases only very slightly in
proportion to the increase in taxation. Figure A14, below, illustrates this, with
all lines having a very gentle upward gradient. The effect is significant enough
to be observed visually in the graph in the control model, and the TLF model

Average Increase/Decrease of
Individual Contributions after
1000 Iterations

at a 70% agreement threshold level.
14.00
12.00
10.00
8.00
6.00
4.00
2.00
0.00
-2.00
-4.00
-6.00
-8.00

0%

10%

20%

30%

Rate of Taxation
TLF @ 60%
Control

!

TLF @ 70%

RLF @ 60%

RLF @ 70%

Figure A14. Average increase/decrease in individual contributions after 1000 iterations,
where all agents are conditional cooperators.
The shape of the graph is similar to the other proportions of agent classes.

Based on the findings of the experimental simulations, the results on
the effects of flat-rate taxation are quite inconclusive. Moreover, there are
many different tax models that have yet to be tested. While it is possible that
some other tax model might yield more consistent outcomes, it is beyond the
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scope of this research to test other tax models. More research needs to be done
in the future if we wish to come to any conclusion on the efficacy of centrallycoordinated redistribution. If anything, these findings shed light on just how
difficult it is to measure the efficacy of taxation on societies. These simulations
did not take into account other real-world factors such as the effects of
taxation on productivity, but just the variation in the proportion of agent
classes was already enough to complicate the findings.

A.7.2 Differences in Proportions of Agent Classes
For every simulation setting I used, I have also tested with different
proportions of agent classes, in the hope of determining how the various
proportions of conditional players, free riders, unconditional noisy players, and
conditional noisy players may affect cooperation, individual contributions, and
the overall effects on the distribution of wealth in the artificial society.
From the experiments, I have found that varying the proportions of
agent classes had little effect on the levels of cooperation and average
contributions, with results from each set of agent classes very much resembling
one another.
Perhaps the only striking observation is that the different proportions
of agent classes greatly affected the average decrease in the Gini coefficient.
(Figures A15, A16, and A17, below). However, the Gini coefficient is a
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statistical measure of dispersion, and there is not enough information available

Average decrease in Gini coefficient after 1000
Iterations

to infer the reasons for these differences.
-0.20
-0.21
-0.22
-0.23
-0.24
-0.25
-0.26

60%

70%
Control

!

80%

90%

Agreement Threshold
TLF (All Conditional)
RLF (All Conditional)

Average decrease in Gini coefficient after 1000
Iterations

Figure A15. Comparison of the average decrease of the Gini coefficient for simulation runs
involving 100% conditional cooperators.
-0.20
-0.21
-0.22
-0.23
-0.24
-0.25
-0.26

60%

70%

80%

!

Agreement Threshold
Control

TLF (Fischbacher & Gächter)

RLF (Fischbacher & Gächter)

Figure A16. Comparison of the average decrease of the Gini coefficient for simulation runs
involving the proportion of agent classes as determined by Fischbacher and Gächter.
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90%

Average decrease in Gini coefficient after 1000
Iterations

-0.20
-0.21
-0.22
-0.23
-0.24
-0.25
-0.26

60%

70%
Control

!

80%

90%

Agreement Threshold
TLF (Equal Proportion)
RLF (Equal Proportion)

Figure A17. Comparison of the average decrease of the Gini coefficient for simulation runs
involving an equal proportion of agent classes.

A.7.3 Average Increase/Decrease in Individual Contributions
Table A18, below, summarises the average increase/decrease of
individual contributions at the end of 1000 iterations, at different agreement
threshold levels. I have already discussed the observations of these findings in
Chapter 5, and so I will not repeat the discussion here.

Agreement
Threshold
Level

All
Conditional
Players

Fischbacher’s
& Gächter’s
Proportion of
Agent Classes

Equal
Proportion of
Agent Classes

Control

N/A

-$6.47 ± 0.12

-$3.99 ± 0.13

-$3.00 ± 0.12

Theoretical LaissezFaire (TLF)

90%

-$7.30 ± 0.22

-$4.64 ± 0.18

-$3.86 ± 0.18

80%

-$7.38 ± 0.19

-$4.74 ± 0.16

-$3.87 ± 0.21

70%

-$7.40 ± 0.22

-$4.66 ± 0.17

-$3.86 ± 0.19

60%

$12.69 ± 0.31

$13.33 ± 1.02

$12.98 ± 1.68
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Realistic Laissez-Faire
(RLF)

Deferential LaissezFaire (DLF)

Agreement
Threshold
Level

All
Conditional
Players

Fischbacher’s
& Gächter’s
Proportion of
Agent Classes

Equal
Proportion of
Agent Classes

90%

-$3.96 ± 0.22

-$3.05 ± 0.22

-$2.43 ± 0.18

80%

-$2.86 ± 0.41

-$2.47 ± 0.25

-$1.90 ± 0.26

70%

-$0.53 ± 0.44

-$0.98 ± 0.35

-$0.49 ± 0.43

60%

$2.63 ± 0.46

$1.66 ± 0.35

$1.90 ± 0.38

90%

$4.45 ± 0.45

$2.65 ± 0.34

$2.57 ± 0.50

80%

$8.66 ± 0.35

$7.67 ± 0.39

$7.42 ± 0.37

70%

$11.24 ± 0.32

$11.78 ± 0.31

$11.74 ± 0.49

60%

$11.39 ± 0.27

$12.16 ± 0.34

$12.21 ± 0.40

Table A18. Table summary of the average increase/decrease of individual contribution
(over 30 simulation runs each) achieved by each simulation model
at different agreement threshold settings.

A.7.4 Average Decrease in the Gini Coefficient
Each artificial society begins with a highly unequal distribution of
wealth, where the Gini coefficient averages at around 0.778. Table A19, below,
summarises the average decrease in the Gini coefficient achieved at the end of
1000 iterations, at different agreement threshold values. The lower the average
score, the more equal the distribution of wealth is in the artificial society at the
end of the simulation run. I have already discussed the observations of these
findings in Chapter 5, and so I will not repeat the discussion here.
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Agreement
Threshold
Level

All
Conditional
Players

Fischbacher’s
& Gächter’s
Proportion of
Agent Classes

Equal
Proportion of
Agent Classes

Control

N/A

-0.217

-0.212

-0.224

Theoretical LaissezFaire (TLF)

90%

-0.234

-0.217

-0.212

80%

-0.213

-0.237

-0.229

70%

-0.227

-0.211

-0.226

60%

-0.252

-0.240

-0.236

90%

-0.222

-0.229

-0.239

80%

-0.223

-0.221

-0.221

70%

-0.218

-0.228

-0.215

60%

-0.228

-0.230

-0.216

90%

-0.245

-0.233

-0.231

80%

-0.230

-0.242

-0.239

70%

-0.231

-0.246

-0.247

60%

-0.243

-0.228

-0.250

Realistic Laissez-Faire
(RLF)

Deferential LaissezFaire (DLF)

Table A19. Table summary of the average decrease in the Gini coefficient (over 30 simulation runs each),
achieved by each simulation model at different agreement threshold values.

Table A20, below, summarises the average decrease in the Gini
coefficient achieved at the end of 1000 iterations, at different tax rates.
Tax Rate

Control

Theoretical Laissez-Faire @
60% Agreement Threshold

All
Conditional
Players

Fischbacher’s
& Gächter’s
Proportion of
Agent Classes

Equal
Proportion of
Agent Classes

0%

-0.217

-0.212

-0.224

10%

-0.231

-0.225

-0.229

20%

-0.243

-0.228

-0.248

30%

-0.230

-0.244

-0.231

0%

-0.252

-0.240

-0.236

10%

-0.246

-0.241

-0.246
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Tax Rate

Theoretical Laissez-Faire @
70% Agreement Threshold

Realistic Laissez-Faire @ 60%
Agreement Threshold

Realistic Laissez-Faire @ 70%
Agreement Threshold

Deferential Laissez-Faire @
60% Agreement Threshold

Deferential Laissez-Faire @
70% Agreement Threshold

All
Conditional
Players

Fischbacher’s
& Gächter’s
Proportion of
Agent Classes

Equal
Proportion of
Agent Classes

20%

-0.258

-0.226

-0.238

30%

-0.261

-0.254

-0.232

0%

-0.227

-0.211

-0.226

10%

-0.217

-0.220

-0.231

20%

-0.244

-0.237

-0.229

30%

-0.253

-0.235

-0.234

0%

-0.228

-0.230

-0.216

10%

-0.240

-0.236

-0.235

20%

-0.249

-0.223

-0.232

30%

-0.234

-0.212

-0.249

0%

-0.218

-0.228

-0.215

10%

-0.240

-0.243

-0.247

20%

-0.230

-0.240

-0.240

30%

-0.225

-0.255

-0.241

0%

-0.243

-0.228

-0.250

10%

-0.249

-0.240

-0.250

20%

-0.247

-0.238

-0.239

30%

-0.249

-0.250

-0.254

0%

-0.231

-0.246

-0.247

10%

-0.233

-0.231

-0.236

20%

-0.240

-0.250

-0.257

30%

-0.256

-0.255

-0.246

Table A20. Table summary of the average decrease in the Gini coefficient (over 30 simulation runs each),
achieved by each simulation model at different tax rates
and at agreement threshold levels of 60% and 70%.
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Appendix B. Source Code of Simulation

“An algorithm must be seen to be believed.”
— Donald E. Knuth194
;; ============================================================================
;; Declaration of Global and Agent Variables
;; ============================================================================
globals
;; Global variables
[
;; ===========================
average-belief-old
;; Variable to temporarily store the average belief
;;
at (t-1)
returns
;; Amount each agent receives from the common pool
gini-index-reserve
;; Array for computing gini values
lorenz-points
;; Array for computing Lorenz curve
N_noise
;; Variable to store the number of unconditional
;;
noisy agents
N_conditional-noise
;; Variable to store the number of conditional noisy
;;
agents
N_freerider
;; Variable to store the number of free riding agents
step-size
;; Variable to preset the distance that agents will
;;
move
turtle-size
;; Variable to preset initial size of agents
is-agreement?
;; Flag to indicate laissez-faire scenarios
is-deference?
;; Flag to indicate deferential scenario
is-taxation?
;; Flag to indicate taxation scenario
update-attitude-ratio? ;; Flag to indicate whether simulation should update
;; attitude ratio (AR)
]
turtles-own
[
contribution-max
contribution
preference
belief
conditionality
contribution-preference
payoff
total-amount
is-noise?
is-conditionalnoise?
is-freerider?
attitude-ratio
agreement
agreement-amount-max
agreement-amount

;;
;;
;;
;;
;;
;;
;;
;;
;;
;;
;;
;;
;;
;;
;;
;;
;;
;;
;;
;;
;;
;;

Agent variables
===========================
Income of agent
Amount agent contributes to the common pool
Preference score at t
Belief score at t
Determines whether agent will behave conditionally
Amount agent prefers to give (from 0 to
contribution-max)
Amount agent receives at the end of the round
Total amount accumulated in the various rounds
Flag to indicate agent player class as
unconditional noisy agent
Flag to indicate agent player class as conditional
noisy agent
Flag to indicate agent player class as free-riding
agent
Variable indicating agent's attitude ratio
Flag to indicate whether agent will be joining the
cooperative
Max amount for an agreement
Amount agreed in cooperative

194

Donald E. Knuth. Art of Computer Programming, Volume 1: Fundamental Algorithms, 3rd Edition.
(New Jersey: Addison-Wesley, 2005).
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agreement-successful?
old-agreement-success?

]

dont-move?
tax-amount
tlf-strategy

;;
;;
;;
;;
;;
;;
;;

Flag to remember current cooperation's success/
failure
Flag to remember last cooperation's success/
failure
Flag to indicate whether agent should remain
Amount to tax/redistribute
Flag to remember agent's strategy (for TLF only)

;; END OF DECLARATION OF VARIABLES
;; ============================================================================
;;
;;
;;
;;
;;

============================================================================
Initial Simulation Setup
============================================================================
All functions declared from this section onwards relate to the initial setup
of the simulation.

;; This function is run at the beginning of the simulation to
;; do all the initial setup necessary for the simulation run
to setup
;; Initialise model world
clear-all
ask patches [ set pcolor white ]
;; Initialise global variables
initialise-global-values
;; Initialise all agent variables and settings
create-turtles total-agents
[
move-to one-of patches ;; ensure agents do not overlap
initialise-turtle-values
]
initialise-turtle-types
compute-contribution
compute-common-pool-returns
ask turtles [ update-total-amount ]
recolour-turtles
;; Compute Lorenz curve and Gini coefficient
update-lorenz-and-gini
reset-ticks ;; Set time t to 0
end
;; This function will initialise all global variables at the start of the
;; simulation
to initialise-global-values
set-default-shape turtles "person" ;; set shape of turtles
set turtle-size 4
set step-size turtle-size
set average-belief-old 0.0
set N_noise int (percentage-unconditional-noise * total-agents)
set N_freerider int (percentage-free-rider * total-agents)
set N_conditional-noise int (percentage-conditional-noise * total-agents)
set is-agreement? false
set is-deference? false
set is-taxation? false
set update-attitude-ratio? false
if ( (scenario = "theoretical-laissez-faire")
or (scenario = "realistic-laissez-faire") )
[
set is-agreement? true
set update-attitude-ratio? true
]
if (scenario = "deferential-laissez-faire")
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[

]

set is-agreement? true
set is-deference? true
set update-attitude-ratio? true

if (scenario = "control-and-taxation")
[ set is-taxation? true ]
if ( (scenario = "theoretical-laissez-faire-and-taxation")
or (scenario = "realistic-laissez-faire-and-taxation") )
[
set is-agreement? true
set is-taxation? true
set update-attitude-ratio? true
]
if (scenario = "deferential-laissez-faire-and-taxation")
[
set is-agreement? true
set is-deference? true
set is-taxation? true
set update-attitude-ratio? true
]
end
;; This function will initialise all agent variables at the start of the
;; simulation.
to initialise-turtle-values
set conditionality 1
set contribution-preference 0
set contribution-max abs (int ((random-normal (max-income * 0.5)
(max-income * 0.2))))
set total-amount int (random-pareto (max-income * 100) (initial-inequality))
set payoff 0.0
set belief random (contribution-max + 1)
set attitude-ratio abs (random-normal 1 0.3)
if attitude-ratio < 0.0 [set attitude-ratio 0.0]
if attitude-ratio > 2.0 [set attitude-ratio 2.0]
set is-noise? false
set is-conditionalnoise? false
set is-freerider? false
set color grey
set agreement 0
set agreement-amount 0
set agreement-amount-max 0
set agreement-successful? false
set old-agreement-success? false
set tax-amount 0.0
set dont-move? false
set tlf-strategy 1
end
;; This function will assign agent player types at the start of the simulation
to initialise-turtle-types
if (N_noise > 0)
[
ask n-of N_noise turtles
[
preset-agent-unconditionalnoise
set is-noise? true
]
]
if (N_conditional-noise > 0)
[
ask n-of N_conditional-noise turtles
[
preset-agent-conditionalnoise
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]

]

set is-conditionalnoise? true

if (N_freerider > 0)
[
ask n-of N_freerider turtles
[
preset-agent-freerider
set is-freerider? true
set tlf-strategy -1
]
]
end
;; This function randomly assigns the initial wealth of agents
;; according to a Pareto distribution
to-report random-pareto [p-scale p-shape]
report (p-scale / ( (1 - random-float 1) ^ (1 / p-shape) ) )
end
;; Initialise unconditional noisy agent settings
to preset-agent-unconditionalnoise
set conditionality 0
set belief 0
set contribution-preference random (contribution-max + 1)
end
;; Initialise conditional noisy agent settings
to preset-agent-conditionalnoise
set belief random (contribution-max + 1)
set contribution-preference random (contribution-max + 1)
ifelse belief < (contribution-max / 2)
[set conditionality 1
set contribution-preference 0]
[set conditionality -1
set contribution-preference contribution-max]
end
;; Initialise free-riding agent settings
to preset-agent-freerider
set conditionality 0
set belief 0
set contribution-preference 0
end
;; Set the colour of agents. The lighter the colour of the agent,
;; the poorer the agent, and vice versa.
to recolour-turtles
let max-wealth (max [total-amount] of turtles)
let unit (max-wealth / 10)
;; increase size of turtle to indicate community
ask turtles with [count turtles-here > 1]
[ set size turtle-size * (count turtles-here) ]
;; reset size of turtle if only an individual
ask turtles with [count turtles-here = 1]
[ set size turtle-size ]
ask turtles
[
ifelse (total-amount < (unit))
[ set color sky + 4 ]
[
ifelse(total-amount < (unit * 2))
[ set color sky + 3 ]
[
ifelse(total-amount < (unit * 3))
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end
;;
;;
;;
;;
;;
;;
;;
to

]

]

]

[ set color sky + 2 ]
[
ifelse(total-amount < (unit * 4))
[ set color sky + 1 ]
[
ifelse(total-amount < (unit * 5))
[ set color sky ]
[
ifelse(total-amount < (unit * 6))
[ set color sky - 1 ]
[
ifelse(total-amount < (unit * 7))
[ set color sky - 2 ]
[
ifelse(total-amount < (unit * 8))
[ set color sky - 3 ]
[
ifelse(total-amount < (unit * 9))
[ set color sky - 4 ]
[ set color sky - 5 ]
]
]
]
]
]
]

This algorithm for computing the Lorenz curve and Gini coefficient
was adapted from Wilensky's code, which computes the distribution of wealth
in an artificial society
Reference: Wilensky, U. (1998). NetLogo Wealth Distribution model.
http://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo/models/WealthDistribution.
Center for Connected Learning and Computer-Based Modeling,
Northwestern University, Evanston, IL.
update-lorenz-and-gini
;; Sort wealth from poorest to richest
let sorted-wealths sort [total-amount] of turtles
let
let
let
set
set

total-wealth sum sorted-wealths
wealth-sum-so-far 0
index 0
gini-index-reserve 0
lorenz-points []

;; Begin computation of Lorenz curve points and Gini coefficient
repeat total-agents [
set wealth-sum-so-far (wealth-sum-so-far + item index sorted-wealths)
set lorenz-points lput ((wealth-sum-so-far / total-wealth) * 100)
lorenz-points
set index (index + 1)
set gini-index-reserve
gini-index-reserve +
(index / total-agents) (wealth-sum-so-far / total-wealth)
]
end
;; END OF SIMULATION SETUP
;; ============================================================================

;; ============================================================================
;; Simulation Run
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;; ============================================================================
;; All functions declared from this section onwards relate to running of the
;; simulation from start to finish
;; This code is repeated in each and every agent at every iteration round
to go
if (ticks >= 1000) [ stop ]
;;
;;
;;
if

If this is one of the laissez-faire scenarios,
agents that meet are to enter
into dialogue with one another
(is-agreement? = true) [ ask turtles [ dialogue-laissez-faire ] ]

compute-contribution ;; compute contributions
;; compute how much each agent receives from the common pool
compute-common-pool-returns
ask turtles
[
update-payoff
update-total-amount
if (is-agreement?)
[
set old-agreement-success? agreement-successful?
check-agreement-success
]
;; if this is a taxation scenario, apply taxes and redistribution
if (is-taxation?) [ centrally-redistribute-taxes ]
]
move-turtles
;; In the event that the agreement was a success, but other agents moved out
;; reset the agent so that the agent will not try to repeat cooperation with
;; no one around
ask turtles
[
if ((count turtles-here = 1) and (agreement-successful? = true) )
[
set agreement-successful? false
set agreement 0
]
]
update-lorenz-and-gini ;; Computer Lorenz points and Gini coefficient
recolour-turtles ;; Adjust agent colour based on amount of wealth
;; Reset agreement amount value
ask turtles
[ set agreement-amount 0 ]
tick
end
;; Update agent's preference value,
;; P = (unconditional preference) + (conditionality * belief)
to update-preference
;; Tax Amount will be 0 for all scenarios without taxation.
set preference (contribution-preference + (conditionality * belief)
+ (tax-amount) )
if (preference < 0) [ set preference 0 ]
end
;; Update agent's belief value,
;; B = (delta * mean contribution in t-1)
;;
+ (gamma * agent's contribution in t-1)
to update-belief
set belief ((epsilon * average-belief-old) + (zeta * belief))
end
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;; To update conditional noisy agent preference values based
;; on the contribution of other agents
to update-agent-conditionalnoise
ifelse belief < (contribution-max / 2)
[
set conditionality 1
set contribution-preference 0
]
[
set conditionality -1
set contribution-preference contribution-max
]
end
;; Calculate amount agent will contribute as:
;; C = (alpha * P) + (beta * B)
to contribute
set contribution ((alpha * preference) + (beta * belief))
if (contribution > contribution-max) [set contribution contribution-max]
end
;; Compute amount that agent will contribute
to compute-contribution
compute-average-belief
ask turtles
[
;; update Preference and Belief values for various agent types
if is-noise? [preset-agent-unconditionalnoise]
if is-conditionalnoise? [update-agent-conditionalnoise]
if is-freerider? [preset-agent-freerider]
update-preference
update-belief

]
end

ifelse (agreement = 0) ;; If there's an agreement with other agents,
[contribute]
;; contribute based on amount agreed (and on AR)
[set contribution agreement-amount] ;; Otherwise contribute normally

;; Compute average belief of agents at t-1
to compute-average-belief
set average-belief-old (sum [contribution] of turtles / (count turtles))
end
;; Compute common pool returns
;; Returns = Sum of contributions * Return Multiplier / Total Number of Agents
to compute-common-pool-returns
set returns (mean [contribution] of turtles) * return-multiplier
end
;; Calculate payoff of each agent per round
to update-payoff
set payoff ((contribution-max - contribution) + returns)
end
;; Calculate total wealth of each agent
to update-total-amount
set total-amount (total-amount + payoff)
end
;; Calculation of taxation and redistribution amount for each agent
to centrally-redistribute-taxes
let max-minus-contribute (contribution-max - contribution)
let avg_X ((sum [(contribution-max - contribution )] of turtles)
- max-minus-contribute) / (total-agents - 1)
set tax-amount (taxation-rate * (max-minus-contribute - avg_X))
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set total-amount (total-amount - tax-amount)
end
;;
;;
;;
;;
;;
to

When two or more agents meet, they will engage each other in a dialogue,
as inspired by Piter Dykstra et al (2013). The dialogue simulates
communication and, in the case of the deferential laissez-faire model,
the practice of li action, whether it is ritual deference, social etiquette,
or some other action that aids in forging stronger bonds of trust.
dialogue-laissez-faire
ask turtles-here
[
;; By default, agents will agree to cooperate with each other
;; based on a random number generator (50-50 chance)
if (agreement = 0)
[
ifelse (random 2 > 0)
[ set agreement 1 ]
[ set agreement 0 ]
]
;; If ritual deference is practised, the decision to enter into a
;; cooperative is different, and is based largely on
if (is-deference? = true)
[
let N_gracious (count turtles-here with [attitude-ratio > 1.0])
let N_entitled (count turtles-here with [attitude-ratio <= 1.0])

]

;; If the flag to remain and cooperate again is raised,
;; agree to cooperate with existing agents
ifelse ( (dont-move? = true) and (agreement-successful? = true)
and (count turtles-here > 1) )
[ set agreement 1 ]
[
;; Otherwise decide to cooperate base on the presence of the other
;; agents present
ifelse (N_gracious >= N_entitled)
[
;; In the presence of more
ifelse (attitude-ratio > 0.5) ;; gracious agents, reciprocate
[
;; to their graciousness
set agreement 1
;; and increase one's AR
increase-ar (0.01)
]
[
ifelse (random 2 > 0)
;; But self-entitled agents
[
;; may or may not reciprocate
set agreement 0
;; and they will not join
decrease-ar (0.01)
;; the cooperative (kicked out)
]
[ set agreement 1 increase-ar (0.01)]
]
]
[
;; If there are more self-entitled agents, randomly decide
;; like the normal laissez-faire situation
ifelse (random 2 > 0)
[ set agreement 1 ]
[ set agreement 0 ]
]
]

;; Once all agents have engaged each other in whether to enter into
;; a cooperative or not, the ones who agreed to join the cooperative
;; will now determine the amount to contribute together
ifelse ((agreement = 1) and (count turtles-here > 1))
[ set-agreement-amount ]
[ set agreement 0 ] ;; If only one agent is present, there is no agreement
set dont-move? false ;; reset all flags
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]
end
;; This function determines the amount agents in the cooperative will
;; agree to contribute, and how much they will actually contribute
to set-agreement-amount
let N_gracious (count turtles-here with [attitude-ratio > 1.0])
let N_entitled (count turtles-here with [attitude-ratio <= 1.0])
let temp-amount ( agreement-multiplier * max ([contribution-max]
of turtles-here with [agreement = 1]) )
set agreement-amount-max (random-float (temp-amount / 2.0)
+ (temp-amount / 2.0))
;; If the agreed amount is more than what an agent
;; can afford, then the agent can only give based
;; on his/her maximum income
ifelse (agreement-amount-max > contribution-max)
[ set agreement-amount contribution-max ]
[ set agreement-amount agreement-amount-max ]
ifelse ((scenario != "theoretical-laissez-faire") and (scenario !=
"theoretical-laissez-faire-and-taxation"))
[
;; For deferential laissez-faire
ifelse (is-deference? = true)
[
ifelse (N_gracious >= N_entitled)
[
ifelse (attitude-ratio > 1.0)
[ set agreement-amount agreement-amount ]
[
ifelse (attitude-ratio > 0.5)
[ set agreement-amount abs (random-float (agreement-amount / 2.0)
+ (agreement-amount / 2.0)) ]
[ set agreement-amount abs (random-float (agreement-amount)) ]
]
]
[
if (attitude-ratio > 1.5)
[ set agreement-amount agreement-amount ]
if ((attitude-ratio > 1.0) AND (attitude-ratio <= 1.5))
[
ifelse ((random 2) > 0)
[ set agreement-amount agreement-amount ]
[ set agreement-amount abs (random-float (agreement-amount / 2.0)
+ (agreement-amount / 2.0)) ]
]
if ((attitude-ratio > 0.5) AND (attitude-ratio <= 1.0))
[
ifelse ((random 2) > 0)
[ set agreement-amount abs (random-float (agreement-amount)) ]
[ set agreement-amount 0 ]
]
if (attitude-ratio <= 0.5)
[ set agreement-amount 0 ]
]
]
[ ;; For realistic laissez-faire
if (attitude-ratio > 1.5)
[ set agreement-amount agreement-amount ]
if ((attitude-ratio > 1.0) AND (attitude-ratio <= 1.5))
[
ifelse ((random 2) > 0)
[ set agreement-amount agreement-amount ]
[ set agreement-amount abs (random-float (agreement-amount / 2.0)
+ (agreement-amount / 2.0)) ]
]
if ((attitude-ratio > 0.5) AND (attitude-ratio <= 1.0))
[
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ifelse ((random 2) > 0)
[ set agreement-amount abs (random-float (agreement-amount)) ]
[ set agreement-amount 0 ]

]
if (attitude-ratio <= 0.5)
[ set agreement-amount 0 ] ;; On all counts, giving nothing yields the
;; best outcome

]
]
[ ;; For theoretical laissez-faire scenario
ifelse (tlf-strategy = 1)
[ set agreement-amount agreement-amount ] ;; For cooperators
[ ;; For defectors
ifelse (agreement-amount < contribution)
;; Cooperate only this serves one's self-interest
[ set agreement-amount agreement-amount ]
;; Contribute any amount from 0 to contribution
[ set agreement-amount abs (random-float (contribution)) ]
]
]
end

;; Function to check whether the agreement made within the cooperative was a
success
to check-agreement-success
ask turtles-here with [agreement = 1]
[
let check-agreement-amt (agreement-success-threshold
* agreement-amount-max)
let check-for-free-rider (min [agreement-amount]
of turtles-here with [agreement = 1])
let mean-amount (mean [agreement-amount]
of turtles-here with [agreement = 1])
let trust (mean [attitude-ratio] of turtles-here with [agreement = 1])
;; A failed agreement is one where the average contribution
;; made within the group is less than the threshold
;; percentage of the agreed amount. All agents involved
;; will decrease their attitude ratio as a consequence
ifelse ( mean-amount < check-agreement-amt )
[
set agreement-successful? false
set agreement 0
]
;; Otherwise, the contract is a success, and all agents
;; involved will increase their attitude ratio
[
set agreement-successful? true
if (update-attitude-ratio?)
[
if (attitude-ratio <= 1.5)
[
;; However, agent's trust will decline if there
;; are free-riders present
if ( check-for-free-rider < (mean-amount) )
[ decrease-ar (0.01) ]
]
]
]
;; No special settings required for control and control laissez-faire
;; Theoretical Laissez-Faire Scenario
if ((scenario = "theoretical-laissez-faire")
or (scenario = "theoretical-laissez-faire-and-taxation"))
[
ifelse (agreement-successful? = true)
[
set dont-move? true
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]
[
]

]

set agreement 1
set dont-move? false
set agreement 0

ifelse (tlf-strategy < 0)
[
if (agreement-successful? = true) and (old-agreement-success? = true)
[ set tlf-strategy 1]
]
[
if (agreement-successful? = false) and (old-agreement-success? = false)
[ set tlf-strategy -1]
]

;; Realistic Laissez-Faire Scenario
if ((scenario = "realistic-laissez-faire")
or (scenario = "realistic-laissez-faire-and-taxation"))
[
ifelse (agreement-successful? = true)
[
set dont-move? true
set agreement 1
increase-ar (0.01)
]
[
set dont-move? false
set agreement 0
decrease-ar (0.01)
]
]
;;
;;
;;
if
[

Dynamics for determining whether agent stays
around to cooperate in the next round differs
in the deferential laissez-faire model.
(is-deference? = true)
ifelse (agreement-successful? = false)
[
ifelse (trust > 1.0)
[
ifelse (old-agreement-success? = false) ;; 2 strikes out
[
set dont-move? false
set agreement 0
]
[
if (attitude-ratio > 1.0)
[
set dont-move? true
set agreement 1
]
if (attitude-ratio <= 1.0) and (trust < 1.5)
[
set dont-move? false
set agreement 0
]
]
]
[ ;; if trust < 1.0
;; move if failed cooperation once for trust < 1.0
set dont-move? false
set agreement 0
]
]
[ ;; if agreement is successful
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if (trust <= 1.0)
[
set dont-move? true

]
end

]

]

]

ifelse (attitude-ratio > 1.0)
[
ifelse (random 2 > 0) ;; 50-50 chance of cooperating
[ set agreement 1 ]
[
set dont-move? false
set agreement 0
]
]
[
ifelse (trust > 0.5)
[
ifelse (random 2 > 0) ;; 50-50 chance of cooperating
[ set agreement 1 ]
[
set dont-move? false
set agreement 0
]
]
[
set dont-move? true
set agreement 1
]
]

;; Function call to decrease AR by 1%
to decrease-ar [value]
set attitude-ratio ((1.0 - value) * attitude-ratio)
if (attitude-ratio < 0) [set attitude-ratio 0.0]
end
;; Function call to increase AR by 1%
to increase-ar [value]
set attitude-ratio ((1.0 + value) * attitude-ratio)
if (attitude-ratio > 2) [set attitude-ratio 2.0]
end
;; Function call in deciding whether agents need to move
to move-turtles
ask turtles
[
if (dont-move? = false)
[
;; Leave community if agreement fails
if (agreement-successful? = false) [ move-action ]
]
]
end
;; Function call to move agents forward
to move-action
fd random step-size ;; move forward by a certain number of steps
rt random 40 ;; turn a random amount between -40 and 40 degrees,
lt random 40 ;; keeping the average turn at 0
end
;; END OF SIMULATION RUN
;; ===========================================================================
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